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SOME POSSIBILITIES OF SUPERVISION IN RELIGIOUS 
EDUCATION IN THE LIGHT OF THE ACHIEVEMENTS IN 
GENERAL EDUCATION. 
/.-. ' .- .. 
'I 
CHAPTER I. THE HISTORY AND NEED OF SUPERVISION. 
i. 
OifAPTER I 
. . 
THE HISTORY AND NEED OF SUPERVISION 
lntroduction. Adequate supervision is one of the important phases of 
work in the improvement of general· education. Much progress has been made 
in formulating, promoting and putting into practice programs of super • 
vision in the public school field. The result has been more adequate in-
etruction, more efficient. teachers, and better trained pupils. In the light 
o.f these achievements in general education through supervision, it seems 
possible that something o·r a similar achievement could be made in }lsligious 
jducation if the same principles of supervision could be applied. Super -
vision in,lleligious .14ducation is a comparatively new venture. It is so ll$W 
that it has not yet gained the attention ani recognition to which it has 
a decided right. The same general principles of education can be and are 
bei.ng applied in thel progressive schools of )\eligious -lsiucation as are 
being applied in the public schools. Therefore it eeems,possible, in the 
main, that the principles of supervision that are effective in general 
education, will be equally as effective in~ligious-&ducation. 
A brief history of the develop~ment of supervision in the fis~ld of gen -
eral education and of Religious Education. Professor· Charles Edgar Scott 
in his book entitled, "Educational Supervision", sayss 
. -
•supervision of instruction developed out of the function or 
:school managament as a means of self- protection for the 
community against the inefficient teacher. At an early date 
(1712) some of the New England Town Selectmen appointed one 
or mote of their number whose special duty it should be to 
inspect the school for the purpose of determining whether or 
not the school "master" was doing his duty by the children. 
In case of inefficiency, the orily result of such inspection 
was to discharge or refuse to re - employ the inefficient 
teacher. No attempt was made to direct the teacher 11 s work. 
t/ 
~·I 
~t was about 175,, according to Henry Suzzallo, when in -
~paction was first used as a means of gaining information 
to be used in directing the teacher 1's work, that. the func 
tion of supervision appeared. •Thus~ supervision evolved 
out of the func.tion of school management, and 'not out of 
the function of teaching• • Ani thus in theory at least, 
supervision has evolved from a means of self - protection 
for the community to a means of community coopera,.tion wi.th 
the teacher" .1 
-By the first half' of the nineteenth century a new developement. in eu -
4 
pervision is evident, for in the larger cities the. school committees have 
appointed some one who was not_ a member of the committee as the super -
intendant of the schools. This eJtperiment spread very rapidly- and in 1861 
ten states are reported as having county superintendents of schools, and 
by 18791 thirty - five cities are said to have had a city superintenient _ 
of schools. This spread has been so rapid that almost every village, town, 
city ani state in the United States has its superintenient of schools, so 
that theoretically at leas~ almost every teacher in.the land is teaching 
under supervision. Thb evolution of professional supervision has con -
ti.nued step by step, until today, in many of our schools we have not only 
the general supervisor of instruction but the special supervisor as well. 
Professor E.P.Oubberly in his book, 11 Public School Administration• 1 when 
-
speaking of this same evolution' says: 
•on the buaineas side has been evolved the school clerk, or 
-secretary, who attends to all purely clerical functions, and 
:the business manager, who acts in the name of the board in 
most financial matters. On the educational side, in addition 
to the superintendent of instruction, have come supervieors 
of special forms of instruction, a aupervisor of health, and 
a supervisor of school attendance. In between the t.O, and 
partaking of the functions of both the business am the ed - 2 ~cational sides, has come a superintendent of school buildings". 
1. Scott, Charles Edgar: lducat~onal Supervision, pages 9 - 10. 
2. Cubberley, E.P.: l'ubllo School Administration, p. 8,. 
This evolution of professional supervision is also shown b.Y the in -
crease in the literature that is written upon the subject. Professor 
Scott, in hie book on11 Educational Supervision 11 says: 
11 That as recent ~s 1914 there-was not a slngle book devoted 
:especially to the supervision of instruction. Few, i:f' aey, 
teacher - training institutions at that time offered courses 
on the theory of supervision. The Readers' Guide to Periodical 
Literature for the years 1910 to 1914 listed only nine arti.cles 
on the subject. Since 1914 writers am teacher - training in -
stitutions have given m\.lch more attention to it. at the pre • 
sent time there are six catalogs of teacher - training in -
stitutions, selected at random, which list twenty three co\.lrses 
in the theory and in the practice of supervision. The Readerst 
Guide for the year 1919 alone lists a dozen articles on the sub -ject~.1 
•. l 
6 
At the present time a good maey books have been written that deal whol 
ly with the subject of ~pervision. A great maqy other books that tTeat of 
5 
educational subjects devote chapters or parts to the subject of supervision. 
So that it would be a comparatively easy task to compile a bibliography of · 
fifty or mo~e volimes upon the subject of supervision. It can also be said 
that at the present time almost every magazine dealing with the subject of 
education is publishing articles on supervision. 
In t.he field o.f )l.eligious &ducation we have little or no history of sup -
orvision because it is at present in the making •. The denominational boards 
of .R.eligious -'ducation have att.empted some long range, absentee type of 
supervision, which may have been of some slight benefit to the schools of 
A.eligious .l.ducation. Usually the supervision has been nothing. more than the 
promotion of' conventions and conferences. The same thing will need to be 
said concerning the· cooperative movements in the field of .&eligious -tduoa ... 
tion. The International Council of Religious Education has not been able 
. . 
to do aey real constructive work in the field of supervision. Their ma -
1. Scott, Charles Edgar; Educational Supervision, p.17. 
H . -- . u ~~-='-~- ··-~~~ .. ----~ --- - w _:z=,.,__=£..:s:;:-::~. .. c::: : 
r l 
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l 
-· 
chtnery of organization~ is of' such a nature that about. all they can do 
ts to maintain an off'ice to distribute information and to. build con~n • 
tiona ani conferences. However it must be said. tn fairness to the Inter -
national.Oouncil of Religious Education that they have made great strides 
in the work of supervision. And in so far as they were able to commani a 
technically trained leadership, they war.e able to do commendable work in 
supervision. 
It was this realization of failure on the part of the denominational 
boards ani the International Council of Religious Education that has led 
' to the prese~·emphasts on supervision in the local school, through a 
6 
supervisor who is a part of the staff. The realization of the nee~ for 
better trained teachers, for better methods of teaching, for a better cur-r · 
riculum and for the application of the scientific technique of the public 
school education, has led religious educators to turn their attention to 
a study of the ways ani methods of supervi.sion, with special application 
to the local school. This ts the position in which the ,&eligious .Rducatio -
nal forces find thems!lves today. The most progressive and far seeing re -
ligious educators are aware or the importaDCe or. adequate supervision 
and are doing all that is within their power to make it a reality in,Ae -
-ligioue -'dueation. ,. 
The meaning of supervtoion, supervision versus administration. There is 
much work both in general education ani in Ji,eligious .. ducation that goes 
by the name of supervision that is not worthy of the name. Much that is 
purtadministration is aften called supervision. Supervision has to do 
primarily with the teaching function, William H. Burton in his book; 
~Supervision and the Improvement of Teaching1 , gives the following con -
I 
I 
l 
l 
I 
' ' 
\, 
i ,, 
ciea atatement regarding the nature of: supervision: 
11 Supervision has t4:1 th; the improvement of the teaching act. 
.The selection and organization of subject matter. Testtng 
and measuring, the impro.vement OJf teachers in service, and 
with the rating of teachers11 .1 
Thus it can be said that the supervisor deale primarily with the educa-
tional processes and with the improvement of the te.aching function. 
The work of the administrator is of an entirely different nature. His 
work is to administer th9 program of education. He deals with the mater-
ials, mechanics, discipline, organization, finances, and promotion of 
the general program of the school. This does not mean that these two of-
ficers, the supervisor and the administrator will not work together, be N 
cause there will be many things that they will need tct do together .. How-
ever it does mean that their respective fields o.f work will be kept die .. 
tinct. The purpose of the work of the supervisor will not be confused with 
the purpose of the work of the administrator. The present tendency is to 
make a de:finite aaparation of the supervi.sory duties from the administra-
tive duties. 
This clear separation o£ duties is granted by most educational leaders, 
but there is a growing conviction among the leaders that the supervisor· 
shall be responsible to the administrative officer of the school. T.hi.Q. i.e 
a realization of the principle of the centralization of authority. 
11 Ae a function of school management, supervision is subordinate 
to admini.etration and must be subject to the direction of the 
administrating head whether the supervision is performed by the. 
superintendent himself', by princ-ipals, or by special supervisors11 .2 
This is likewise true in ~ligioua ~ucation as it is applied to the lo-
cal shurch or school. The Pastor or administrative official is the head 
1. Burton,W.H., Supervision and the Improvement of Teachine, p.9-10. 
2. Scott, Charles Edgar; Educational Supervision, p.l6. 
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of the organization and the supervisor would need to be responsible to 
the head of the organization. 
The need for supervision in general education. Ideal conditions· do not 
exist in general education and consequently there are ma~ teachers teach • 
ing in our public schools who are not thoroughl~ trained professionally. 
Therefore we are faced with the task of supervising the teaching activities 
of teachers, and especiallT. beginning teachers if genuine progress in pro-
fessional efficiency is to be made. The need for supervision in general ed-
ucation is self evident. Educators m~ differ as to the methods of super -
vision but they are in agreement. when it_ comes to the matter of the need. 
Ma~ forces need to be relied upon to attain the objects for which. our 
schools are maintained, and these forces need to. be directed and correla -
ted. This situation create a a real need for supervision. A second reason 
for supervision is the need of the teachers, manr o~them lack adequate 
8 
training and experience. In fact all teachers need more or less supervision. 
. .. 
The superior teachers will ne@d supervision because they are a part of a 
more elaborate system of education than their own class or group. Even the 
superior teacher will need help in correlating her work. Furthermore she 
is a part of' an organization and must be related to it. Teachers who have 
natural ability but who are in a rut, will need the help of' the supervisor 
to get them out of their worn track. Teachers who lack scholarsbl.p and do 
not seem aware of their short comings, certainly need the services of a 
supervisor. Teachers who lack scholarship or practical skill or both an:l 
_. . .' our conscious of their lack need the skillful council and triendly advice 
of a technically and professionally trained supervisor. BA§tnning teachers 
will alw~s need supervision. A third thing is apparent and that is the 
~~· . ). 
need of a stimulus to regularity and uniformity of work • .Adequate super -
vision will furnish this needed stimulus. Another real need is met by su -
pervision in that it provides expert service in directing the work of the 
school. There are yet many other naeda that could be listed, but this will 
suffice to show that there is need for supervision in general education • 
The need for' supervision in Religious Education. F.qe Huntt.ngton Kly ... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . -.- ..................... .. 
ver, Ph~ D., begins her book, "The Supervision ~f Student Teachers inRe-
ligious Education", by sayi~s 
" Coincident with the rapidly accelerated modern movement for 
. Jlaligious .tducation there has been on the part of certain 
leaders in this developing field, searching inquiry con -
earning the work and implications for ~ligious Zducation 
of approved educational procedura•.l 
More am more is this com~ng to be true. This study will deal with the 
worth and implications for Religious Education of approved educational au-
pervision. 
Almost every leader in general education will admit the need for super-
vision in the general educational field. This is their position in the 
f~ce a:f the ·facts that the school work of our nation i.e in the handa of 
professionally trained experts, that the courses o.f study are planned by 
• 
experts, that the text books are ;prepared by scholars in their respective 
fields, that the system: is financed by taxation, that the teachers must be 
specially-trained and meet the standards set by the state, that the at • 
tendanee of the boys am girls is compulsory up to a certain age, and ma'tl.r 
-:rJ1F other things which ought to make for ef'fici.eney. lt there is need for 
~· supervision under these conditions in general education, how much more 
l.~ver, Faye Huntington; The Supervision of Student -Teachers 1n Re • 
ligious Education; New York City. Bureau of Publications, Teachers Col • 
lege, Columbia University 1925, page 1. 
9 
urgent is the need for supervision in J\el.igious .&ducation where all of 
the conditions that should make for efficiency are lacklng •. The schools 
for )teligious education are in the main under the leadership of men or 
women wi.th no professional training for their work. The courses of' stu -
dy and the text books are quite often prepared by the publication boards 
with the idea of profit in mind rather than the individual to be taught. 
The schools are usually financed ~·the pennies that the boys and Airls 
bring each Sunday. The teachers ere in general unselected, because the 
leader must depend upon volunteer teachers and he must take wh~e can 
get. The school usually only meets once each week and the attendance is 
optional. There are maey- other things in connection with our schools of 
,Religious .&ducation that tend to make them inefficient and lacking in a 
professional spirit. Onder such conditions the need for supervision is 
self evident.. 
The need for supervision in ;tDligious .-ducation becomes apparent . 
when we see how little has as yet been done in the field. The book cal • 
led, 11The ~rvision of Student. -Teachers in Religious Education•, by 
F"e:ye Huntington Klyver, Ph •. D. o.f Kal.emozoo College, is the. only book to 
. . . 
my knowledge that is wholly devoted to the subject of supervision of ~ -
ligious lducation. This book deals with a very limited field, but it is 
an inquiry that is scientifically treated and it marks a beginning in the 
study of supervision and .ft,.eligious .lducation. A great maey chapters· in 
other books on phases of ~ligious ,4ducation deal with supervision, but 
1": usually- supervision and administration is very much confused. So. little 
"''-·. 
has been written that the Internat_ional Council of Religious Education 
has not been able to secure satisfactory text books for the leadership 
.1 
10 
training courses in supervision, but they have been forced to use text 
books written primarily for the public school field and to make the ap M 
plication to the field of ,ft.sligious .&ducation. 
The almost complete lack of supervision in the Sunday School is shown 
by summary to Chapter XVI, of the Indiana Survey of Religious Education, 
. . 
Volume I. The findings given in this summary are of course from the state 
. . 
of Indiana alone, but it is safe to assume that they would constitute a 
fair sampling of our whole nation •. -The summary is as follows 1 
11 The general superintendent of an Indiana SuDiey School is a 
.mature man 41.2 years old, with no training for or experience 
in educational supervision. He accepted his office from worthy 
motives and gives, from his regular busineia, .a few hours each 
week to the administrative aide of his office. 
The Pastor does not supervise the teaching in the church school. 
The general superl.ntendent does not supervise the teaching in 
the church school. 
The general superintendent provides no means by which his teach -
ere may grow in knowledge am teaching skill while they are in 
the teaching service. Teacher - Training classes and teachers' 
meetings are not successfUlly conducted in more than a small _ 
fraction of lndiana Churches. 
The supervisory work of departmental superintendents does not 
differ materially from that of' the general superinter:dent. The 
only marked difference between the two supervisors is in the 
higher general intelligence of the departmental superintendents. 
Both are equally without training for supervisory wotk. Both are 
mature, consecrated church workers who are impelled to the aervice 
because of high and holy motives• .1 · 
. . 
Aoother reason why there is such a need for supervision in ~~ious 
,.Cducation is because of the great per cent of volunteer teachers that 
make up the teaching staff of our ,llaligious education schools. These 
volunteer teachers usually are untrained for teaching and they have 
~. other interests that tyake the most of their time. The Indiana Survey 
of Religious Education gives us some very_ helpful info~ation along 
this line. It shows us that the typical Indiana Sunday School teacher 
1. Indiana Survey of Religious Education, Vol.t page 466. 
11 
is a married woman, thirty- seven years of age, with two children. In 
addition to teaching in the Sund~ School, each teacher carries two oth-
er Church responsibilities. Finally tt reveals the fact, that the Indiana 
r' Sunday School teachers are the mature men and women of the church, who as-
sume, in addition to the duties of home and business, the responsibility 
for three types of eervice to the local chUrch because of profound con-
victions that the work is of supreme importance and worthy of sacrificial 
1 
service. The spirit and conviction of these teachers is most commendable, 
but it places a real problem of supervision at the door of the ,ADligious 
~ducational leaders. This volunteer leadership will not be satisfactory, 
nor will it be able to continue its work unlese it can be professionally 
supervised. 
The teaching act of this great group of volunteer teachers is sadly de-
ficient, and improvement is necessary. Professional supervision is needed 
to improve the teaching of this body o~ untrained teachers. A great deal 
of supervision will be necessary, because surveys have revealed that ap -
proximately forty per cent. of. the Sunday School teachers have hatl less 
than half of a high school education. Apart from the group of Sunday School 
teachers who have made .1 some preparation for public school teaching, the 
professional training of the Sunday School teacher is almost negligible. 
In speaking of this same subject the Indiana Survey of Religious Education 
se.yss 
11 Schools of Principles and Ll&thods and teacher - training class-
es in local churches have fUrnished ~he major portion of such 
professional training as the Sunday School teachers of the state 
had. Brief training courses, with text - books of a mediocre 
typ&, taught by teachers ~ith no professional training 
1. Indiana Survey of Religious Education Vol. I page J8J. 
com-
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prise the quantity and quality cf the training courses that 
have been conducted in this state •. The great mass of teach -
ere, however, have been untouched by even this type of training. 
The Sunday School teachers of Indiana are, as a class untrained11 .1 
- . 
The result of this lack of professional training is a lack of. know -
ledge on the part of' the teacher as to the best method to use in pre-
senting a lesson, the type of lesson to use and also of what may be ex • 
pected as the outcome of the lesson. Take the matter of' the preparation 
of' the lesson by the teacher, it was found that among the Indiana Sun-
day School teacherst 
82.5 % - hay for guidance. 
9~ % - Read the lesson o,ver caretully to make sure of understaming 
it. 
4~.9% -Outline the lesson, determine questions to be asked, verses 
to be memori%ed, and points to be emphasized. 
20.9% - Write out the outline. 
50 % - Select illustrations which apply to life. 
~0.~ % '"" Master the Biblical setting. ' 
The time when the teachers prepare their lessons is also interest -
ing. It was foum that: 
4~.5% - Set aside a definite night each week for lesson preparation. 
49.6% .. Prepare their lessons early· Sunday morning or late Saturday 
night. 
2.6% - Study the lesson during the opening exercises of the Sunday 
School •. 
26.7 % - Have some time definitely set aside daily • 
l.Indiana Survey of' Religious Education, Vol. I page 410. 
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(Most of this group is included in the first group). 
1.6% .. Prepare the lesson when the class reads the lesson at the 
beginning of the recitation. 
It was also found that approximately 44 % of the teachers use the 
Bible and Lesson Quarterly exclusively in preparing their lessons, 
and 56% use additional helps. 
A study of the method of questioning reveals the fact that there was 
almost no conscious application of' the fine art of questioning. 
Very few of the teachers realized the beneficial results that could 
accrue from a helpful and suggestive ass~gnment of the next lesson. 
Almost 50 % ot the teachers said that they assumed the pupils would-
take the next lesson am made no assigment.1 
The status of the teaching act alone is enough to make clear the need 
for supervision in)laligious .Sducation. 
P'urthel'IDDre these teachers. in)leligious .m.ducation must be improved 
while they ·-are engaged in the actual service of teaching. Most of them 
will never be able to go away for an extended period of study, and tf they 
thould drop out of their work in the Sunday School, to secure additional 
training, they would so curtail the work of the Sunday School that dis -
astrous results would follow. These teachers must keep at their tasks, 
just as the public school teacher must remain at her taek, and the impro.ve-
ment must take place while they are in active service. The answer to such 
a situation in the public school field was professional supervision, and 
t· it must likewise be the solution in the field of 1\.eli.gious-lduaation. 
The teachers in the field of )ieligious IRducation need a atimulus to 
1. Indiana Survey of Religious Education, Vol.I p. 412- 427. 
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cause them to improve. They will need to be inspired to self improvement. 
This will mean study and preparation on their part. This stimulus, because 
of the great number of volunteer teachers in ~ligious Jlducltion, must. come 
without the aid of the goal of a salary increase or a promotion. This stim-
ulation will be very difficult. because the only goal that can be offered 
is the goal of a greater and a more sat.i.sf'ying service. A professionally 
trained supervisor who can counsel with, inspire, guide, train and direct 
the teachers will st.h;~'late them to greater study and better efforts• The 
teachers need this stimulation and inspiration and supervision will be 
one of the means to bring it. about. 
Another reason why there is such a need for supervision inJteligioua 
15-
~ducation is the lack of satisfactory curricula material and the utter lack 
of correlation of materials and work. Adequate supervision in the prepara-
tion of new curriculum material is an absolute necessity. The expert ad • 
vice of a trained supervisor is ·essential in the preparation of' curriculum 
m·aterial. The matter of' the selection o:f the curriculum: for the average 
Sunday School is at present a mere matter of' chance or the authority of 
the Sunday School board or the denominational headquarters. The study of 
a curriculum to discover if the content is satisfactory, if it is built 
upon sound pedagogical and psychological. principles, if it is suitable for 
' the group to whom it is to be taught, or if the teachers help5and aug-
gestions are adequate, is perhaps not even though~ of in two thirds of 
the Sunday Schools of our land. Progress must be made in the matter of 
the building of' new and more satisfactory curriculum: material. Trained 
supervisors and adequate supervision will be needed to bring this about. 
The correlation of the different parts of our )i.Pligious)lducation, such 
as the worship, the expression, and the instruction calls for the ap -
plication of supervision. The matter of the correlation of the work of the 
different departments of the Church School, the Daily Vacation Bible Schoo I 1 
. . 
~ the Week Day School o.f Religion, and the public school will only be 
possible when the work of our )lDligious ..ldueation ..Achools is thoroughly 
supervised. The leaders of ,futligious -'.dueation are convinced that a cor -
relation O;f program and of work is e11ential to progress and achievement, 
and certain leaders are beginning to think that. through adequate super .. 
vision this correlation can be accomplished. 
Until very recently the religious schools of our land were unconcerned 
about tthe'testing or·measure1ng of their progress. If they thought of 
measureing their echievement at all it was in terms of attendance, inter -
est, or of becoming Church members. This measurement, if it can be called 
such, was so crude that it never really· showed results or achievements. 
lith the interest in teSts and measurements of' an objective nature in the 
public school, there has developed a corresponding interest in the schools 
of ~ligioua JZQ.ucation. Teste are now being made for use in the work of 
~ligious .lducation, that will test Biblical knowledge, Ethical judgement, 
interests, attitudes, and conduct. These teste will be used as diagnostic 
tests, and as the measures of' achievement. They will test the knowledge 
of the pupil and they will also ~test the teaching skill o.f the teacher. 
Teacher rating scales are being developed in this field for the rating of 
Sunday School teachers, these instruments are fast being. standardized and 
the near future will see a rather general use of rating scales in Religious 
~ 
Education. These teste will enable us to measure in a"S\ objective way the 
1\ 
Biblicai knowledge o:f our_ pupils, the knowledge they have gained over a 
16 
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certain period, the attitudes that they have acquired from their study, 
and the conduct that has been the result. Further these teste will enable 
-
us to measure the: value and worth of certain courses of study and of' car -
tain curri.culufaterial._ Then again they will enable us to teet 
the efficiency of the teachers in the }U!Iligioue bchoolS. 
and rate 
The benefit that will result from these tests and measurements will de -
pend in large measure upon the leadership that uses them. To utilize these 
instruments of objective measurements the schools will need to be under 
adequate supervision. It would indeed be a crime if Jleligious .»ducation 
would lo~se the benefit. o.f these objective tests, because of the .lack of 
supervision. A supervise~ is necessary to promote the use of these tests 
and supervision is necessary to properly utilize the results. 
Religious &ducat ion is important., yet in the past the hligious .lsiuca -
tion in our Sunday Schools has been looked upon as mere play or pastime. 
It has he.i no educational staming because of the careless, haphazard me -
thode that have been in use. Supervision wUl give )Utligious G,ducation an 
educational standing and a professional rating. The one single i.te!Jt that 
will do most to give the schools of ~ligious .lducation a professional 
standing and enable them to stand in a favorable comparison with our pub -
lie schools is the developement of an adequate ~stem of supervision. 
A statement of the elms and purposes of this Thi!sis• The t;1~ aim of 
this thesis will be to show that supervision is possible in the field of' 
~ligious 84ucation, and to show some of the specific possibilities in 
the light of the achievements in general education. n will be compelled, 
because of the broad scope of' the subject, to limit the presentation of 
the work of supervision to a few phases of the subject. I will present 
17 
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only the supervisor and his work, the principles of supervision and class 
room visitation and conferences as methods of supervision. I shall first 
present the accomplishments of supervision in general. education within 
the limitations that I have designated. I.n the second part of this paper 
. . 
I: shall attempt to show the possibilities of sUpervision in )Utli.gious 
Bducation, within the same limitations that I have set for the first part 
of the paper. 
6 -----------------------~----
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PART I. SUPERVISION IN GENERAL EDUCATION. 
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CHAPTER II. THE SUPERVISOR AND HIS WORK. 
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CHAPTER II 
THE SUPERVISOR AND HIS WORK 
. • ... 
In aey discussion of the problems of supervision there are always two . 
phases that must be dealt with early- in the discussion. They are the IU w 
pervisor and the work that the supervisor must do or supervision. I shall 
begin by attempting to make clear the meaning of supervision. 
A definition of supervision, based. on the definitions of edu·cational te-
aders. In answer to the question, What is supervision? one would be able 
to find a great man;y different anB'Ifers. These differences are due to. a 
nwnber of things, first, to the newness of the subject and the ever chang-
ing conception of the subject, second, to the different conceptions that 
leaders hold as to the purpose of supervision. Barr and BurtQn, in the 
•supervision of' Instruction•, have this to say on the subject& 
•supervision, altpough a part of the educational program for 
.several decades, has onl~ recently won recognition as a spec• 
ialized phase of that program. Now, however, it is recognized 
not only as a specialized field, but also as the foundation 
upon which all programs for the improvement of teaching must 
be built. Traditions, standards, techniques, and principles 
are being evolved, and a technically trained personnel is 
rapidly materializing•.l 
Some of the early attempts to define supervision were absolutely absurd, 
or at an;y rate they were as Mr. L.D. Coffman states 1Gr1mly humorous•. 
Some of these early definitions are as followst 
1The business of' a supervisor is to east a genial influence 
-~ver his schools, but otherwise he ts not to interfere with 
the work.• 
• Supervision is tald.ng the broad view 1 the general view, and 
.seeing the back and middle grounds as well as the foreground 
with its details. Supervision is the vision in the old and 
beautiful sense of seeing things invisible~. 
1. Barr and Burton, The Supervision of' Instruction, page 1. 
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11The supervisor, in relationship to the scholarship of his 
~schools, is as a traveller going into a far cpuntry to earn 
wages and to bring back treasures from its vast stores of 
wealth. In relation to the children and youth, the super -
visor is as a pioneer going into a great wilderness of prim -
eval forests to make there a home of civilization. In re -
lation to the schools, the supervisor is as a sea captain of 
the medieval time upon a chartlees sea~ .1 
Mr. L.D. Coffman in the same address wher~ he gives the earlie~ almost 
humorous definitions of supervision advances this definitiona 
11The four duties - the laying out and prescribing of materials 
.of instruction, the thinking of teachers and teachiDg in terms 
of efficiency levels, the use of standardized tests and scales, 
and the improvement of the teaching act through criticism of 
instruction, -constitute the scope of supervieion•.l 
Dr. Fannie W.Dunn suggests the following as a definition of super -
visions 
11 Instructional supervision, therefore, has the large purpose of 
-improving the quality of instruction, primarily b,y promoting 
the professional growth of all teachers, and secondarily and 
temporarily by correcting deficiencies of preliminary prep " 
aration for teaching by the training of teachers in service•.2 
I .s.Grey makes the following statement as to the nature of supervision: 
11The function of supervision is the improvement of instruction, 
-the encouragement of good work, and the constructive elimination 
of ineff'!!lctive efforts and misapplied energy. Expert supervision 
should lead teachers to a broad range of experience, so that 
the work of one grade may be seen in relation to the work of 
other grades, to an understanding of needed revisions, of nec-
essary grewth, and of the final outcomes of instruction•.~ 
H.W .Nutt in the summary of his chapter on 11 Suparvising Activities•, 
sayss 
11The supervisor must carry out eight distinct pieces of work. 
l.Cofflne.n,L.D., 11The control of Educational Progress through School su-
pervision•, Proceedings of the N.E.A. Vol. 55, 1917, page 187. 
2. Dunn, Fannie 1f., •what is Instructional Supervision", Proceedings 
of the N.E.A. Vol. 61. 192~, page 76~. • 
3. Gre.y,W.s., 1Methods of Improving the Technique of Teaching•. Ele-
mentary School.Journal, Vol. 20. · 
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He must ley the basis. for effective cooperative teaching; se• 
lect and organize the subject matter of courses of study; teach 
for purposes of demonstration and experimentation; direct eye -
tematic observation; direct the teaching activities of' his teachers; 
check up the progress made by the pupils; measure the efficiency 
and progress of his teachers; and measure the efficiency of hie own 
supervising performances. The perfonnance of these various pieces 
of' work demands tholio'.tgh training pointed specifically to these 
distinct activities • 
. 
Nutt, later O-n in the same book says, -
"The supervisor must realize that he has e. great responsi.bility 
.to meet in making the teacher skillful and reliable as e. teach-
er. He must regard the success or failure of the teacher as his 
own success or failure in very larse ~agree. On the other hand, 
the teacher must regard the work of the supervisor as a supreme 
opportunity for learning how to teach, and for being trained 
in the skill of' teaching, ---- In fine, one rm:y say- that the 
teacher and supervisor should feel that the~ welfare is mu -
tua~, and that they succeed or fail together.n2 
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In this latter quotation we have the emphasis upon the coope~tive fac -
tor in supervision. 
Charles Edgar Scott in his book on, 1Educational Supervision•, defines 
supervision, 1 as that form of school management which has as its function 
the coordination, stimulation, and direction of instruction•.~ 
E.P .Oubberley defines supervision in tenns o£ its functions or works 
To guide and improve instruction. 
To improve teachers in service. 
T-o build up teem work, esprit de corps, morale, etc. 
To interpret and carry out the administrative policy of the superin • 
-tenient.4 
Cubberley in his book, 1 Publi~ SChool Administration•, says 
1. Nutt,H.W., 1The Supervision of Instruction• page ~2. 
2. Ibid, page 81, 82. -
~. Scott, Oh~les Edgar; 1Educe.tione.l Supervision•, page 9. 
4. Cubberley, E.P., 1The Principal and His School~, pp 41 .. 44. 
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•supervision should mean help, encouragement, and support rather 
·than inspection and criticism. Money· spent on supervisors whose 
chief work lies in enforcing the obedience of all to uniform 
rules and regulations, checking -up and percenting the school 
work done to see if it tallies with the course of study laid 
down, manipulating the details and the red tape of the admin-
istrative machinery, and tracking down violators of the pre-
scribed rules, is money wasted, and its effect on a teaching 
force is positively bad•.l · 
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In the same volume Cubberley further states, when writing upon the sub• 
ject, "the purpose of all supervision•, that the purpose of all supervision 
should be constructive, and that its purpose is also to establish a unity 
of effort throughout the schools, eo that the part of each one in the ad -
ucation of the children may be as effective as possible. Unity,however, 
does not mean uniformity, though this mistaken conception is commonly held. 
'mle object in all attempts to unify processes and procedure is to mitigate 
the evils of the graded system of instruction. This can beet be done by 
securing a unity of purpose all along the line. Unity of purpose and coop-
erat~on in plan are what is des1red.2 
. . . , ... ' . . 
Strayer and Engelhardt attempt to define supervision by an emphasis up• 
on the following five',pointss 
"The maintaining of a uniform and workable course of study. 
-The improvement of teaching. 
Experimental work. 
The improvement of teachers in service. 
The rating of teachers• .J 
Mr. lillirun. H. Burton from his reading and from his broad experience as 
a supervisor and teacher of supervisory theory, makes the following state-
~nt; Supervision has to do withs 
1. Cubberley, E.P., "Public School Administration•, page 19~. 
2. I~id, pp. 240 - 241. ~.Strayer and Engelhardt, "The Classroom Teacher•, The American Book 
Oo., (1920) PP• 42- 61. . 
'·I 
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The improvement. of the teaching act. 
The selection and organization of subject matter. 
Testing and measuring. 
~() The improvement of teachers in service, and the rating of teachers.1 
,.. 
\ 
Now in the new book, "The Supervieion of Instruction" written by Mr.. 
. . 
A~ S. Barr and Mr. W.H. Burton the eame definition is taken and revised 
and supplemented in the light of more recent exper.ience and discussion; 
in this later book.2 
At first it may seem rather sonfusing to have so maey different de -
finitions of supervision, but the queetion of importance is whether or 
not they really are very different in the last analysis. Some of them 
are definitions of an earlier period, some are more inclusive than othere, 
and some of th~ indicate a closer relation between supervision and ad • 
ministration, than others do, but in the main. these definitions are ve-
ry much alike at least in the major emphases. ! shall attempt to fo~ -
late a definition o.f supervision from these earlier statements, that will 
include all of the part.s and synthesize all of these definitione into one. 
Therefore as a working definition I submit the followings Supervision is 
that cooperative educational process that has for its tasks, the improve-
.ment of the teaching act, the growth of the teachers, and the ultimate 
'bimprovement of the pupil and of society. This definition places emphasis 
upon the cooperative phase of supervision which is at present so much in 
the forefront. It also gives a very important place to the function of 
l.Burton, I.H., Supervision and the Improvement of Teaching, pp.9-10. 
2. Barr and Burton, 6The Supervision of Instruction", page'l7. 
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supervision, and it does not omit what might be called the ultimate aim. 
or goal of supervision. This definition embodies in a general wa1 all that 
has been said, by wey of definition, by earlier and present. writers on 
the subject of supervision. This general definition is as applicable to 
the field of Religious Education as it is to the field of secular edu -
cation. This rather general but inclusive definition of supervision will 
be used throughout this paper. 
l'hat are the required chara:cteristics of a supervisor. The supervisor• 
because of hie special part in the educational process of the present. 
day, is the most important man of all those that are engaged in our pub-
lie· education. Therefore he should be the one that is the best trained 
along technical lines. He should know not only the principles o,f Peda -
gogy and of Psychology, but he should know how to put thSD into actual 
practice. He should be thoroughly familiar with the methods and techni-
ques of teaching. Because he is a teacher of teachers he should have the 
finest possible general training, together with a great deal of tech -
nical training. 
This training is important., but to the man who would prepare for the 
greatest educational leadership, certain personal qualities must be 
added if aqr large success is to be achieved. Such a leader as E.P. Cub-
berley seys, 11must be clean both in person and mind, he must be temperate 
both in ep~ch and act, he must be ho,nest. and s.quare, am able to look 
men straight in the eye; and he must be possessed of a high sense of per-
sonal honor11 • 1 No doubt some positions in the public school field can be 
1. Cubberley, E.P., Public School Administration, PP• 1,7. 
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filled by individuals whose only qualifications are their technical train-
ing , but this is not true of the supervisor, because the very nature of 
the supervisory tasks of' the supervisor are such that the demands for per-
sonal worth are most emphatic. 
The supervisor must be a person with special ability for cooperation. 
The person who either cannot or will not cooperate will never be a sat-
isfactory supervisor. Supervision is a cooperative process, where the au-
pervisor and teachers cooperate and where the teachers and pupils co-
operate, am 1f' :t;he machine ia to function as it ought, then the super • 
visor must be a cooperative individual. 
There are maqy other characteristics of a supervisor,. for example he 
should be sympathetic, because his task will at times demand sympathy. 
Then he should be firm, because there will be times when firmness will be 
necessary. He will need to be enthusie.tic because at times he will be able 
to promote certain of his projects b,y the sheer force-a£ his enthusia~, 
and at times this m~ be the only means available. A supervisor must also 
be a patient man, because the progress is at times made so slow, that the 
leader will need even more patience than the proverbial Job, to keep from 
becoming impatient and perhaps saying and doing things that will interfer 
with his future usefulness. 
Mr. Joseph s.T'a.y).or of New York City in an article entitled, 11 Some De -
. . 
sirable Traits of the Supervisor• 1 lists the followingt First the supervi-
ear must he.~ an attainable goal. Second fairness and justice must be man-
ifeeted in his workt. Third he must be kind. Fourth the supervisor must be 
thorough in hts work. Fifth, he must be a good disciplinarian, and last of 
all he must be a model of Efficiency.1 
1. 11Journal of Educational Administration and Supervision• Jan.l92~, 
volume IX number 1. 
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There are many other characteristics that the good supervisor should 
have, but there are only two that I shall mention •. These: are gsneral 
characteristics but they are of such tremendous importance that they must 
not be o~erlooked. The first of these is a generous portion of common sen-
se. No amount. o.r training wi.ll make up for a lack of common seruse. The 
supervisor must know what to see am what to overlook, when to hear and 
when to turn a deaf ear, and what to remember am what to forget. The sec-
ond characteristic is a sense of humor. This will often times be found to 
be a real means of grace, and quite: often a sense of' humor may save an -
otherwise tragic situation. Common sense and a sense of humor will keep 
the supervisor from tald.ng himself and his work too seriously. 
1fhat i.e the work of a Supervieor'f This is a question that is almost too 
great to be answered. The supervisors tasks are s~ varied and numerous that 
one can not giv~ a satisf'actor,y answer without a number of years of studr. 
Fortunately a number of studies have been made along this very line, and 
they are available. The record o.f the supervisory staff in Detroit. shows 
that they have maqf activities, and th~y have been grouped in the following 
manner by A.S. Barr. This will give us an answer to the question; What is 
the work of' a supervisor! 
What Do Supervisors Do'l 
1. Select textbooks. 
a. Select textbooks. 
b. Determine standard of' disttibution. 
c. P repar~ materials on the use of textbooks. 
d. Appraise textbooks already in use. 
2. Study supplies, equipment and buildings. 
(~ 
a .. Prepare deecdptive:ltsts o.f instructional supplies. 
b. Assist in the development of stamards of distribution. 
c. Prepare directions for the use of supplies. 
d. P repare specifications for classroom equipment. 
e. Assist in maldng building plans • 
f. Study the instructional effectiveness of. supplies, equipment, am 
buildings. 
'· Assist in the appraisal, selection, appointment, assignment, and trans-
fer of teachers. 
a. Recommend teachers for appointment. 
b. 'ltate teachers. 
c. Advise with administrative officials upon the transfer and assign-
ment o,f teachers. 
d. Assist in personal problems. 
4. Community activities and contacts with outside agencies. 
a. Belong to clubs, community organizations,etc. 
b. Attend social and civic meetings in the community. 
c. Address various community groups. 
d. ~ticipate in civic affairs. 
e. Answer requests from the community for the use of schools, for as-
sistance, cooperation, etc. 
5. Field work. 
a. Visit schools. 
b. Answer calls for assistance. 
6. Training acti..vities. 
a. Hold teachersr meetings. 
b. Plan for demonstration teaching. 
29 
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e. Direct o.bservation • 
. 
d. P rovide for directed teaching. 
e. Organize institutes. 
f. Prepare bibliographies. 
g. Hold conferences. 
h. Enlist interest of teachers in corresponence courses, ext~neion 
._., . 
courses, summer classes, late afternoon, evening and Saturday classes. 
i. Arrange for and advertise public lectures and concerts. 
j. Develope educational exhibits. 
k. Provide for social contacts. 
1. Promote professional organizations and school clubs. 
7. Surveys, repo,rts, records, and schedules. 
a. Conduct surveys of the instructional conditions in the several fields. 
b. Renier. reports upon :instructional conditions. 
c. Make special reports. 
d •. Keep miscellaneous temporary records. 
8. Prepare various ld.nis of instructional materials. 
a. Prepare notices, announcements, etc. 
b. Prepare discussions of special instructional problems. 
c. Develope courses of study. 
d. Carry forward city - wide projects, field dey, Lincoln' 8 Birthday, 
anti - fly campaign, etc. 
9. Research, 
a. Construct and stani1Jtd1ze tests. 
b. Study instructional problems experimentally. 
10. Jloofeseional activitie's. 
a. Hold membership in teachers" association. 
-b. Attend educational meetings. 
c. Serve on educational committee. 
d. Write educational articles for publication. 
e. Address professional gatherings. 
11. Publicity. 
a. Prepare News articles. 
b. Prepare exhibits. 
c. Sell the school system to the general public. 
12. Reports upon educational progress. 
a. Reports of progress 1n other cities. 
b. Review of recent educational literature. 
c. Reports of progress in University centers. 
1~. General administration. 
a. Sell instructional materials to administrative officfals. 
b. Oar~ through designated administrative projects. 
1 
c. Organize the instructional side of the school system. 
This report gives a general view of the duties of a supervisor. ffowever 
each supervisor will have hie own peculiar problems and his work will. need 
to be shaped according to the special needs that he may discover. Special 
supervisors will have special tasks; for example the music supervisor will 
have work, related to his or her work, The progr~ pf the supervisor ~f 
the school system will be different than the work of a single school au-
pervieor. Every situation will require a special program of supervision, 
but the same general types of supervision will be in use in every situa -
l.Barr and Burton, 1 The Supervision of Instruction•, pp. 11- 1~. 
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tion. This then iB the work of' the supervisor. 
What are the Main Divisions of' the Field of Supervision. .There are ma-
'• 0 ~ .0 ~I I,.,.~ 0 • •• ~ '0 _.._I .. I# ..... I"'_.. .. • I#' •• - I. I <f 0. I .. -. I. I .. I. 0 • • .. 
ey books written that deal with the different. phases of supervi.sion, and 
ma~ of them emphasize a certain part o~ the whole subject and forget the 
other parts. Other writers present a more inclusive discussion of the 
field and the main divisions of it. It is undoubtedly true that the whole 
field of supervision can be grouped under six main divisions. The acti.vi• 
ties that I shall list under the six main divisions will include the su!-
gestions of macy writers. The grouping that I have made ia the consensus 
of opinion o.f the men wha: having been doing a great deal of experimental 
work with supervision, and these general d£visions are advocated b,y them 
all under some form or other. 
First then we have the task of laying the basis for effective cooper -
ative teaching. Supervisors are ready to agree that supervision is a co -
operative undertaking. This involves certain very definite schemes ani 
plans. Supervisors must learn that they are not spies or detectives,that 
they are not to seek out culprits but that they are to train the teachera 
so that they will not make the mistakes that will bring about unsatisfact-
ory- results. The teachers will also have a very defini.te lesson to learn 
in this very connection, they must learn that the supervisor is a helper• 
that he ia the ona to whom they should go for advice that he is cooperating 
with them in the task of teaching the boys and girls to be capable and well 
trained citizens. This first part deals with the task of establishing at-
titudes, the attitude of the supervisor to his work, and to the teachers, 
the attitude of the teachers to the supervisors and to .the entire system. 
of supervision. This i.nvolvea. the developing of an attitude of sympathy 
.~ ' 
\ 
J ,' 
i. 
on the part of both teachers and supervisors, and also a willingness to 
learn on the part of both groupe; the supervisors do not know everything, 
neither are the teachers so wel~ fitted f'or their work that they do not 
need assistance along certain lines at various times. Therefore the first 
great task of a supervisory organization should be the establishment of. a 
cooperative relation between supervisor, teacher and pupil. Only by the 
process of cooperation can a real program of affective teaching be car • 
ried on. It is in this first division of the work in the field of super -
vision that the most mistakes are made. More failures are manifested in 
this first part than in aey other, and more plans of supervision have. 
gone on the rocks because of this lack of cooperation than for a~ other 
reason. F'or this reason ::t: have dwelt at some length upon this special 
characteristic, because of the disasterous results that ace~ in super-
vision when the right contacts have not been established. 
Another main division of the work o£ supervision is the direct 1m -
provement of classroom teaching. This direct improvement of teaching is 
very important and it will no doubt always remain one of the main phas 
es of' the work of' supervision. Under· thb division all such work as 
classroom visitation, individual and group conferences, directed teach• 
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ing and directed observation, demonstration teaching and the development 
of staniards for self improvement willb be carried forward• This division 
involves the items of' supervision that will contribute the most to the 
immediate improvement of the teaching act. 
There is another phase of' the work of' supervision which is an out-
growth of' the classroom visitation, or at least it is very closely re• 
lated to the direct classroom visitation and confetsncee. By some writ-
ere it is spoken Gf aa the general improvement of teachers in service. 
Frederick Lamson Whitney- has written a book on this general idea of the 
improvement of teachers while in actual service and he calls it, "The 
Growth of T-eachers in Service11 • ffowever inasmuch as a program of general 
improvement of teachers while in service will never be satisfactory or 
adequate until it roots back into the matter of direct classroom teach-
ing, which will only be known through classroom visitation and confer -
ences, 
called 
I hale chosen to place it with the phase of the work that I have (\ 
the direct improvement of clasoroom teaching. In this special part 
the following items will be ~olved, the planning of a teachers insti -
tute, the granting o£ leave of absenae for study, summer schools, exten-
sion classes, professional readings, lectures, educational programs, edu -
cational exhibits, the use of printed matter such as handbooks, bulletins, 
bibliographies, and cil'culars, a plan o-f intervisitation and maey others 
of a similie.r nature. 
The selection and organization of the materials of instruction is an-
other very d'efinite field of work in the program a:f supervision. This is 
truly a very productive field and much good work can be done which will 
ultimately aid the teacher and pupil. For a brief statement of the work 
involved in this division I can not do better than to quote from Barr 
am Burtons', 11 The Supervision of Instruction•. There in dealing with 
. 
this same subject they set forth the following items as being involved 
in the selection and organization of the materials o£ instruction. 
11 (a) The setting up of objectives, studies of subject matter 
and activities, experimental testing of materials,etc. 
(b) The mald.ng am constant revision of courses of study. 
(c) The preparation o£ miscellaneous supplementary instruct 
ional material. 
(d) The selection of textbooks, s~tting up standards of 
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distribution. 
(e) Expert assistance in the selection af supplies and equip-
. ment, the ~iting of specifications, setting up standards 
of distribution. 
(f) Testing the efficiency of the course of study, textbooks, 
and other instructional materials • 
(g) Preparation of descriptive lists of instructional materials, 
supplies, equipment , etc., with suggestions far their use 
and care1 .1 
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The work a:t' directing and evaluating the teaching activities of the teach-
ere and the checking up of the progress made by the pupil is another main 
dS.d.lion.oi' the field of supervision. It would include such work as the 
development and use of teachers rating scales, and tests far .teachers, a 
survey study of the general instructional conditions, the forinul.ation 
and use of objective standards far evaluating teaching, such as special 
observation blanks, check list and record fanns. In the same manner tests, 
objective standards and the like will need to be developed to measure the 
p·ragrees made by pupils. The standardized teste that. an available will 
need t.a be used and others will need to be constructed. These activities 
and mal'\Y" others would be the work of this main division. 
· The supervisor has a type of work to do that can be listed as his 
professional and semi • administrative duties. They are iDpartant. enough 
to be claesed as a main division a,f the work in the field of eupervisian. 
They would include such items as his awn professional iznpro.v-·ements such 
as reading, attendance at summer schools, leave of absenee study period, 
and the actual participation in the prafeaaional organization a£ which he 
may be a member. T.his also includes the work of the holding of conferences 
with the a&lministrative officera a,f the schools, and the giving of expert 
advice to administrative officials charged with the selection, appoint -
l.Barr and Burton, 1 The Supervision of Instruction•, p. 18. 
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ment, transfer, promotion and dismissal of teachers. :""'Participation in 
the activities of oivia· clubs, and the preparation of articles for pub-
lication describing the aims .and purposes of the schools as publi~ agen-
- cies having as their· task the building of an educated citizenship, are 
tasks that can be listed as professional or semi - adm.i.nistrati.ve. 
A last divieion of the field of supervision that r shall mention i.e that 
of the research and experimental study o,f the problems of teaching: •. The .1 
supervisor ehoulld plan to con:thually carry onh. piece o:f research work. 
. I 
This could be done in cooperation with the teachers ar:d. tt would oot only-
be a means a£· di.aco,vering certain facts but 1t would also be a means of 
training the teachers. The supervisor should be working with tests, and 
should be trying his hand at the construction of the seme. The development. 
of record for.me for a more adequate child accounting, curriculum r.eserch, 
o,rganization of courses of study 1 the experimental study of teaching pro -
cedures and maey other items ought to be .included in the field of reserch 
and exper~ental study. 
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CHAPTER III. PRINCIPLES OF SUPERVISION. 
1 ~--·- §##z!e-·§ s j--k.¥= = tt ·-------~--- ---------
JtRlNO!PLES OF SUPERV].SION 
The 'apparent lack of. ga:verning principles in ·the field' of eUpervision. 
!t is obvious when one begins the study of supervision that there is a 
very apparent lack of governing princi.ples. The a.ct.i.vi.ties in the field 
~f supervision have not yet definitely c~stalltzed around accepted me -
tho.ds ani standards so, as to become principles. Rowever· such a situation 
ie common in every new field. Principles are not developed over night and: 
since supervision is so new and so changing it is perhaps better that i.t 
is not at present shackled by a body' of princi.plee. Barr and Burton in -
. l 
traduce their chapter on the 1 Prlnciples of Supervision•, by telling the 
story of the professor of education who so cleverly satirizes. the books, 
pamphlets or artie lee, which bear in their titles the word 11 princi.plee~ 1 
. 
am yet a study reveals the f'act that the principles aro conspicuous be -
cause of their absence. This situation may suggest an hour of fun f'or the 
class, to hear the professor criticise the pttblications that purport. to 
discuss 1 principles11 , but in reality it is no laughing matter. lt 1s ac -
. . 
cording to the old expression •sad but truet, ani it ts the truth that 
makes the situation so tragic. An axemination of the proceedings of the 
National Education Association, the Educational Administration and Super· -
vision Magazine, the Journal of' Educational Method, The Journal of Educa-
tional Research, am other magazines all reveal the same truth, a very 
evident lack of principles of supervision. Barr and Burton in discussing 
this same subject eeyt 
1. Barr and Burton, 1The Supervision of Instruction•, p.7~. 
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• In preparing the present discussion there were collected all 
. the books, pamphlets, and articles that could be found which 
duscuseed principles of supervision. In the great. majo:rity of 
these discussions there appears not a.si~le solitar,y princi-
ple. Some of the discussion do not relate even remotely to 
principles. Several writera have, however, iroduoed statements 
of principles of var.ying degrees of value1 • 
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Some of these statements of principle I shall give later in this same chap• 
ter. 
In the preparation of this paper I also have carefully· examined the fil-
es of the last eight or ten years of the magazines that would be apt to 
have discussions on the subject of the principles of supervieion. The re -
sult has been a most barren result. I found no article that in a major 
way presented principles of supervision, and I onlT: discovered a few 
references that can even remotely be said to be related to the principles 
of supervision. I have examined the Proceedings of the National Education 
Aasooiation, The journal of' Educational Admini.stration and Supervision, 
The Journal of Educational Method, The J"ournal of Educational Research 
and the Journal of Educational Pqchology for a period of eight years. 
Some of' them I: have examined for an even longer period, but I find no ade-
quate presentation in aey of them of' the Principles of Supervision. The 
only source of aey consequence available at the present. time dealing with. 
the eubj ect of 11Principles11 1s that one found in the new book by Barr and 
. . 
Burton, 11The Supervision Of' Instruction•. It is Chapter III of the book 
. 
and is called 11 Principles of' Supervision• • This· of' necessity becomes my 
major source material for the eubject of principles. 
The importance of having certain well defined principles. If supervision 
' o ' o o o o ' o ' • o , 0 ~ , 0 '0 , "' 0 "' I "' • 0 "' • ~ 
has an aim and purpose then it should have certain principlee.to govern it. 
l.Barr ani Burton; The Supervision of Instruction, p. 7,. 
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These principles may be ~hoHght of ao goala or aims but nevertheless they 
should be rather clearly defined. Every business of anf consequence. to • 
·dey has certain principles that govern the policy of the organization, 
and aey member of the business will act upon the principles that have be-
en accepted as the basic scheme of the organization, however, in adhere• 
ing to these principles he will not follow certain methods in such a 
slavish way that he looses his ingenuity. In the matter of Supervision in 
Education it is equally necessa~ that:certain principles should govern 
the wo~k. This has always been the case but the point at issue just here 
is that the right principles shall dominate. 
A set of well defined principles will do at least four things for a eye-
tem of supervision, which could not otherwise be done. I. shall only name 
the four accomplishments and pass on1 First, It will give aim, purpose 
am goal to the work. Second, It will determine the ways and methods of 
the work. Third, I.t will give the program the unity that i.e necessary,am 
yet allow for the ingew.ity and iniividuality of the teachers and su -
pervisors, and Fourth, It will enable us to test our achievement by mak-
ing it possible far us to compare our actual accomplishments with the 
principles that govern us. There are maqy other reasons why well defined 
principles are important but I shall not mention them, because they will 
become apparent in the following pages. 
A listing of the principleD of supervision as presented b,y a number of ed-
~ ucational leaders • 
•• Some of the earlier sets of· principles are by no means complete, but they 
mark the beginning and they show us the progress that· we have made. The 
principles that were developed by Mr. F. M. McMurry may be stated as fol• 
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1. • Supervision must inspire the teacher, must contribute to her 
. j,.nsight an:l enthusiasm, and must provide her with motive. 
2. Supervision must assist ani direct the teacher in the matter 
of organization (of subject matter, method, routine,etc). 
;. Supervision m.ust.assist ani direct the teacher in the matter 
9f weighing relative values (between activities, facts, me -
thode, etc.) . 
4. Supervision.muet provide for and stimulate independence, 2 initiative, ani self expression on the part of the teacher•. 
These four principles, as listed by Barr and Burton as representing the 
position of Mr .F .M..McMurry, are obviously tncomplete and inadequate for 
today. Thi.s was simply a beginning and as such had merit. All of the items 
mentioned in this list, have been enbodied in later lists of principles 
that have been developed. 
0 Mr.Franklin Babbitt evolved a set of principles which was published tn 
the year book of the National Society for the Study of Education. Babbitt 
was writing under the influence of the then prevailing idea of ScientifiC' 
a Management: as applied to business. B~bbitt was a'ble to. see the relation-
ship existing between a great business and the work of the school and be-
cause of thi~ and also because of the Scientifi~Management Emphasis he 
wrote his set oB principles in the language of industry rather than in 
the language of the school. This set of principles was never popular al-
though it does contain principles of considetable Talue, if the applica-
tion is made to education. 
They are as·followst 
•· 1. Definite qualitative and quantitative stan:lards must be determined for 
1. McMurry, F.M., Elementary School Standards, (1914) l"onkers - on- Hud-
son, N.Y. World Book Oo., PP• 5 - 12, 175 - 211. 
2. Barr and Burton, 1The Supervision of tnstruction1 , P• 74. 
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the product. 
2. Where material is acted upon ~ the labor processes, and passes through 
a num.ber of. progressive stage on its way from the raw material to the ul• 
timate product, qualitative and quantitative standards must be determined 
for the product of each of these stages. 
'· Soi.entific· Management finds the methods of procedure which are most ef-
ficient. for actual service under actual conditions, and secures there use 
o.n the part of the workers. 
4. Standard qualifications must be determined for the workers. 
5 • The management must train its workers previous to service in the meas• 
ure demanded by its standard qualifications, or 1.t must set up entrance 
requirements of so apecific and detailed a nature as to enforce upon 
training institutions the output. of a supply a£ workers possessing the de-
sirable qualifications in the degree necessary for entrance into service. 
6. The worker must be kept supplied with detailed instructions for hie 
kind of work during his entire service. 
7. The worker muet. be kept supplied with detailed instruct.ions as to t.he 
work to be done, t.he st.andarde to be reached, the methode to be employed 
and t.he appliances to be used. 
8. It. is a funct.ion of the manageJP.ent. to discover and to supply t.he tools 
and appliances which are most effective for the work in hand. 
9. Responsibility must be definite and undivided in t.he case of each task 
4i· to be performed in the total series Gf processes. 
10. Incentives must be placed before the workers so as to stimulate the 
output on their part of the optlm.um. product. 
ll. In aproductive organization, the management must detennine the order 
~~~· ~- ~ .. ~~~~ I 
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and. sequence of all of the various processes through which the raw materi.-
al or the partially developed product shall pass, in order to brtng about 
the greatest possible effectiveness and econoqr, and it must see that the 
raw material or partially finished product is actually passed on f'rom pro-
cess to process, from worker to worker, in the manner that is most ef'f'ect-
1 
iva and moat economical • 
...-,.l_ 
Paul Hauus gives a list of' rather broad and general principles which 
seem to be most definitely related to administration but which can in part 
at least be applied to supervision. The principles are as f'ollowss 
A clear conception of the purpose for which the school system exists, 
the work it has to do. 
An equally clear conception on the part of' all concerned with this work 
of the nature, scope, and Umtta of each branch of service; that is a£ 
the board and the staff. 
Centralization of' authority and responsibility for effective lay con-
-trol in the board, and for professional and business management in the 
staff;. 
Complete accountability of the staff to the board and of' the board to 
the people. 
Habitual, well organized self examina-tion to determine the results act• 
ually achieved, including experimental verification or refutation of ed• 
ucational opinion within and without the school system. 
A system of' clear, adequate, incontestable, and accessible records of 
the educational results progressively achieved f'or the information o£ 
l.Barr and Burton; The Supervision of Instruction, PP• 75 1 76. 
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the staff'' the board am the public. 
I 
A simil/ar system of financial records or account.s for the same purpose. 
Cooperation through out the school system, "mer the leadership or- the 
superint.ement and the superrl.sor,r staff, in both the professional and the 
business affairs; cooperation of these branches of the service with ea~h 
other and with the teachers; and cooperation of the community with the 
school system.1 
Professor Kilpatrick presents the following as a body of principles to 
2 govern supervision, namely: 
I.Growing is the great end, the growing of all together. 
{1) Growing· is the essence of the good life, to grow is to live, the on-
ly way to live well. 
(2) The teachers business is to help the children thus to grow, grow in 
such fashion that others whom they influence shall in turn so grow. 
{~) The supervisors business is with the teachers, to help them to grow, 
to grow as peraons in themselves, to grow specifically in such fashion -~ 
that they will best help their children to grow. 
It. ()ofessional study is. necessary. 
(1) • A proper study of' available sources will throw signifiicant light 
on the purpose and bearing of education, on the nature and process of 
learning, on the nature and function of' subject matter, ani on the nature 
and function of method. 
(2) • If teach~rs will progressively avail. themselves of the forego~ng 
1. Barr and Burton, The Supervision of Instruction, p.77. 
2. Journal of Education Method, V~l.2, Oct., 1922. 
cc 
they will themsel vee the more likely grow, am be the happier therefor, 
and th.eir pupils will in turn the more U.kely grow 1 am be the happier • 
(~) • lt is the supervieo.r•s duty to be able and disposed to lead 
the teaching body in and to the progressive appropriation and applicat-
ion of the professional material suggested above. In this it is highly 
advantageous that all concerned feel themselves as pioneers working to-
gether in a joint social vent.ure. 
Ill. Democratic supervision demands respect for personality. 
(l). Democracy demands that each respect the other's personality· 
as i.t now is and with reference to what it may- become. 
{2) • The right o.f self' - direction follows from the respect due tQ 
personality, a right to. be accorded in the degree that others are equal-
ly considered. 
C:~). The good teacher will grant. the greatest feasible self' direct"' 
ion to the pupils, this means growing in them. and respect for their per-
sonal1ties. In like manner the supervisor will ever seek to extend the 
self' direction of' the teachers; it brings growth to them; it respects 
their personalities. Democracy is thus served. 
W.H. Burton in his book 1Su.pervision and the Improvement of' Teaching1 
published in 1924 states that the following principles may b& regarded 
1 
as underlying anr good program of' supervi~ion, 
(1). The aint of' supervision is the improvement of' teaching. 
( 2) • Supervision will inspire and encourage the good teacher to fur-
. 
ther study, to experimentation, to preparation for higher positions and 
1. Burton, w.K., "Supervision and the Improvement of Teaching" I pp.l0-12. 
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more responsibility. 
(~).Supervision will re-direct, and improve the work of the average 
ani mediocre teacher. It will eliminate those teachers who, fail to ~as .. 
uro up to definite standards of good teaching. 
(4) • Supervision proceeds upon the basis of definite, well unders!ood 
standards. 
(5). Supervision proceeds upon the basi.s of a defini.te, a;rganized pro• 
gram. 
(6). Supervision must eupplr the means of enabling teachers to li.ve up 
to the standards set and to carry- out the program. outlined. 
(7). Supervision ~a essentially· a cooperative procedure. 
(8). While the application of the standards aDd the realization ot· the 
progr~must be authoritative, scientific and impersonal, there must be 
manifest a kindly and ~pathetic spirit. 
(9). Supervision must developo and encourage on the part. of the teach• 
ers, initiative, self reliance, intelligent ·independence, and the sue -
easeful assumption of responsibility. It must capitalize the teacherts 1 • 
ability and experience. 
(lo). The administrati.ve aspect of supervision is second:ary jJo the ped-
agogical. 
( 11 )'. When supervision is inspectorical, it should never be simply 
that and nothing more. 
i: (12). Supervision must be judged by its results. 
(1~). The supervisor must be specifically and definitely trained for 
his work. 
~> .. 
(14). The :t:;ype of d-emocratic: leadership involved 1n supervision de • 
. . . 
mands the ver.y highest type of well rounded, poised personality. 
Mr. Clyde B.Moore writing in'the Journal o.f Educational Administration 
. . 
and Supervision in an article called 1Trands and Purposes of Professional 
- 1 
Supervision•, gives us some light on the matter of principles. Much of 
. 
what he says may be classified as the fields of activity of the supervisor 
as well as under the subject of principles. r list them here, however, be-
cause tha,y do embody the underlying principles of supervision. 
I. The primary purpose of' educational supervision is the improvement of 
teaching. 
(a). Supervision is dependent upon skill in abserving the evidences of 
the teaching learning process. 
(b). The good supervisor possesses the power to analyze the methods us-
ed in instruction. 
II. The good supervisor exercises skill in making clear the relationship 
between general and specific educational objective. 
{a). The relationship between general ani specific educational object-
47 
ives should be made clear through concrete illustrations from the immediate 
situations. 
(b). The ability to demonstrate, aid in, or clearly explain procedures 
which possess relationships between general and specific objectives; is 
for the supervisor a t sine qua nont. 
III. The supervisor is concerned with the selection, analysis classifi • 
cation, and organization of' subject matter of learning. 
l. Moore, Clyde B., 1Trenllsr.a.rid Purposes ot Professional Supervision• 1 
Educational Administration and Supervision, Sept. 1926, Vol.XII: num.o. 
( 
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(a). The good supervise~ is conversan~ with the results of research 
and investigations on the curriculum. and curricular materials. 
(b~. Ability to select and classify materials to meet the meade of 
the group~ under supervision ie clearly a requirement of the supervisor. 
(c)\ The supervisor should organize subject ;.. matter - of - learn-
ing along psychological lines. 
n. M:easuring and testing the reeul ts of learning and teaching are func-
tions. of the learner, the teacher, and the supervisor. 
(a)\. The good supervisor should be conversan~ with, 
(l) Standardized t.••t• ot uhteverunt,. 
(2) The so - called general intelligence or innate mental ability 
testa, and 
(; ): The varioua characteristics of nonstandard:tzed testa and ex-
aminations. 
(b}. Ability to select suitable tests and appropriate times of ad -
ministration is a responsibility which the supervisor must assume. 
(c) • The use of test results in the improvement of teaching may 
well be made by or through the supervisor. 
w. A good supervisor assists teachers in professional growth. 
(a). A good supervisor is affect! ve in making teacher a aware of poss• 
ibilities and means of growth. 
(b). The good eupervtsor exercises sld.llful leadership in the pro -
fessional growth process. 
(c). The good supervisor· is so thoroughly democratic and socialized 
in his attitude that an esprit - de - corps of teachers and pupils is 
1nevitable. He cooperates for the welfare of all and is effective in or-
ganizing forces to this end. 
lt. becomes quite apparent, when one begins to investig!ilte the field of 
supervision, that very little has been done in the matter of the formula-
9 tion of principles for governing the work. U'p to therpresent time the. 
beet chapter that has been written on the subject of the principles of 
supervision, is the chapter by that title 1n the book by Barr ahd Bur-
ton called nThe Supervision of Instruction". Both Mr.Barr and Mr. Bur • 
ton have made a study of the principles of supervision, and they have 
brought together all of the .source material. From this study and from 
hie former work in ~etroit, Mr. Barr formulated what he calls the De -
troit Statement of Principles. This is the most complete and most un-
ified set of principles that have so far been produced. It is as fol -
lows: 
First • SUpervision must be democratic. 
(a) SUpervision should stimulate and encourage initiative, self re-
liance, responsibility, and the intelligent interpretation of in • 
structional policies on the part of the teacher, the principal and the 
supervisor. 
(b) SUpervision must recognize and deal ~pathetically with the pro• 
blem of human relationships in their efforts to improve instruction. 
(c) •. supervision should represent •democratic· leadership in a group o£ 
co - workers, to the end that the pupils of the schoole may make the lar• 
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gest possible growth in desirable ideals, interests, knowledge, powers and 
skills, with the least waste of energy, and the greatest amount of satie-
faction ~o all concerned". 
1 
Edith M. Bader in dealing with this same subject of democracy and sup-
ervision says, that democracy demands that the plans for the improve -
ment of classr.omm technique, standards for judging results, and methods 
• of meeting difficulties, be made a matter of group concern and not mare•= 
''4,,' 
ly a matter of adjustment between individual teachers and supervisors. 
(.__, 
The s~\)nd thing is that the resources and capacities of all be capital-
ized and placed at the disposal of each individual teacher. ~he third 
thing is that individual differences in teachers should be recognized 
by the supervisors. And fourth the supervisor should capitalize the pro• 
fessional information and intelligence which the teachers in the systan 
have. 
I shall conclude this discussion of the democracy o~ Supervision by 
quoting the closing paragraph from the article just mentioned, which is 
as followss 
•rn general, democracy demands that the supervisor1 s relation 
to the teachers be the same as the relation of teacher to pupil, 
and that his function should be the same as that of the teacher, 
namely, to provide for, •purposeful activity in a socialized 
environment". The ultimate test Qf supervision, therefore is 
the degree to which it makes for desirable changes in teachers 
and through them for desirable changes ln·.the pupils .. Super-
visory methods and administrative machinery are good only· in so 
far as they give opportunity to all of the influences;tn the 
group to contribute to the growth of all the pupils and teach• 
ers whom they affe·ctn. 2 · 
The second principle suggaated O,r Mr.Barr is as follows; Supervision 
must be a cooperative undertaking of teachers, principals and supervisors, 
this can be accomplished; 
(a) Through the recognition of the distinctive contribution of each 
1. Sader,~ith M., "The Demands of Democracy upon School Supervision•, Ed-
ucational Adminiatration.and Supervisionn, Sept.l921. Vol.VII num. 6. 
2.Ibid. page ~60. 
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to the improvement of instruction. 
(b) Through a clear definition of responsibilities. 
(c) Through the realization that not only teachers but principal~ 
and supervisors as well, are learners in the study and observation of 
c~ssroom problems. 
(d) Through the general encouragement and conservation of contribu -
tiona from teachers as well as from the heads of departments, princi " 
pale, and supervisors. 
(e) Through the organization , evaluation, and coordination of the 
efforts of those concerned with the improvement of instruction. 
In developing this same idea of cooperation, Prof. L.A. Pechstein, 
Dean of the College of Education, University of Cincinnati, gives a ve• 
ry practical example of the application of the principle of cooperation 
in supervision. This is an abstract of an address which he delivered be• 
fore the supervisors of student .. teaching, at o:le.veland, Ohio. Pl"of. 
Pechstein says in part, r 
1The cooperative idea in education is not so much a theory 
or philo.sophy as a fact. The work in teacher - training of the 
college of education in our university is organized in such a 
way as to (1) select students of highest caliber for teacher -
training, (2) provide concrete public school experiences from 
the out set of the trining period, ( ~) furnish specialization 
in the scientific theory and content underlying instruction 
and i~tha public schools the actual practice in real teaching, 
( 4) give each student - teacher a year of student teaching 
(half time at half pay) under the constant supervision of a 
cooperating teacher, this officer being selected because of her 
demonstrated proficiency 1 on the job1 • 
. 
Reaching its high point in actually handling a claasroGm in the fifth 
student - teaching year, the cadet teacher has had experience under un -
ique supervision. The following objectives obtainJ (1) The cadet is giv -
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en experience in a real public.: school situation and hence later finds no 
hiatus between the11 model1 school and a real school. {2) She receives 
. . 
supervision only when needed. (;) She develops initiative, resourceful-
ness, and independence. (4) Her theory and practice are constantly par-
alleled an4 coordinated. (5) In ta~ing five college years for her train• 
ing, she rates with the professional graduates in Law, engineering, com• 
merce, etc. (6) Both the university specialists and the best public 
school teachers obtainable unite in contributing to the training of the 
1 
new recruits to .the profession•. 
The third principle with which Mr. Barr ts concerned is that 1 "Supervi-
sion must distinguish between instruction and administration". This can 
be donet 
(a) Through the clearance of all administrative matters through reg-
ular administrative channels. 
(b) Through the recognition of the principal as responsible for in-
structional conditions within his building. 
(c) Through the recognition of instructional experts as responsible 
for general instructional conditions and for the adequacy of this pro • 
gram in the several fields of instruction. 
The fourth principle presented by Mr.Barr is that "Supervision must be 
scient.ific11 • This should find expression through; 
C a) A common scientific background for principals, teachers, and sup -
ervisors. 
(b) The development of definite, well understood objective stand 
ards for judging and improving the quality of instruction (whatever 
1. "Supervision and the Cooperative Idea in Education", Educational Ad-
ministration and Supervision, M~ 192;. Vol.IX, No. 5! 
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standards are used should be known in advance by the one where teaching 
is being judged). 
(c) An experimental and laborator,y study of instructional problems. 
(d) Interpretative measurements of resulta. 
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The fifth principle considered ~ Mr. Barr is the principle that "au • 
pervision must center upon the improvement of Instructiona. That is, ex-
pert supervision, 
(a) Should lead teachers to a broad tision of teaching problems, t~ 
a bread range. of experience so that the work of one grade m~ be seen in 
relation to the work of other grades, to an understanding of needed re • 
visions, of necessary growth and of the final outcomes of instruction. 
(b) Should lead teachers to master the technique of classroom in • 
struction, to establish good teaching habits, and to develope high stand• 
ards of teaching efficiency. 
(c) Should lead teachers to persistent study o.f teaching problems, to 
experimentation, and to the use of classr~ as a pedagogical laboratory 
in which to revise and improve methods of instruction. 
The last principle suggested by Mr.Barr is the principle that super • 
vision must be a clearly defined, definitely organized program. This pro-
grwn should be progressive from year to year and should include; 
(a) A statement of the objectives of the program. 
(b) The means for arriving at the established goals. 
1 (c) The checks and standards b,y which progress is to be measured. 
A little study will at once reveal the fact that this list as present • 
1. Barr and Burton, The Supervision of tnstruction, pp. 8} - 85 • 
I' ! ' 
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ed by Mr. Barr is an inclusive list of the principles that underly au• 
pervision. This list is the most systematic in its arrangement and the 
most satisfactory in grouping and emphasis, and because of this I shall 
use this list of principles as the basis for the future chapters of this 
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preaentation. The last principle stated by Mr. Barr leads me directly 
i~to the concluding section of this chapter which will deal with the plan 
of supervision. 
The need for a well developed plan ot supervision. One of the great 
defects of much o:f. our supervision is that it is so haphazard and does 
. I 
not follow a very definite plan. Supervision like a~ other work if it 
is to be well done will need to have a goal and well developed plane to 
reach that goal. T.he great o.bjective of supervision will never be: reach • 
ed until we have certain major plane clearlr wrought out. ~urthermore 
the process by which we arrive at the great objectives will neceesi.tate a 
rather elaborate, detailed plan of supervision. 
Each supervisor will need to work out a definite plan for hie super -
vieory work. ~he work will be so varied that each supervisor will need to 
work out a scheme or plan for his own specific work. The situation in 
which the supervisor finds himself, the previous work that has been done 
in the school, the training of the teachers, the efficiency of the system, 
the relation of the supervisory work to the administration progrmn, the 
general and specific aims of the supervisor, .these with maey other items 
will all need to be taken into consideration ·by· the supervisor when he 
• t_' is working out his plan of supervision. No ready made detailed plan can 
be presented but we can male& the very definite statement that a rather 
detailed plan will need to be developed by every supervisor tb fit the 
situation in which he finds himself. 
Jennie E.Jeasop in an article entitled, "A Supervisor of Rural SChools 
Analyzes Her Task", suggests the following plan of work; 
.. 
. 
September and October, -Helping the new teachers. 
November and December, - Studying the teaching. 
January and February, - Evaluating the teaching by means of taste. 
March and April, - Decreasi~ the retardation. 
1 
May and June, - Revising the course of study. 
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This is only a suggestive plan and it deals only with the general activi-
ties, but it does show that at certain times the appropriate subjects 
must be given the major emphasis. Man;y other plans might be suggested but 
I will only refer to a number of well thought out and workable plans that 
have bean used in the past with satisfactory results. Mr.M.S.Pittman in 
his volume, "The value of School Supervision", suggests a very workable 
2 
zone plan for rural supervision. 
Oity work requires the same definite type of planning if effi~ient work 
is to be dona. Some very good suggestions are to be found in Chapter XXU: 
of the .principal and Hie School by OUbberley and also in Chapter IV of 
The Supervision of Instruction by Barr and Burton. 
In.concluding this chapter I shall quote the summary presented by Barr 
and Burton concerning the matter of the Planning of Supervision, 
r. The chief reasons for planning supervision seem to be; 
(1). A planned program insures that the supervisor has thought his 
1.1 Educational Administration and Supervision• Nov. 1925. Vol.XI, no.8, 
PP• 515 - 528. 
2. Pittman,M.S., The Value of School Supervision, Baltimore,Warwick 
and Y'ork, 1921. 
= 
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situation through, analyzed it, and selected for attention the weak spots 
or new needs. 
(2). A planned program insures:: a definite organization of professional 
activity directed toward the achievement of certain definite objectives. 
I.t tends thus to replace mere routine visitation and inJ!peetion, vague and 
general supervision. 
(') • A planned program is a source of professional stimulation to all 
concerned. 
(4). Definite programs constructed by all supervisors make for easier 
coordination of the work of all. 
(5). P~anned programs give the administrative officers, the school 
board, or other lay observers a definite idea of the work being attempted. 
It gives them also a basis for judging and evaluating supervision. 
(6). A planned program is an excellent teet o,f the ability of the su-
pervisory staff. 
A good supervisory plan will possess the three following elemental 
(1). A set of clearly stated definite objectives. 
(2). A clear-cut outline of the means, devices, and procedures to be 
utilized in attaining these objectives. 
(,). A clear-cut outline of the criteria, checks, or teats to be ap• 
plied to the results of supervision in order to determine the success 
or failure of the progrrun. 
The important steps 1n constructing supervisory plana would then seeDt 
to be:. 
(1). Study or survey the situation by aqy available and suitable 
means, 1n order to determine the needs of the system or building. 
(2). COnstruct a total. list of needs, problems, defects, or new de -
partures which may be made into definite o,bject.ives. 
(;).Select. from this list. a small number of these problems, and 
state them definitely as the objectives for the term af a year. 
(4). Outline for each objective the specific and detailed procedures 
which will be u~111zed in achieving the ends sought.. ~ovide for flexi -
bilit.y. 
(5). Outline clearly the criteria, tests, or checks which can be used 
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fairly to determine the success or failure o,f the plan at the close of the 
period for which it was constructed. 
(6). Publish this plan in printed, mimeographed, or typewritten form. 
P~~ace it. in the han~s of teachers, supervisors, p;incipals; and if nee -
1 
essary, devote a general meeting t.o the explanation and discussion•. 
1. Barr and Burton, The Supervision of' Instruction, pp. 109 - 110. 
CHAPTER IV. SUPERVISION BY MEANS OF CLASSROOM VISITATION. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUPERVrSION BY MEANS OF CLASSROOM VISITATION 
Supervision like all other phases of educational work has both a the -
oretical and a practical aspect. Both aspects are needed because a theo• 
ry without ~he application o£ it in practice would be rutile and in like 
manner practical application is unthinkable without the realization o£ 
some theory. Thus far 1n this discussion I have been dealing with the 
theory of supervision, but in the following chapters I shall consider the 
practical application o,f the theory, under two heads. Firat, supervision 
~ means o£ classroom visitation, second, the conference as a means of 
supervision. 
The necessity for limiting this paper to the problems e:£ supervisio.n 
through visitation and conference. Supervision is eo. large a subject 
that if the subject were to be: adequately treated, even in a sketchy 
. 
fashion, would require at least four· or five hundred pages. There is in-
volved in the subject the whole matter of teacher training, the problem 
of how 't.o teach and what to teach is included, the use o£ teste and meae• 
' urements for both pupils and teachers, and the entire programo£ research, 
\ 
all of these and more are included in the subject of supervision. 
I:t is manifestly evident that in a paper such as this it will be nee • 
eeeary to d-Jlimit the subject. ! am only presenting 11 Some o£ the possi .. 
bilities of supervision", not 11 all11 of the possibilities, and therefore 
. . . 
I feel justified in limiting this discussion to the phases previously 
suggested of classroom visitation and conferences. I have chosen these 
two items for consideration because I consider them basic in all super -
• 
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vision and because they hold the b&st contribution that supervision can 
make to }'eligious .ltducation. 
Visiting the teacher at work. Efficiency in supervision demands the 
securing of first hand information concerning the method, content, and 
teaching technique of the teacher. It requires also that the alertness, 
initiative, and spontaneity of the teacher be kept at a high pitch. It 
demands also the practice of democracy and cooperation. All of these can 
be furthered by visiting the teacher at work. There are many problems in-
volved in visiting the teacher at work and I shall take up some of them 
and discuss them in detail • 
. 
When shall the supervisor begin his visits? The question is lfhethar 
the supervisor shall begin visiting the teacher from the very outset, 
or shall stay away for a day or two and give the teache!' a chance to get 
the situation in hand, and thus not be so embarrassed when the supervisor 
comes. Much can be said on both sides of this question. I:t may take the 
teacher a few days to get her work and class organized and in those few 
days ehe does not especially care to have the supervisor come to get a 
first impreseion of her work. Then again if the teacher knowe anything 
at all about teaching she will be able to ge~ along for a few days with-
out the advice or the visit of the supervisor and-without it resulting 
in injury to the class. On the other hand it is also true that the teach-
er who is able to handle a class independently and not cause a serious re-
sult to come to the class, is not apt to be disturbed by the presence of 
a supervisor even on the first day of school. The fact of' the matter ie 
that the most important factors in the entire situation are the personal• 
I ~· 
I 
ity of the supervisor, plus the we:y he goes at his task, and the tem .. 
perment and attitude of the teacher. 
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Concerning this matter1 Nutt in his book,"The Supervision of. Instruc -, 
tion" says, 
"Every supervisor must settle this question in the light of all 
.the facts in each case. The suggestion that seems valid, however, 
is that the more visiting the supervisor does, the better it is 
for both supervisor and teacher. The more they work together, 
the better they will come to understand one another and to ap• 
preciate one another's individual characteristics. The more 
timid and self conscioue the teacher is, the more he needs to 
be visited in order that he me:y have ample opportunity to over-
come his weakness. The time that the supervisor has charge of the 
work of the teacher is all too short at beet, and ev~ day that 
passes is that much epportunity gone forever. Therefb~e the log-
ical time to begin visiting the work of the teacher is the very 
first recitation that the teacher conducte. The vieite should be 
for the whole period, and they should continue, as time permits, 
until the teacher hae thoroughly mastered the eituation". 1 
In connection with this same matter Nutt says; 
"The main point for the supervisor to keep in mind is that the 
performance of supervieion must eeek always to. further the 
development of the teacher~ and never to really get in the 
way of this development. That is to say, all things considered, 
the teacher and the pupils under the teacher should be better 
off because of the presence of the supervisor in the class-
room during the recitation•.2 
Most writers upon this subject agree that the supervisor should be-
gin hie work of classroom visitation upon the de:y that school begins. 
However there may be cases where it would be unwise for the supervisor 
to begin his actual work of supervision until the teacher had her work 
well begun. In such cases the common sense of the supervisor would need 
to settle the matter. These first visits of a supervisor at the begi~ 
• 
ing of a school year will of necessity need to be somewhat different 
\ 
1. Nutt,H.W., The Supervision of Instruction, p.201. 
2. Ibid, page 201. 
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than the visits that m~ follow. The first visits will be concerned lar-
gely with the matter of organization, materials, and getting a proper 
start, and not until later will the more important matters such as teach-
ing methods, conduct of recitation, curriculum,disoipline, and the like 
be taken up for consideration and study. Surely the teachers ought to 
find no fault with the supervision that from the very beginning offers 
them the help that they need. At a~ rate the supervisor needs to have 
the right to begin his work of classroom visitation at the beginning of 
the school year if he eo desires, or at a later date if he deems it beet. 
The wise supervisor will however make the proper allowance, and take in-
to consideration the fact that the teacher is just beginning the work 
of the year, when he makes his initial visit. 
Shall the visits be on schedule or on call? Teare are three schemes 
of visitation in vogue at the present time: First the plan of formu -
lating a definite schedule of visitation at the beginning of the month 
or of the year, and then religiously adhereing to the schedule through-
out the period. The second scheme is to make eupervisor,y work to be in 
response to calls from teachers, instead of through a definite schedule 
of visitation. This second scheme has much in its favor, because it 
would make supervision definite and related to a specific problem. Tee 
general~~~n~ ~t ~he present time seems to be toward this second 
type of supervision. Barr and Burton in "The Supervision of Instruction", 
tell of a certain large city where this scheme was put into practic~ 
with gratifying results. 
•rt was thought by some that the supervisors would have nothing 
·~ "-· 
.L 
to do; that such a procedure would~ventually destroy their po• 
aitions. As soon as the spirit and ·efficiency of the plan was 
demonstrated, however, the supervisory staff, an unusually 
large one, found itself completely overwhelmed with work. This 
staff has never been able to render the amount of service which 
is requested. The total number of calls received could not poss-
ibly be cared for. SUch a situation is an incontrovertible in -
dex of good eupervision•. 1 
The third scheme and perhaps the one best fitted for our work to -
day is a combination of the first and the second. At present most su-
pervisors and moat schools will need to have a definite policy of 
scheduled visits, but more and more provision will need to be mad~o 
l 
make possible a more definite and more specific type of supervision. In 
other words a technique or a mechanimn, for handling special calls for 
assistance, will need to be worked out and followed. Therefore in ana-
war to the question, shall visits be on schedule or on call? I think that 
the consensus o.f opinion of the men who know most about supervision, 
would be that visits shall both be on schedule and on call. A combination 
of these two is the beat scheme available at the present time. 
The number, length, and time of visits. No definite answer can be giv-
en to the question as to the number, length and time of visits, because of 
the specific differences that arise in every special case. The number of 
visits will depend in large measure upon the program of supervision,the 
needs of the teacher, the ability of the supervisor and upon the spec -
ific subject, or method that is under consideration. Barr and Burton 
states that the matter of the number of visits will have to be determined 
by the supervisor himself in the light of hi's own specific problema. 
The length of the visits of the supervisor will be determined by the 
1. Barr and Burton,•The Supervision of Instruction•. pp.l44-145. 
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special conditione of the case under consideration. However all things 
considered it is usually considered the beat policy to visit the entire 
. period of a recitation. This will do two things. it will onable the su -
pervisor to see the recitation as a whole, which is always much better 
than just getting a part of the recitation, and secondly it will avoid 1 
the intenuptio.n that Wo'-lld. follow if the supervisor would. get up in the 
middle of the recitation and leave the room. However it may not always 
be possible for the supervisor to see a whole recitation at a time. If 
he is not able to see the Emtire reoi tation he should howeV"er see enough 
of it so that he can tlraw a valid conclusion. It is manifestly unfair to 
the teacher to enter her room for a moment or two and then on the basis 
of such brief knowledge attempt to evaluate her teaching. The better 
trained supervisor will be able to draw better concluaiona than the one 
less trained, but neither should attempt to pass on pedagogical eitua -
tiona when their knowledge of a teacher is baaed on a few short visits. 
As a principle ~ think we might well maintain, that wherever possible 
the unit of visitation should be the whole recitation. 
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The time of the visitations will depend upon the policy which the school 
follows, it their achsme of.viaitation is baaed upon the desire and call 
of the teacher, then the time of the visits will be dependent upon the 
teacher in large measure. If a schedule of visitation is followed, then 
it should be so worked out, that visitation will begin very early in the 
term, end continue throughout the term • 
The supervisors classroom manner. The supervisor will need ever to re-
member that his work is to eo direct the pupils and teachers that their 
work will always show improvement. If he keeps this td·ea in mind his me-
::: 
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thod of entering the classroom, his position inLthe classroom. during the 
recitation and hie manner of leaving the room will be greatly modified. 
A supervisor does not come into a recitation to show his authority, but 
he comes in to observe and by thus observing to plan for the improvement 
of both teacher and pupil. Nutt, in nThe SUpervision of Instruction" 
says: 
"The supervisor often has to enter the ilasaroom after the 
.beginning of the recitation. He should Inter in such a manner 
as to attract as little attention as possible. The supervisor 
should not intentionally be~me the center of attraction as 
soon as he enters the room". ·· 
The supervisor should attempt to enter the room a~ the class that he 
is planning to supervise at the beginning of the recitation, if this is 
not possible then he should anter as inconspicuously as possible and 
take a seat at the rear of the class. This procedure ought to be com· -
parativaly eaa,r and ought not cause any confusion in the class that is 
reciting. Most schools that are of recent structure are so built that 
it i.a possible to '3nter the rooms from the rear and thus avoid much of 
the confusion that usually occurred when some one entered the door and 
was compelled to walk the length of the room. Ordinarilly the supervisor 
should sit at the rear of the room. Concerning this routine matter, 
Nutt, says, 
1 The supervisor should sit in an inconspicuous place in the 
classroom, but so as tQ be able to abserve both the teacher 
and the entire class•. 2 
Certainly it goes almost without.se~ring that the ~~pervisor should a-
void doing anything that would disturb and embarrass the teacher or 
1. Nutt,H.W. "The Supervision of Instruction•, page 201. 
2. Nutt,n.w.,.~The Supervision of.Instruction•; page 202. 
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that would attract or confuoe the pupils. It is not the work of the au -
perviaor to cheapen the teacher in the eyes of the pupils, the auperv~aora 
work is to train the teacher ao that she becomes mora efficient .rf it is 
necessary for the supervisor to leave the room before the close o.f the re-
citation then hia departure aho~ld be as quiet and as inconspicuous as 
his entrance. He should withdraw in such a manner as to attract as lLttle 
attention ae poaeible. 
Recorda and Reports c co:ncerning the vi.aitation. The supervisor should 
# # ............ . 
make notes on the recitation he is supervising .• H·e will need these object-
iva facts as items of record, but the most important use for these records 
i.e the pedagogical use. The supervisor will need to plan for conferences 
with his teachers following classroom visitations. These conferences 
must deal with concrete facts and must deal with the actual situation: 
as observed by the supervisor. A record of the actual observations, the 
statementa·of the teacher, the pupils responses, and the other actual 
happenings, is the only safe basis on which to have a professional dis-
cussion. The supervisor must make such a record if he is going to do ef-
ficient work, now the next question is where and when shall he make the 
record. !f he can take notes while sitting in the classroom observing the 
recitation, without causing embarrassment to the teacher, then he can 
make his notes at that time, but if' his taking of notes embarrass the 
teacher then he will need to wait until he has left the class and then 
make his notations concerning the classroom work. 
These notes and comments are of' very little value unless the informa-
tion can be given over to the teacher. The question as to just how this 
-.~ 
~ W' 
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is to be done is one on which there is very little agreement. Nutt would 
say that whenever possible a conference should follow the class to die-
cuss the results of the observation with the teacher, but if such a con-
ference is not possible then the supervisor should, as a rule, leave 
the written notes, comments, and suggestions with the teacher or give 
them to her at some future time. Other authorities in the field hold that 
if a conference is not possible immediately after the visitation, then 
arrangements should be made for a conference to be held a short time af-
ter the visitation. still others take the position that a conference 
should never be held immediately following the visitation, but that both 
teacher and supervisor will need to think over the visitation, befmre 
the conference about it. Therefore they say plan for the conference long 
enough after the visitation so as to give the supervisor an opportunity 
to think his way through the situation and enable him to see the situa-
tion in its right relations. Nutt, gives a very potent paragraph along . 
this line that every supervisor ought to commit to memory and then prac-
,( 
ticef its truth. He says: 
"As a final suggestion it may be well to add that all visitation, 
supervision, and inspection of the work of the teacher should 
be open and at the same time inconspicuous, as has been suggested 
above. The visits of the supervisor should never be of the key-
hole inspection type. The results of the inspection, or visit 
should always be sub~itted to the teacher. The teacher should al-
ways have an opportunity to explain conditione for which he is 
not responsible, and these explanations should be given due' 1 consideration in evaluating the worth of the teacher's work". 
The supervisor will need to take careful and accurate notes upon his 
observations, becauae it is upon these notes that he must base hie aug -
1. Nutt,H.W., 11 The Supervision of Instruction•, pp.205 - 206. 
geatione for the improvement of teaching. This work of taking notea:·will 
be simplified greatly and the notes will become more comprehensive by us-
ing certain printed forme that contain practically all of the'points that 
4lr the supervisor needs to check up on the recitation. A number of such 
printed forms are available and others could be made by the progressive 
supervisor. The firat one of these printed forms that I. wi.ll suggest is 
given by Nutt, in "The Supervision of Instruction", and is called an out" 
line form for criticizing the work of the teacher; 
Suggested outline for notes. 
I. Physical conditione. 
l. Temperature of room. 
2. Quality o~ air. 
~. Posture of pupils. 
4. Good housekeeping. 
5. Discipline. 
II. Method. 
1. Defects and errors in the application of the principles of method. 
2. Suggestive outline for correct presentation of same lesson or phase 
of subject matter. 
III. Devices. 
1. General 
a.Lack of effective ones. 
b.Wrong use of good ones. 
c.Wrong devices used. 
d.Good devices used. 
· 2. Special 
a.La~k of effective ones. 
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b. Wrong use of good ones. 
e. Wrong devices used. 
d. G~d devices used. 
IV. Technique. 
1. Quantitative data. 
a. Number of ~imes each fault of technique was committed during the 
time the supervisor was in the room. 
b •• Number of times each good point of technique was practiced dur-
ing the time the supervisor was in the room. 
2. Qualitative data. 
a. Effect of specific acts ~f the teacher ~pon the recitation. 
Y. Subject - matter. 
1, L.ack of knowledge. 
2. Errors. These should be carefully tabulated in order that they 
may be brought to the notice of the teacher. 
VI. Results. 
1. Accomplishment of aim stated in the lesson plan. 
2. Knowledge definitely acquired by the class. 
?. Habits positively furthered. 
VII. Adherence to lesson plan. 
rf changes were made were they justifiable. 1 
The 1econd of these printed forms for use by the supervisor to check up 
an the recitation and the observations that he mey make is presented by 
Barr and Burton in their recent book on supervision. The one side of the 
.. 
observation sheet is arranged as the chart on the following page ind~cates. 
While on the reverse aide of_ the observation sheet the following tnfonna-
l.Nutt,R.W., 11The Supervision of Instruction 11 1 PP• 206- 209. 
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COMMON-SENSE SUPERVISION 
(Any) School District 
No 
SuperintendentLs Notes of Visits. 
Teacher School 
------------------------------- -------------------------
Grade Pupils in class Branch 
------------------ ------------- ------------
------------------------------------------Topic. 
Procedure noted~=--------------------------------------------------~-
Commendation~=--------------------------------------------------------
Improvable~=----------------------------------------------------------
Suggestions: ________________________________________________________ _ 
Reaction to suggestions: ____________________________________________ __ 
Suggestions repeated'-------------------------------------------------
Worth of work: Time: Place: ______ _ 
~---------------------- ~---------
• ' 
for conference on 
---------------------------------------- ~----------
Length of visit Mirutes ---------------------~ -----------------------
Date Hour 
---------------------- -----------------
(Supervisor) 
tion is listed. Thus the supervisor is able to get a reEI,.l picture of' the 
work of' the teacher by observing and then checking the items in which the 
teacher does· ef'f'ecti ve work. 
Excellences of Teaching. 
I:. General conditions. 
l. Mangement of light. 
2. Management of ventilation. 
). Management of' temperature. 
4. Appearance of' blackboards. 
5. Care of' cloak rooms. 
6. Care of corridors. 
7. Use of maps a.~ charts. 
8. Oversight of' graounds. 
9. Care of school property. 
10. Orderliness ·of' arrangements. 
11. Pupil's work displayed. 
12. Floors clean. 
1). Teacher offers suggestions. 
II. The Teacher. 
14. Animation. 
15. Bearing before school. 
16. Language and expressions used. 
17. Voice. 
18. Preparation of work. 
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19. Attitude toward pupils. 
20. Att~tude toward work. 
21. Use of supplies. 
22. Usa of time. 
2;. School reports to data. 
III. The Pupils. 
24. Properly seated. 
25. Right po ai tiona required. 
26. Orderly movements required. 
27. Use time profitably. 
28. Are responsive. 
29. Are earnest in work. 
;o. Show respect. 
;1. Well mannered. 
?2. Prumpt. 
;;. Punctual. 
;4. Regular in attendance. 
IV. The rnatruction. 
;5. Requires comparisons. 
;6. Oo~~ects lesson with pupil1 s experience. 
)7. Raquirea. inlapander1t thought. 
;a. Developes intelligence. 
;9. Adapted to pupils. 
4o. Leada pupils to ask questions. 
41. Traina for independent study. 
42. Suggests wisely. 
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4). Discovers weaknesses. 
44. Developes pupil's interest. 
v. The Discipline 
45. Developes self control. 
46. D3valopes self direction. 
47. Corrects by commendation and suggestion. 
48. Uses fear judiciously. 
49. Secures right conduct from ethical consideration. 
VI. The Recitation 
50. Arouses and sustains lesson interest. 
51, !takas all pupils take ~art. 
5?• Tests preparation. 
5). Questions in correct form. 
54. Answers in correct form. 
55. Elicits di scuaeion. 
56. Employe drill advantageously. 
57. Uses reference material. 
58. Combine a and socializes effort. 
c\ 59. Comme~s success and effort. 
60. Leeson plan evident. 
61. Lesson plan executed. 
62. P&pile critize and evaluate their own effort. 
6). Lesson assignment starts effort - evoking interest. 
1 64. Corrects faults by commending virtues. 
Special Records and Reports. The supervisor will have a great many oth-
1. Barr and Burton, 11The Supervi eion of' I-nstruction" , pp .15 2 - 15 5. 
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er tasks than merely visiting the teachers at work and reporting on the 
recitation. A great many specific things will come under the scope of 
study of the supervisor and while he is doing hia regular visitation 
work he will also be able to gather data concerning special subjects and 
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methods and to make special observation records. Furthermore he will be a-
ble to rate hie teachers using a rating scala of hie own construction ot: 
he may usa any of the standard rating scalae that are in general usa. The 
rating o,f the teachers (both self- rating and rating by the supervisor) 
if properly done is beneficial to the progrrun a£ the improvs~ant a£ teach-
ing. 
Some very helpful suggestions are given concerning the matter of record 
for.ma for spacial observations by Frederick C.Landsittel in his Study of 
Teaching. He gives a record for~ for observing the motivation in class-
room work. The fonn ie as follows; 
"General Topic: Motive in-Teaching. 
Q;bservation Problem; How to give adequate motive to classroom work. 
l. Fim out whether the teacher in making the assignment of the present. 
luson gave definite attention to the matter of awakening adequate motive 
fQr pupil's attack of it. What was done to this end? Was it profitable? 
2. T·o what extent. do interests manifeuted by the class appear to be 
characteristic of the age of the pupils? 
;. Mention some things showimg the effects of· instructi"Te tendencies 
in giving motive to pupils~ effort. 
4. Describe one or two: situations, if they develope, in which the pupils 
appear to be affected by a real sense o~ need o£ doing the work which the 
class has in hand. 
. ~-
i 
I: 
5. Does t.he exercise or any part. o:f it. take the form of a group enter .. 
prise or projectt If so, how does this condition of affairs affect the 
motive with which the pupils workt 
6. In what respects does the exercise appeal t.o the pl~ impulses or 
vocational aspirations of pupils? 
1. To what extent are rewards or penalties applied inmotivating pu• 
pile" efforts? Note such evidences aa appear, bearing upont.he adequacy 
a:f these as incentives. 
8. I:s the puzzle working instinct brought into playt t£' so, explain 
how. 
9. To what extent does real self-activity prevail dUlling the exerc-ise?' 
Show a~ instance, if there be such, where aelr- initiated activity as 
well as self-directed·activity is evident. 
10. What indications point to an intelligent appreciation on the part 
of the teacher of the relation of adequate motive to economy, in learn1ng?1 
The obsorvation blank has on it a place for maldng a summary o.f the ob • 
servation which will enable the supervisor to state in a sentence or two 
the results of the study. Record blanks o:f this sort could be prepared 
for every phaaa·:of teaching, whi.ch \Tould be a splendid way for the super• 
visor to check up on the teachers conc-erning 'bhe use they were making of 
certain methods and techniques. Mr. Landaittel in his book presents sixty 
such blanks including, 'rypee of procedure, Types of teaching ,T.raining 
in thought-getting, motivation of expression , the use of the story in 
history teaching, Dramatization in history, and ma~ others, which would 
if properly used prove valuable to the supervisor as a means o:f di.agnos-
1. Landaittel,P'·.o·., •stuet- of T'eaohing, an observation Record Book , New 
Tork, Scott, ~oremnan and Oo. 1919. pp.~2 - ~3· 
_____ ._:o:;_p '-~~--o~~:"z:;:::e:::~.:-!!:_"!_:._.lJ§ -- k~-"'"""'-'"""'~::;;-·~-~~~-;_-..;~:...:....: _,....._,. w. ___ '-
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ing the teaching in his school. 
A second thing that the supervisor m~ be able to do while engaged in t 
the major work of classroom visitation is to engage in the work of rating 
hie teachers. In a circular of information distributed in connection with 
a rating plan for teachers; the following statement. was made, •Tha funda -
mental purpose o-f the rating scale is to serve as a means for improving 
the quality of- teaching•. If this be true then as long as the supervisor 
. 
is using his ratings of hia teachers for the purpose of improving the 
quality of teaching then he is not onl~ justified but is duty bound to use 
the rating scales. There are three general types of rating plans for teach-
era, Score cards of teacher traits; ~an-to-man comparison scales, and meas-
urements of teacher efficiency based upon achievement. Scales of these dif-
ferent types have been devised by such persons as Boyea 1 La.ndsittel 1 Mad-
dock, Schuftte, Rugg, Kent and maey others. The matter of the worth of a 
rating scale is as yet an unsettled matter, in a recent article in the 
Jl"ourna.l 6£'· Educational Admirrl.Gtration and Supervision, V.T .Thayer of Ohio 
State Uhlvereity takes the position that the rating scales for teachers t 
are of very little value. 1 However this may be, if the supervisor can use 
the rating scales as a means for the improvement of teaching then certain-
ly he should avail himself of this opportunity. 
Certain things that may be the outgrowth of the classroom visitatione. 
Just as briefly as possible I will now list a few of the items of activity 
that may be spoken of as the indirect results of the classroom visitations. 
In the classroom the supervisor will diaeover the needs of his teachers, 
but maey of these needs can not be mat in the classroom o.r in conferences, 
1. Thayer,V.T., •reacher Rating in the Sac-ordary School", Educational Ad-
ministratiDn and Supervision, Sept. 1926. pp. ~61 -.~78. 
and consequently other meana will need to be utilized. However the entire 
I 
program for improving the quality of teaching m~ be basically thought 
of as resting upon the classroom visitation. 
The planning of a ~eachers Institute may result from classroom visit-
ation. The supervtaor m~ d~scover a certain comnon fault among his teach-
era and he may find that the situation can beet be met by the planning of. 
an inati.tut.e that will taka unier discussion the very thing that hi.s teach-
ers need. He may also discover, in his d.aitation a teacher who. is especi-
ally sld.llful in certain types of work. If such is the case the supervisor 
could well plan a number of demonstrations by this teacher and have his 
other teachers present to see the demonstration, and also plan for. a die-
cussion period to follow the demo.nstration. A progrWit o,f directed observa-
tion o.f· teaching might alao' be the outgl'owth of classroom'. visitation. 
Another excellent scheme for the improvement of teachers; is the provisio.n 
for a visiting day. 'Intis visiting day ought to be planned b:f the super .. 
rlsor with the special needs of his teachers in mind. From his classroom. 
visitation he wilL gain this knowledge, and if properly planned and ad -
ministered, a visitation day ought to prov& a very beneficial procedure. 
in the classroom visitation of the supervisor there will also be discover-
ed certain teachers who seem to have ape~ial talent or ability, and such 
teachers should be urged to attend Normal Schools and Colleges that will 
give them the most help in their special talent or ability. T.he super -
visor should be w~ling to make some plan or arrangement that would en -
able this teacher with special talent to have a leave o£ absence for a 
same star or a year .e. for ape cial study. Pramotion of extension courses, 
lectures, educational progre.ns and educational exhibits, the use of 
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bulletins, handbooks, bibliographies. printed aids and maey other plans 
may be us9d to promote: the efficiency of' teaching. These will ha.wever 
' ! 
I l 
'l 
be the indirect results and the outgrowth o~ classroom visitation .. 
I 
CHAPTER V. THE CONFERENCE AS A MEANS OF SUPERVISION. 
• 
CHAPTER V 
THE CONFERENCE AS A MEANS OF SUPERVISION 
The necessity for a conference to follow a classroom visit, or at least 
to follow a series of visits. If the purpose of supervision is the im -
provement of teaching then it naturally follows that classroom visita -
tion should be followed by a conference. The supervisor discovers the 
strength and weakness of the teacher in the classroom visitation and in 
8o 
the conference that follows he will plan to assist the teacher to develope 
her abilities to a still higher degree and to assist her in the work of 
overcoming her weaknesses and her defects. The supervisor may discover 
many things in the rounds of his classroom visitatione, but it is only 
by the means of conferences that this information can be satisfactorily 
conveyed to the teacher, and this certainly is necessary if results are 
to be expected. 
In the int•r•at of de~cracy in eupervisi~n conferences are essential 
... 
because by this process the teachers will have an opportunity to make 
their co~ribution to the general plan of supervision, and also to de-
fend themselves when specific situations are involved. The teacher has 
a right to know what the supervisor thinks of her classroom work, and 
aha has also a right to demand from the supervisor constructive aug -
gestions for the improvement of her teaching, and consequently the 
teacher has a right to demand an open, frank conference with the super-
visor. It is the necessity of talking over a situation that makes a con-
ference so necessary, the teacher may learn from the observation of the 
supervisor and it is aleo true that the supervisor may learn from the 
• 
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point of view of the teacher. The teacher and the supervisor together 
will be better able to work out their problems in conference than either 
of them would be able to do alone. This does not mean that every class -
room visitation will need to be immediately followed by a conference, 
because such a thing will not be possible, the supervisor will perhaps 
ne4d to make a series of visits before he will be able to make any con -
etructive suggestions. It does mean however that a conference will follow 
classroom visitations, and the teacher will be given an opportunity to 
make a contribution, and to offer suggestions in the final solution of 
all problema, !n the interest of efficiency in .. tench~Qg 1 the growth and 
development of the child, the unity and harmoey of a school system and in· 
view of the ultimate results, it seems a moat vital thing to link together 
classroom visitations and conferences, and one could almost formulate a 
general principle stating that conference should fol!ow classroom vie -
itation. 
Types of conferences. In general there is agreement among the leaders 
in supervision as to the types of conferences. Sometimes fewer types are 
1 
suggested but they are usually made more inclusive. H.W.Nutt, lists con-
!'erences under two heads; Group conferences, and, Individual conference-S 1 
Barr and Burton, 2 state that in the main, conferences are of two general 
classes, with sub-divisions in each class, as followss 
l."Group conferences, or teacherst meetings • 
. (a). Staff or faculty meetings. 
(b). Grade or intergrade meetings • 
(c). Committee meetings. 
2. Individual conferences. 
(a). The conference following a classroom visit. 
1. Nutt,H.W., "The Supervision of Instruction•, p. 210. 
2. Barr and Burton, 1The Supervision of Instruction", p. 158. 
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(b). The follow~up conference. 
(c). 'rhe pre- teaching conference". 
Conferences could be grouped according to two different standards, first 
as to the number of persons involved, and this would give us the group 
~· and the individual conference. In the second place they could be grouped 
according to the content or purpose of the conference and this would give 
. , 
us the specific and the general conference. The group conferences have 
their placa in supervision, and these group conferences can be both ape•. 
cific and general. It is also true that the individual conference can be 
both specific and general. The individual specific conference or the in -
dividual conference following visitation i.e no doubt the most important 
one of all. In the discussion which follows concerning the general poli-
cy of procedure in conducting a conference the specific individual con -
ference will be moat prominantly in mind, although tha principles laid 
down will apply to all types of conferences. 
The general policy governing conferences. First of all ! want to list 
a few general principles or statements of policy that are presented by 
1 
Nutt. 
r. Group Conferences. 
1. Meet the group of teachers at fixed times, and for a definite period. 
2. Make the teachers feel that the conference is an opportunity, and 
not just a requirement. 
;. Encourage the teachers to raise the problema that have come to them 
in their work • 
4. Throw each individual's question and problems open for free discuer 
1. Nutt,H.W., 11 The Supervision of Instruction", pp. 210-211. 
aion by the group. Stimulate the exchange of ideas and comparison of 
experiences in dealing with the questions and problema. 
5. Present general suggestions. and constructive criticisms in the fo-
rm of questions based upon data accumulated during classroom visits. 
6. Stimulate discussion of the suggestions and criticisms, eo that the 
teachers themselves determine the correct answers and fonnulate the pro -
cedure that should be followed in setting up more efficient practices. 
II. Individual conferences. 
1. Meet each teacher for. a personal conference at a definite time, 
preferably each week, to go over the lesson plans for the entire week. 
2. Where possible meet each teacher for a short conference each day· 
to go over the detaila~ daily lesson p~an for the next recitation. 
;. Encourage the toachars to come individually to talk over their dif-
ficu·ltiea and to connlt for advice on special problems. Let them ask for 
such conference~ and.arrange the time. 
4. Encourage the teachers to come for individual conferences regarding 
the written notes and comments made on particular recitations. Stimulate 
the teachers to answer the problems that are based upon these written da-
ta so that they become their own critics. One of the important outcomes 
of supervision should be that of making the teachers critical of their 
own performances. 
~. PBeoent specific suggestions and constructive criticisms in the 
form of questions and problems baaed on the above data. 
6. Encourage the teachers by specific suggestions to individuals 
to take the initiative in discovering and solving problema of teaching. 
"" 
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The problem of the time for conferences ia a dif~ult one and it is 
one in which there is vary little agreement or uniformity. I.t is perhaps 
a general belief that time for conferences must be provided, but I think 
it is aleo.true that only a few systems are giving adequate time to the 
conferences as a means of supervision. A time for conferences must be 
provided when the supervisor and the teacher will be able to sit down 
and quietly, and without haste or interruption, be able t~~ver the spec-
ial item that h# been under observation. The plan of stopping a moment 
at the door of the classroom and trying to conduct a conference in such 
a manner is worse than useless. To attempt to discuss with the teacher, 
before her class, the results of your visitation will not be conducive 
of good. Neither wiil it be satisfactory to take the recess periods or 
the noon hours as a time for conferences. More real good will be accom• 
plished if a definite period for conferences is agreed upon and the teach-
ere may be made to realize that this is a very real part of their pro -
gram. rn general it m~ be said that every visitation or series of visi-
tations should be followed by a conference. If the supervisor uses a 
check li at of some sort this list may be gi van to the teacher, and a stu-
dy of it will enable the teacher to know what the supervisor considers 
her strength or weakness in the specific work under consideration. Then 
after the teacher and the supervisor have had a chance to study this o -
ver a brief conference can be held. Much more real worthwhile good 
could be accomplished by this method than by the unorganized or un -
planned conference. 
These conferences should provide for a great amount of teacher parti -
cipation. They will need to be conferences in which the teacher will 
• 
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feel free to ask questions and to defend her position if necessar,y. De -
mocracy and cooperation are two great words in the program of supervision. 
If the conference is a time when the supervisor in an arbitra~ way lays 
down the law and does not allow any counter suggestions then the con -
ferences are by no means as constructive as they ought to be. 
The conferencae DU.let be adapted to individual needs. This statement 
may seem self evident and unnecessary and yet investigation reveals the 
fact that a great amount of assistance given by the supervisors is of 
too general a character to be of much use. Every teacher is an individual 
with his or her· individual differences and they will need to be treated 
in an individual way. The teacher who is just out of normal school and is 
b€Jgifitd~ her work will need a d'efini.te type of treatment. The teacher 
who is going along in a rut will need a type of treatment that will take 
her out of the rut and eat her moving toward better things. The progress~ 
iva, well trained teacher will need a special type of treatment. The dif-
ferent temperament of each teacher should color and in large measure con• 
trol the manner in which the supervisor should offer his assistance and 
his directions. These and many other situations might be mentioned which 
would indicate the need for individual treatment. Every teacher will need 
specific direction and suggestions in accord' wtth his o~ her inl:t.V'idue.l 
needs, and generalized statements will not suffice. 
The conference must be adapted to. specific sit•.lations. Supervision in-
eludes so many types of work that it is clearly impossible to deal with 
the whole of it in any single conference. The supervisor in hie visita-
tion will need to select certain phases of the work for his special stu-
dy at certain periods. This will carry over into hie conference work and 
... 
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his conferences will deal with specific situations. For example the sup -
ervisor may be studying the general plan of classroom procedure that i.e 
used by his teachers, -:Thila he is investigating this special phase of 
the work his conferences will naturally deal with that specific thing. 
rr the supervisor should be engaged in a study of the questioning methods 
of h1a teachers then his conferances >7ot.tld deal with that special subject. 
The study of methods and of technique would all come under consideration 
at certain ti.::nea and when such would be the case then the conferences 
would deal with the specific situations. The very nature of the work and 
the extent of the field makes it absolutely necessary that the conferences 
be adapted to specific situations; !n the tnt.erest o.f efficiency i.t could 
not be otherwise. 
This is even true in st.tuations where supervision i.e placed on the ser-
vice basis almost completely, and the bulk of the work is being done in 
answer to the calls fro.::n the teacher. Teachers will ask for help in spa -
cific casas and the conference will need to deal with the specific sit-
uation in hand. !to wever the natura of the si.tuat-ion or: the material in -
volved, will often times determine the degree of definiteness necessary 
in the conference. Barr and Burton a~: 
"Thera are situations which call for definite directions to 
all teachers, plus the tactful but firm request that the 
suggestions be carried out as given an:i at the time designated. 
Upon other occasions the broadest freedom should be allowed for 
all teachers to·" work out their own ideas. The supervisor m~at 
develope skill in recognizing which treatment is demanded•. 
The conference muet be preceded by definite preparation. The supervisor 
ought to make it a rule never to have a conference upon any teaching sit-
1. Barr and Burton, 1 The Supervision of Instruction•, pp. 159- 160. 
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uation, without having first made careful preparation for the same. The 
constructive criticism of teaching is so important and so difficult that 
this is necessary. The supervisor will need to have in mind the facts in 
the case, the conditions contributing to thsse facta and a plan of pro• 
cedure. The supervisor will need to have thought hie w~ through the pro-
blem that will come before him.. and be prepared with some constructive 
suggestions. I:t would be wise for the supervisor to commend the teacher , 
in every case where commendation is possible, and to select from. the teach-
ora W9nknessea a few points for emphasis, and offer to the teacher some 
constructive plane that will help in the matter of overcoming these 
weaknessea.No, teacher cares to have all of his weaknesses called to his 
attention at one time 1 nor does he care to have a ~ervisor relate them 
unless the supervisor is able to offe'r hi• a euggestioh at least as to 
how these weaknesses might be overcome. ffere again the disposition and 
characteristics of the teacher ought to help the supervismr in his plan 
of procedure. 
The supervisor should secure rather definite data concerning the matter 
that is under to1'1Btdero.tion tn· the conference. The supervisor will not be 
able to rely on hie memory, because the ma~ different classrooms which 
he visits will prove to be very confusing to h~ and when the time comes 
for the conference- he will have forgotten ma~ thtnga that were vital to 
the teaching situation. Then to he may need. tha rocord of his v-isitation 
to convi.nee the teacher that certain things happened in the conduct of 
the class. The supervisor must have some form of abjective record which 
will enable him to gather the data needed. Ke may make these records 
while in the classroom if this can be done without undue embarrassment 
',• 
l ·to the teacher. but in genaral these recorda should be made immediately following the classroom visit. These records m~ take maqy different forms. They may be very el~borate or they mey be brief, they m~ be of 
the check-list, or itemawto•obaerve variety, or ths,y m~ involve the 
writing of more detailed paragraphs. Perhaps the moat important thing 
be is that some such record1 kqpt in which the facta obaerved be set forth 
briefly, clearly, and conoisely. 
The conference must be able to maintain a constructive technique of 
criticism. The real problem of supervision centers about this special 
situation. I£ supervision were only a matter of commending teachers 
for the work they do it would not involve us in maey problems, but this 
is not the case because criticism must often be given ani then the dif• 
ficulties begin. rt is a real taak for the supervisor to overcome the 
teachers fear of unfavorable criticism. 
The following suggestions are offered in dealing with the matter of 
1 
criticism. Criticism must first of all be encouraging. It must not kill 
the spirit or the courage of the teacher to whom it is given. A friendly 
atmosphere is a necessity. The supervisor must have a sympathetic and 
tactful attitude and at the seme time a scientific point of view. The au-
pervisor will need also to be very patient and not forgetful of the de-
mands upon the teacher, and must be willing to move very slowly in some 
of hie work. 
A seconi point is that criticism should be constructive and forward .. 
~ looking. In general, it is poor policy to tear down unless we have some• 
l.Barr and Burton, "The Supervision of Instruction", pp. 166-171. 
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thing better to suggest. There may be occasions when only negative crit• 
icism is allowable, but such cases are not very evident. The criticism 
that a supervisor offers ahould be constructive in character and of such 
a nature that it will help the teacher to grow in the teaching profession. 
A third thing is that criticism may be adverse and severe. ~here are 
times when severe criticism is really necessary. I£ the teacher is too 
lazy to work that teacher should be told to go to work or get out. The 
teacher that will not work with other teachers may need to be severely 
criticized and perhaps discharged. There are a great ma~ possible sit-· 
uations in which adverse and severe criticism may be in order, and in 
,.... 
such cases the supervisor must be able to deliver it in ~istakable 
terms. 
A fourth thing is that criticism should lead to self analysis and self' 
criticism. This is most desirable am a conference if' properly handled 
would lead to progressive self-improvement. 
Last of all criticism must ba discriminating. Barr and Burton sayz 
•criticism must be careful and discriminating, adapted to the 
time, place, situation, personality, and proble~ in hand. ~ew 
things a supervisor can do will so engender confidence as to 
make careful, exact sta.tem~mte concerning teachlDg technique, 
citing as evidence specific occurrences and episodes of the 
classroom, and using well known, recognized standards of judgment.nl · 
The conference should be professional in character. By thi.s I- mean that 
the conference between the supervisor and the teacher should be of a 
professional nature. The teacher has her problems which she ideally 
would bring to) the supervisor. The supervisor should be an individual 
l. Barr and Burton, •The Supervision of tnstruction", p. 171. 
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trained and skillful, able/ to; diagnoe the situation and able to pre -
scribe some constructive, remedial treatment. The teacher and supervisor 
together making the diagnosis and the teacher going back to put into 
practice the auggast.ions for improvement. Such a situation that I- aug -
gast will not be possibl~ until the supervisor can demonstrate true worth 
by ouccess and efficiency. Supervision will however take oncthe profess -
ional attitude wh3n the superviaora can present unquestioned evidence of' 
the worth ond su~ceoe O:f their work, and to that extent their suggestions 
and advice will be received as the utterances of' professional experts. 
There ia one other subjoot 'Nhich perhaps n99ds to be mentioned in co.n , ... 
neotign with the general policy- goJVa~ning cont'erenc'3s 1 ani the.~ ts :Ohat 
'th9 conference must show re sul te in the incres.sed effici~mcy ~f the 
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teachers • This is only a summing up of' all that has been said before con-
earning the conferences. The aim of' supervision is the improvement of the 
teacher and the cc(Pf'erence is one of' the important means o£ supervision 
and consequentl~ it must increase the ef'f'tciency of' the teacher. Unless 
the conferences can show increased efficiency on the part of' the teachers 
in their school work they are not making their full contribution to the 
work of' supervision. 
The pointe regarding conferences may well be summarized in this brief' 
concise form as presented by W.H.Burton in his volume, "Supervision and 
the ::fmprovement of' Teaching" , 1; 
The Consultation with the Teacher. 
1. During the observation and consultation the supervisor must preserve 
1. Burton,W.H., "Supervision and the Improvement of' Teaching",pp.416-417. 
(~ 
the impersonal, objective, scientific attitude. (suspended judgment and 
open - mindednees). 
(a). Compliment what is good, giving reasons why. Give credit for ideas 
that are new. (Recognition of work well done makes adverse criticism easi-
er when it is necessary. 
(b). Discuss all errors nnd corrections on impersonal, scientific 
grounds. Dispose of errors by giving pedagogical and ps.rchological ar -
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gumenta and by supplying the correct procedure. Avoid use of "I" and 11You 11 • 
(c). Correct one error at a time. Differentiate between errors of 
routine and the more important ones of' teaching procedure, or profession-
al attitude. 
(d). When a teacher persists in a procedure that is clearly wrong,the 
supervisor must insist tactfully but none the less firmly that the cor -
rect procedure be given full and fair trial. 
2. While the impersonal attitude must prevail in viewing and discussing 
the teacher's work, there should be a kindly tact and ~pathy manifested 
which will assist in putting the teacher at ease and in furthering the 
purposes of' the consultation. 
(a). The supervisor must expect to win the confidence and cooperation 
of his teachers much as the teacher wine the same thing from the ch1Laren. 
~. The supervisor must distinguish between his functions as a judge and 
rator of teaching, and as an assistant in better teaching. 
4. In making final judgments and important recommendations, apart from 
the every day consultation, there must be a careful balance of' the scienti-
fie and the personal factors. 
(a). The politics, religion, •temperaaental reactions", etc., of either 
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teacher or supervisor are not legitimate elements in supervisory or ad -
mini strative di scueaions. 
(b). Specifically,_ this means that a teacher should not be condemned 
for other things than pedagogical faults. On the other hand, she should 
not be tolerated in the system, when she cannot. or will not adopt her -
self to recognized and clearly demonstrable pedagogical procedures. 
5. The consultations, except on very minor points, should not take place 
in the presence of the pupils. 
(a). Whenever possible they should not take place immediately, but 
after supervisor and teacher have had a chance to think over the details. 
(b). The consultation should be unhurried, should come at a time 
when both parties are free and not tired. 
(c). It should be in the nature of a give and take discussion, and 
not a monologue by either party. 
-
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CHAPTER VI. THE SUPERVISOR AND HIS WORK IN THE FIELD OF RELIGIOUS 
EDUCATION. 
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OHAPI'ER VI 
THE SUPERVIOOR AND HIS WORK IN THE FIELD OF RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 
In the second part of this paper the specific subject of religious 
education will be under discussion. But it must be understood that 
religious education and general education are after all only parts of 
that greater experience of life called education. Religious education is 
related to all other education just as all educa~ion is related to 
religious education.~ohn Elbert Stoutl in speaking of religious education 
says, 
"Religious education should be regarded as an integral part of all 
education.It therefore has two outstanding purposes;(l) To 
asoist tha public school to achieve its aims more completely by 
making affective the religious motive in life, and (2) to achieve 
certain aims peculiar to the functions of religion and the Church". 
Thus religious education not only assists in the great program of 
edu~ation, but it also makes its own special contribution to humanity 
that no other scheme of education canmake.2 
There are many contributions that religious education makes, but space 
will only permit the presentation of three contributions. These three 
are contributions of such a nature that the public school cannot make 
them. The first contribution of religious education is that it gives to 
the individual a Christian view of the world. Basic to a Chri~tian view of 
the world is the belief in a personal and an ethical God. This conception 
religious education and the Church can give to the child, but the public 
1. Stout,J.E.,"Org. and Adm. of .Religious Education".page 39· 
2. Coe,Geo.A., "Religious Education and General Education" Religious 
Education, Vol.l2, Page 12;. 
!.'-----........... , _______________________ ·- -----·------------=--;;;;;------........... -------~ 
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school or the state can never give this view, because the state cart teach 
only secular subjacts.l 
A second contribution which the Church and religious education makes to 
character building is a religious porson as the goal of moral endeavor. 
This parson the Christian has in J a sus, the Christ. The state can not 
provide this religious person, but the Church can. 2 
The third contribution which religious education and the Church can 
make to character building is the analysis and criticism of current 
morality. The public school cannot act as a critic of the approvea 
morality of tho time. The public school can disseminate the selected 
social standard, but it is too senai~ive to the popular will to be depended 
upon as a critic and prophetic crusader. The Church and schools of 
religious educatio9fan act as reform agents, but the public school must 
always follow the popular will.~ 
Definitions. At the very beginning it will be necessary to define certain 
terms. Much misunderstanding and opposition is a result of the confusion 
that often times exists in the use of terms. First then, what is religious 
education? According to Professor Earl Marlatt, 
"Religious education ia the application of sound psychological, 
pedagogical, sociological, ethical, metaphysical and theological 
principles to the production of che.ra.cter;the conversion of 
desires into values, or the process by which desires are so 
doep9ned ns to yield higher values; the introduction of God 
into experience in such a ~ay as to develope ideals,athical 
conduct and parsona".4 
1. Athearn,W.S.,"Chare.cter Building in e. Democre.c.y". 
~. Athee.rn,w.s.,"Chare.cter Building in e. Democracy". 
;.Ibitl. 
4.Me.rle.tt,Earl,Olaaa Room Notes, Course in Principles ·of Moral and 
religious educe.,Tt~l~o~n~.--~--~---
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Reverend George A Gordon in a sermon preached in the Old SouthOongregationil 
Church of Boston in speaking of religious education gave the following 
definition, 
"Re~igious education is going to the moral and spiritual esperience 
of the race at ita best, for illumination on the meaning of life 
and consolation ~or the seeming inconsistencies of it".l 
In the past religious education has been largely a matter of evangelism, 
but the more recent conception is that religious education is a developing 
process of life. With this in mind Mr.W.C.Barcl~ defines religious 
education as follows; 
"Religious education is the continuous reconstituting of experience 
under the influence of ~nristian ideals and motives:-------- This, 
it will be immediately recognized, is a very different process 
from the exclusive study of lessons,courses, and text-books as a 
means of religious education". 2 
The definitions given are splendid statements of the meaning of religious 
education but perhaps a brief,simple definition would suit our purpose 
better and I shall attempt to define religious education as the producing 
of such changes in the life and conduct of the individual so that the 
result will be the development of a christian character. 
The second term that needs to be defined is the term supervision.What 
; 
is supervision in religious education? Wade Crawford Barclay, in e. 
recent volume says, 
"In simplest general tenns supervision means the oversight and 
dir~ction of the work of the school.By supervision as an agency 
of training is meant the use of direct personal oversight, 
conferences,o.nd guidance as e. means of stimulating teacher 
development in attitudes, knowledge, and skilla.Necassarily, 
1. Gordon,Geo.A., Sermon on "Religious Education". 
2. Barclay,W.C.,"Sonie Principles of Adult Religious Education'', 
International Journal of Religious Educe.tion.March 1927.pe.ge 10. 
;.Barclay,Wade C., "Training for Leadership am Teaching" ,p.l25. 
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supervision concerns itself with the improvement of teachers in 
service" • 
In supervision in religious education as in general education we find maqy 
different views expressed. By some writers supervision is nothing more 
than mere administration, and is concerned primarily with the physical 
organization of the school. The recent writers such as Barcl~,Stout and 
others are seeing tn supervision a method for the improvement of the 
teaching function. Therefore a better definition of supervision in 
religious education will need to taka account of this new outlook.With 
this in mind the following definition has been formulated,Supervision 
has to do with the improvement of the teaching act, and the improvement 
of the teacher,but its final aim ie the improvement of the pupil, 
therefore it must ultimately give much attention to the directing and 
promoting of pupil activity.l 
The third term that needs to be defined is that of supervisor.This m~ 
be simply stated as the name for the person who is r9sponsible for the 
program of supervision. In other words the supervisor is in charge of 
the supervision. The work of the supervisor is to study the school,the 
teachers and the pupils,and to discover what results are desirable in 
each part of the school and how these results can bo aecur9d,and also to 
help each wor~r to accomplish his or her part in getting these results. 
The educational program of the Church. There are so maey different 
aspects of the educational work of the Church that it will be necessary 
to distinguish and separate the ones with which supervision is most 
l.Coe,George A.,"Religious Education and General Ed~cationn Religious 
Education: Vol.l2. In this article Doctor Coa states the possibility of 
Supervision in religious education and stresses the need for better trained 
supervisors. 
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concerned. 
The first educational item in the program of the Church is the Sunday 
session of the Sunday School. This Sunday session is sometimes called the 
Sunday School,and sometimes the Bible ~chool. In view of the fact that 
some distinctive name for the Sunday session is necessary,! shall call it 
the Sunday ~ession of the Church School. 
The se~ond item in the educa~ional program of the Church is the Week 
Day Church School. This is very different from the Sunday session of the 
Church School. The WeekDay Church School;----------
( 1). Is conducted on regular school days. 
(2). Its term is coextensive with the public school. 
(3). Its pupils are dismissed from public school time by request of the 
parent. 
(4). Its sessions may be conducted in Church or public school buildings or 
elsewhere. 
(5). It is financed by the Church or cooperating Churches. 
(6). It employs professional teaching and supervising leadership. 
( 7). Its authority is derived from the American home and therefore its 
future rests on the home. 
(8). It usually functions through a council of religious education. 1 
There are four main types of Week Day Church Schools. The first is the 
pure community typo,where the organization is wholly on a community basis 
c:. 
without any regard for Church or Denomination.The s~nd is the Inter-
denominational community type,where the denominations working together 
establish the community schools. The third is the cooperating denominational 
l.Miller,J.Q.,Class Notes, 11 A City System of .Keligious Education".1927-1928. 
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type ,where the different denominations cooperate yet each one establishes 
its own schools for its own conatituency.The fourth is the cooperating 
1 Church type or the local Church plan • 
The third item on the educational program of the Church is the Vacation 
Church School. This school receives its name because it is conducted 
during the vacation period. For a period of five or six weeks during the 
vacation period the child is given instruction in Christian living.This is 
a splendid · educational opportunity, because the vacation session of the 
Church School lends- itself to cooperative effort in organization, ad-
2 
ministration,content and method. The primary objective of the Vacation 
Church School is learning to live the Christian life through pupil 
participation in Christian living. The program therefore aims to provide 
such a body of knowledge,to mold such attitudes,to build such ideala,and 
to form such habits that the motivating power of e~y life may become the 
will of God our E:ather,ns expressed in the living example of Jesus vhrist. ~ 
There are two other items in the educational program of the Church that 
may be mentioned but since they have no direct bearing on the problem of 
supervision in religious education the~r need not be alaborated upon.I 
refer to tho Leadership Training School of the Church or the community and 
to any othar cooperative educational progr~ in which all of the Churches 
in the community unite. 
1. Lotz,P .H., "Cu:rtrent Week.-Day Religious Education" 1'1ew York; The Abingdon 
Press.l925.pp.200-202. Shaver,E.L.,"A Survey of Wee~~ Religious 
Education",Religious Education,Vol.l7. • 
2.Loom;~,Ha~b~rt.~~The Success of the Church Vacation School Movement•. 
The International Journal of Religious Bducation April 1927.pp.24-25. 
).Miller,J .Q., Class Notes. Organization and Administration of a City 
System of Religious Educe.tion.l927-1928. 
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What are the required characteristics of a supervisor of religious 
education? Supervision is always very closely related to the supervisor, 
so much so that one can usually state rather definitely that the success 
or failure of a program of supervision is dependent upon the personality 
of the supervisor. This is especially true in the field of religious 
education because the program is wholly without authority, a certain amount 
of which ia present in a public school system of supervision. The 
supervisor in religious education must be able to supervise because of his 
superior knowledge and training,and because of his personality rather 
than be~ause of his authority.Therefore it is well to attempt an investiga-
tion of the characteristics that are desirable in a supervisor of 
religioue education. 
1 The character of the supervisor must always be above reproach. If there 
is ever the least question that arises in the minds of the people concerning 
the honesty ,trustworthiness or morality of the supervisor then hie period 
of useful service in that special locality at least is at an end. The 
supervisor should be a Christian individual.No other person would be able 
to live the type of righteous life that is demanded. No individual could 
. 
be the leader of a movement,establiehed for the purpose of building 
Christian character and making habitual righteous conduct,and not himself 
be definitely related to tho great fountain source of life and character, 
Jesus Christ himself. 
Out of the Christian character of a supervisor there should erow a 
number of other rather special traits.For example the supervisor should 
be a sympathetic individual,he should be able to feel with and for a~ 
individual or group with whom he co~ea in contact. 
l.Oubberley,B:.P., "Public School Administration" ,Boston;Houghton Miffin Co., 
1916.Chnpters,XI and XIII. 
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This sympathetic attitude should devalopf and foster an attitude of 
tolerance. Tolerance is a virtue of which the supervisor should have a 
iouble portion.The one place in life where we are apt to be the most 
intolerant is in.our thinking on religious or theological problems.The 
supervisor will need this attribute in dealing with the people of different 
religious beliefs,auch as Catholic and Jew; in dealing with the different 
racial groups and also in dealing with the different cultural groups with 
which he will need to associate. 
There is yet another characteristic that I think is very closely related 
to the ones that I hava already nemad, and that is 'vision' ,(the ability to 
see and to see far). The supervisor must be something of a prophet in that 
he will look ahead and see the problems of the future and in this long 
look be able to sea,in part at least,th3 answers for all of the difficulties 
and problems that may arise. The supervisor who has such a vision will be 
promoting a developing program. He will study tho new developments in his 
work and plan for greater service ar~ a finer efficiency. 
The training qualifications of the supervisor are also very important. 
He must be as well educated and as well trained at loast as tho supervisor 
in tho public school. Doctor Geo.A.Coe says: "The futuro supervisors of 
religious education,the a~thcrs,the editors and ultimately the teachers, 
must hava at least as good a scientific,technical equipment,for their 
duties as the corresponding members of the "secular" school eystem". 1 
The supervisor in religious education should have at the very least a 
full college course \·1ith an A.B.degree or its equivalent. !n addition 
to this cultural preparation he will used a few yearc of technical training. 
1. Coe,Geo.A.,"Religious Education and General Education",Religious Education. 
Vol.l2.page 123. 
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This technical training will be in the fLeld of Roligious Sducation, 
Pedagogy,Psychology,History of Religion,Comparative Religions,Ethics, 
Philoaophy,Law,Business Administration and other courses. Dean Walter 
S .Athearn in speaking of the supervisory officer in a community program 
. 
of religious education says: 
"This officer should have unquestioned Christian character, 
and large sympathies. ne should believe in the people and be 
willing to endure hardships for the sake of the cause he 
represente.He should have a broad general education,a 
knowledge of community probleme,sociology and psychology. 
In addition to this training a community superintendent 
of religioui.'education should have special training in the 
field of religioniBiblical historY and literature;and an 
extended technica training in the field of religious ed-
ucntion.Beyond this he should have rar~ judgment,tact and 
executive ability11 • 1 
A supervisor will also head to have business training and training in 
promotion work.The supervisor will also neeato be a business ad-
ministrator.He will need to maintain an office, keep files and records, 
write letters and reports and direct other workers and aesistants.He 
will meed to know business so that he can meet business men on their own 
ground,talk at least intelligently upon the subject and know something 
of the life and activity of a busy business man. 
The supervisor will also need to be trained to be an· executive .He will 
be an executive officer in his own field and as such will need to know 
how to pro cede .He will have a great businesa under hie direction and he 
must know how best to handle it. 
The personal appearance of the supervisor is important.What sort of a 
first i::tpression does he make? Can he meet people easily and on their 
own level? Does he have a pleasing voice and can he speak well? These 
!.Athearn, w.s., "R~ligioua Education and Ameri.can Democracy" ,page 172. 
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things may eeem,at first hand,to be of very little importance,but they 
are very important in the final result,b~cause they sometimes either 
make the supervisor a success or a failure • 
The supervisor will need to be an inspiring individual.The spirit of 
the leader is a.contagious spirit and if the supervisor is an inspiring 
person he will influence others so that they too,will have the same 
inspiring attitude toward the cause of religious education.A supervisor 
should also be enthusiastic for :.his work. If he isntt he might just as 
well resign because no lukewarm supervisor of religious education will ever 
succeed. He will need a large measure of a sans enthusiasm so ths.t }H can 
interest others in hio 1vork and in the second place so that he will be 
able to encourage his workers and assistants. 
~ In these days of progress and achievement the supervisor must be a man 
of real progressive,forward looking activity. He will need to avoid the 
danger of getting into a rut,and of feeling satisfied with past 
achievements.He should be a progressive student of all work that ie in any 
way related to his major interest. He should be especially alert to the 
progress in general education,as well as to the advances\.that are being 
made in religious education. 
Another very important qualification of e. good supervisor is that of 
cooperativeness. The supervisor must be able to coopsrate with others or 
hio work is handicapped from the very beginning.He must cooperate with 
his assistants,with his committess,with his council,with the Church, 
with the public school,and with other organizations a~ movements.In 
fact the ~~perviaor should be able to cooperate with every group of 
social,welfare,and religious workers in his community. 
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There is another and final characteristic that I want to name in 
connection with the qualification of a supervisor,and that is the 
characteristic of sticking on even if the road is diffic'.llt and beset 
with discouragement. A supervisor will not be able to see the finest 
results in two yaars,but he will see better results in five pears than 
he will see in one, but he will see evan better results in ten years.A 
supervisor must keep at the task until he can feel assured in his own 
conscience that he has achieved something worthwhile. 
The main divisions of the field of supervision in religious education. 
From a study of the required characteristics of the supervisor it is 
logical to move to a discussion of the field of supervision. In the early 
stage of supervision in religious education in which we find ourselves 
at the present time it is very difficult to limit the field. In public 
school supervision certain limitations have been placed on the field 
which gives to ,SUpervision certain rather well defined activities. In 
religious education we are able to make use of the work that has been done 
in the public Gchool field,but the proper adjustment needs to be made.The 
same statement of principies as related to the public schools will not 
serve as related to religious ed•.1cation unless the proper adaptation is 
made in application. 
The first main division of the field of supervision in religious ed-
ucation~is the direct improvement of classroom teaching. This io very 
important bscausa the classroom r.ork is the center of the school.It is 
~ere that the child is taught.The recitation is th~ vital point of contact 
between teacher and pupil,and hence the direct improvement of class~oom 
teaching is very important. The supervisor entering upon a new field of 
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work will need to make a hasty survey of the situation confronting him.Thia 
being done he will turn his attention to that phase of supervision that is 
most needed and will yield the quickest results,This will usually be the 
supervision of classroom teaching.The needs will in part be manifest to him 
because of his first visitation.The teachers are usually untrained and they 
will be glad to receive his suggeations,unless they have had some un-
pleasant experiences with certain of tho ·'.know it all' type of supervisors, 
who go into a school or into a system and try to make it over according to 
the pattern of their own plan in about t\70 weeks time. The result being 
that they usually disrupt the school and then in a year or at the moat two 
they move on to some other place. In general however it is true that the 
teachers need help and they are aware of their need and are willing to 
receive it,if given to them in the proper manner. 
John E.Stout1 in speakfng of the supervision of classroom work speaks of 
a number of points at which teachers need help. One of the first re-
quisitea of good teaching is clear,well defined aims. These aims must be 
realized through the work of the classroom. Here teachers need a great deo.l 
of assistance,because they need help in v~eping these aims before t~em as 
definite objectivee in their teaching. They will need al3o to keep in 
mind that each recitation will have certain definite immediate objective& 
·in realizing one or more of the final objectives.Therefore Stout says, 
"One function of supervision is to help the teachsr to determine 
which of the aims should be emphasized in a particular re-
citation" .2 
l,Stout,J.E.,"Org. and Adm. of Religious Education".pp.l98-20l. 
2. Stout,J .E., "Organization and Administration of Religious Education" 1 
pp.l98-201. 
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Teachers also need help in the choice and right use of methods in con-
ducting the recitution,Stout lists three chief methods,each of which has 
its value.The telling or lecture method,the question method, and the 
topic method. Teachers need help in this connection but these are by no 
means all of the problems they face in the matter of the type and method 
of recitation that they should use. The whole field of recitation 
techniques is opened before the teacher, She must decide if the recitation 
shall be a drill leseon,an inductive or deductive leseon,an appreciation 
lesaon,a problem-project leseon,a socialized lesson or some other type. 
Surely the teachers need immediate help in this connection in their class-
work. It is evident also that teachers need help in assigning lessons and 
in directing pupils in their study. The assignment of the lesson in the 
field of religious education ought to be even more definite than the . 
assignment in the public school field. This is true for two reasons at 
least,first because longer periods of time usually @Xists between the 
classes than in the public school,and second because the pupils have very 
little knowledge as to the method to pursue in the study of their lessons 
in the field of religious education. Supervised study classes are needed 
in religious education. a.s 'well·as 'in· p•.1blic oducationl• :·' ;_' 
In the direct improvement of classroom teaching there is also great 
need for supervision in matters of discipline. Teachers will need a great 
deal of help along this special line. The supervisor will find that the 
problem of discipline will be a vita.l one in the classroom teaching in 
religious education. Teachers will need help in raising the standards of 
discipline for their classes and in maintaining these standards when 
l.Wood,Olarence A.,"Supervised Lesson StudyM, Religious Education 
Map;azine, Vol.l;. 
'-
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established. 
Furthermore the supervisor will find that the teachers are usually very 
busy people. They are either engaged in teaching continuously or in 
some other occupation and teaching in the field of' religious education 
because of their special interest in the work. These teachers in the 
main will not be able to attend schools of religious education,they will 
not be able to attend summer schools in any large degree.If they did 
plan to leave the schools in which they are teaching to take some special 
training the result would be very disasterioua .upon the local schools 
because the classes would be without teachers and there would be none to 
put in their place. Therefore if' improvement is to take place at all 
it must take place while the teachers are in service. Therefore the 
supervisor will need to utilize every possible means to improve hie 
teachers while they are in service. He will need to plan for adequate 
visitation and conferences,for teacher training clasaes,f'or observation 
of teaching,for demonstration teaching,f'or institutes,for lectures,for 
exhibits,for the direction of reading and study,for the use of bulletins, 
handbooke,bibliographiea and other printed aids,and many other means of 
education that can ba ua~d with teachers in service. This is quite 
important because in the main at the present time all improvement that 
will he made among teachers because of supervision will be the 1m-
provement of teachers in service. 
Tha socond main division of' the field of supervision in religtot~s 
education is the selection or the curriculum and the organization of the 
materials of instruction. Ourricul~ material in religious education 
is very limited,and much of that which is advertised as curriculum 
material is very unsatisfactor,r.At the present time there are about five 
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main groups of lesson materials for religious education,they are the 
Chicago Constructive Series,the Bencon Series,The Scribners Lesson Series, 
the Christian Nurture Series, and the International Lesson Ser!les •1 There 
are of course ma~ other single courses or texta,but in the main the 
supervisor will need to select his curriculum material from these five 
major groups. The supervisor will need to select material that is 
pedagogically and psychologically suited to the individuals to be taught. 
He will need to select materials that will interest the different groupe 1 
2 
that will be pupil centered as well as content or material centered, that 
will develope the right ideals in the minds of the pupils and express 
themselves in right conduct,that will give the desired fact materials, 
that will apply to the actual living experiences of the pupil, that will 
give the needed teachers helps and that will also supply the necessary 
materials of instruction. This is no easy task,yet the supervisor must 
face it at once, because in a school the most important thing after all 'is 
the material taught. 
A third division of the field of supervision in religious education is 
the matter of the correlation of the entire bo~y of curriculum material 
that the pupil will study. Unless there is the proper correlation there 
will be much repetition. In the Church School progrrum the supervisor 
must attempt to correlate the materials of the Sunday Session, the Week 
Day Church School and the ';acation Church School with one another. These 
l.Betts,Geo.H.,"The Curriculum of Beligious Education",New York:The 
Abingdon Prase,l925.Part III. 
2. Burgeea,Nellie V ., 11 An Experiment in IILife Situation• Method of 
Religious Education", The International Journal of Religious Education, 
July-August 1927•PP•20-22. 
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will all need to be correlated as far as possibl~ with the curriculum 
material of the public school.The pt-oblem of correlation is an important 
one and ons that must be dealt with. The supervisor must think of this 
• · as ons of his major tasks. 1 
~-
1. The importance and tha.trend of this whole matter of.correlation is 
shown by the numerouo recent articles by educators. 
Stetson,Paul c., 11 Wee~day Religious ~ducation in Relation to the Public 
School". The International Journal of Religious Education, Sept.l925. 
pp 1)-15. 
Hosic,James F., 11The Application of Modern Method to Week-day Religious 
Instruction11 ,Religious Education. Vol.l7,1922. · 
Coe,Geo .A., "Religious Education and General Education", Religious 
Education,Vol.l2,p.l2). 
Snow,Florence L., 11 An Experiment in Correlated Young ~ebple 1 s Work". 
The International Journal of Heligious !lducation. Sept .1925, page 61. 
Hauser,C.A., 11 Latent Religious Resources in Public School Education~, 
Philadelphia; The Heidelberg Press. 
E .Morris Fergusson says of this book: "It ie stimulating ani fills a part 
of the serious gap in the Literature of Education,where the work of 
general teacher and that of religious teacher j~in11 • 
Magill,Hugh~.,"The Church S~hool and the Public School",International 
Journal of R~ligious Educaion" ,Feb.l925. 
Squires, falter Albion, 11 The Correlation of Week Dey Religious Instruction 
with the Educational Agencies of the Individual Church". International 
Journc.l of Religious E:ducation, Vol.I March 1925. 
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A fourth field of the work of the suparvisor is the task of the evaluation 
of th~ effectiveness of teachin£• The supervisor will need to measure the 
re~ults of the efforts of his teachers, This will mean t~e devising of 
tests rrnd measurements that will test the knowledge of the pupil. 1 
Furthermore it will mean the formulntton of such obj active instr ... unents 
as will r.1aasure interests,attitudes,idoal o and conduct .It Vlill also mean 
l.Thio is a partial list of the objective tests that are now standardized 
and available fmr use in religious education. 
Biblical Knowledge Testa. (1). Whitley Biblical Knowledge Tests. 
(a) .old Testament Serhs .Form 1. 
(b) .New Testament Series,Two fo:rm.s,-Form A and B. 
(2). Laycock Test of Biblical Information. (3). Giles' Sunday School Examination A. Forms 1 and 2. (4). Church School Examination Alpha, Forms 1 and 2. 
Ethical Discrimination Tests. 
( 1). B1·0temarkle 1 s Comparison Test. 
( 2). Kohs' Ethical Discrimination Teet. 
Teate of Attitudes,Ideals, and Interest. 
(1). Hart's Test of Social Attitudes and Interests. 
(2). Hart's, Personnal Assayer. 
( }). 1fntson,G.B., Survey of Public Opinion. 
( 4). Matthews, Personal Datn Sheet. 
(a). For Pre-Adolescents. 
(b). For Adolescents. 
(5). Woodworth's Personnl Data Sheet. 
Rating Scales. 
For Rating mturch School Teachers am Pupils. 
( 1). Drew Measurement Chart for Sunday School Teachers,Beligious 
Education Magazine December 1921. 
( 2). Chassell,'l'eachers' Rating Scale for Sunday School Pupils, 
Religious Education Magazine, De.ce::tber 1921. 
Other references 
Watson,G.B., "Experimentation and Measurement in Religious Education", 
New York; Association Press. 1927 • 
Watson,G.B.,"What Tests Can We Yse in Church Schools", Religious 
Education Magazine, March 1928 • 
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the constructing of scales for the rating of teach9rs and the construction 
of' score cards for the self-rating of teachers. The effectiveness of 
teaching in the Church Schools will never be properly evaluated until we 
can d~velop testa that will be able to measure the pupils progress in all 
fields. This is no small task because the use of objective teote and 
measurements in the field of religious education is yet in its infancy. 
The last division of the field of supervision in religious education that 
I will mention is that of the research and experimental study of the 
problems of teaching in the Church Schoola. 1 In the interest of progress, 
research and experimental workmust go on. The supervisor is in a strategic 
position to carry on such experimentation and every supervisor ought to be 
doing some research and experimental work in the interest of progress. 
The field of moral and religious education is filled with problems,which 
e.re waiting upon the efforts of the research and experiemnte.l workers of 
today f'or solution. 2 Problems as to the beat method of teaching religion, 
Ae evidence of the interest in this special field see: 
1. Bower,W.C.,"Research in the Curriculum" Religious Education June W27. 
Vieth,Paul H., "Research Service in Religious Education A Study of the 
Personnel and Work of the Office of' Director of Religious Education11 , 
Dept. of Research and Service of' the International Council of Re-
ligious Education. 
2. Hartshorne and May, "Testing the Knowledge of Right and Wrong", 
Monograph No .I eThe Religious Education Aseociation,July 1927. 
Chartlers1 W:o!i, !Teaching of .. IdealS~,·,,>J :. - ··. --:r 7 • 
Voelker ,Paul, "The Function of Ideals and Attitudes in Social Education11 , 
Teachers College,Oolumbia Univera~ty,l921. 
"Character Education Methods". The Iowa Plan. Character Education 
Inetitution,Washington,D.C. 
Starbuck and Shuttleworth,"! Guide to Literature for Character TrainingM, 
New York,Macmillan Companf,l928. 
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-how to develope character,how to train pupils to develope ideals and 
attitudes of right living,how to make our religious knowledge function 
in conduct,how to make our ethical knowledge control conduct,a study of 
the best curriculum material to train for Christian living,these and 
many more await the experimenter. Because of the numerous problems that 
are present in the matter of religious and moral training it seems as if 
one of the major fields of endeavor for the supervisor 6f religious 
education might well be the matter of research and experimental work. 
I, 
I 
CHAPT~R VII. THS PRINCIPLSS AND TH~ PLANS FOR A PROGRAM OF SUPERVISION 
IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION. 
I 
CHAPTER VII 
THE PRINCIPLES AND THE PLANS FOR A PIDGRAM OF SUPERVISION IN RELIGIOUS 
EDUCATION 
A search for principles. There are certain fundamental principles which 
und~rlie all successful educational administration and supervision.These 
principles have not be9n the result of study or experimentation in the 
field of religious education,but they have been developed in the public 
school 'field. In this field a certain degree of standardization has 
.,,. ::: :p, 
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already been reached. Therefore the public school bec·omes our beot example· 
and illustration of the achievement and possibility of supervision at our 
command. Of course a certain adjustment and adaptation will need to be 
mads in the application of these principles,yet this adaptation is by no 
means as· great as those who are somewhat opposed to scientific methode in 
religious education would have us believe. Adaptation will have to be 
made,but it can be easily made if we can have sensible people who are 
familiar with the principles underlying all successful supervision and 
who are willing and anxious that the teaching of religion should be at 
1 least as efficient as the teaching of arithmetic or latin, The report of 
the committee on Findi~ 1that was appointed at the conference on "Week~ 
. ' -\ . 
day Religious Education" in 1922 had this rath~r significant statement in 
it concerning supervision. 
"The problems ·or supervision in the school of religion are not 
essentially different from those in the general field of 
education. Skilled and efficient supervision is absolutely 
essential. The function of the supervisor is to cooperate with 
teachers while they are working out their tasks in improving the 
quality of their teaching and in developing a more ~dequate 
religious educational experience for the children". 
l.Stout,John E.,Religious Education Magazine,Vol.l7,page 252. 
2.Religious Education,June,l922 p.267. 
Mr .John E.Stout in an address on "Problema in Supervision", 1 listed 
the following items as being sound principles of supervision; 
(1). 
( 2). 
( ;) . 
(4). 
(5). 
"Supervision must be systematic and consistent. A well 
defined supervisory policy must govern. Consistency in 
this relation is more than a jewel,-it is a life saver. 
It"esta.blishes confidence and insures steadiness. 
Teachers and pupils know what to expect and what is 
expected of them. 
"criticism should be constructive. Teachers and pupils 
alike must learn vrhat not to do and causes of failure must 
be pointed out. But their attention needs to be directed 
particularly to caus9a of success. The negative criticism 
not infrequently is. interpreted as fault finding. The 
more one plays on an instrument out of tune the more 
discord is produced.The reme~ is to tune up the instrument. 
"Help should be given when and where it is most needed. 
Weak spots in a school are like weak links in a chain,and 
like a chain it is finally judged by ita weakness. 
Strengthen the weaX spots and do it now. 
"Successful supervision allows the fu~lest possible measure 
of freedom and encourages initiative and originality. The 
personal factor is a most important consideration in an 
educational enterprise of a~ sort. Its purpose is to 
develope personality.In religious education this is . 
particularly true. Supervision of teachers should result 
in an increased ability on their part to carry on their 
work unaided. They should become increasingly self 
reliant and have an increasing sense of personal responi-
bility for the results of their teaching. The results 
should be the oame for pupils, They should become in-
creasingly responsible for regularity, punctuality and 
s9lf control. None of these results are possible unless both 
teachers and pupils are encouraged to achieve freedom in 
choice and execution through increasing ability,gained by 
practice in self-direction. 
"Matters of routine should be mechanized. Habit saves time 
and energy,makes skill possible and leaves workers free to 
direct attention to things which require conscious effort • 
Uniform ways of doing things which profitably can be 
mechanized should be insisted upon and persisted in until 
habits are established". 
Wade Crawford Barclay in his book "Training f'or Leadership and Toaching112 
l.Stout,J .E., "Problems in Supervision" ,Religious Education June, 1922 p.225 · 
2.Barcl~,W.0., 11Training for Leadership and Teaching 11 ,pp.l27-ljl. 
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suggests a number of principles that make for effective supervision.His 
list although very incomplete offers some vory h~lpful suggestions. It 
is as follows; 
( l) • "Effective supervision has insight. 
a. It is necessary that the supervisor shall know the 
technique of religious education as far as it has been 
assuredly developed. 
b. The insight of the supervisor makes it possible for 
him:to aid teachers in analyzing the results of their 
own teaching. 
c. The insight of the supervisor will enable him to 
anticipate difficulties and to forestall acute aituationa. 
(2). ~ffective supervision is constructive. 
a. Supervision at its worst is little more than fault 
finding. The wise supervisor is habitually positive 
rather than negative in his comments ani suggestions. 
b. The effective supervisor's habitual mood is one of 
optimism and good cheer. 
c. In the present state of progress in teaching re-
ligion a marked degree of modesty is a becoming trait in 
the supervisor. (?). Effective supervision is cooperative. 
a •. The aupervisor,if he is to render effective service, 
may not think of himself or permit his teachers to think 
of him as a boss. 
b. The superyieor should not only have a knowledge of 
principles but should be able to demonstrate the ap-
plication of principles in practice. 
c. Cooperative supervision enhances rath~r than lessens 
the teacher's sense of personal responsibility. 
d. Where supervision manifests the spirit of ·cooperation 
and possesses ~he qualities of insight and constructive 
suggestion teachers will anticipate with eagerness the · 
visits of the supervisor to their classes". 
An investigation into th~ field of supervision in religious education 
reveals the same lack of well defined principles that was eo evident in 
public school education although a great deal of work has been done in 
1 the field. A study of the literature in the religious educational field 
1. Kelly,Robert L., 11 Suggestions for Standardization and Supervision", 
Religious Education. Vol.l;,pp.)56-;6) •. ,:_: · · · 
McKibben, Frank M., .:'"The Adm.and Supervision of Week Day Religious 
Education", International Journal of Religious Education,Oct .1925 • 
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shows that very little has b~en done in the matter of formulating certain 
definit~ principles. Supervision is a ve~ definite process that has for 
its task the improvement of teaching and the developing of pupil activity. 
Certainly religious education is tremendously concerned with the im-
provement of teaching. Therefore I see no reason why the same general 
principles of supervision that hold in the secular education are not also 
fundamental principles in supervision in religious ed•...tcation, for in-
herently the learning processes ara the same. 
Some general principles of suporviaion for religious education. First 
of all in religiou&·education as in secular education one of the cardinal 
principles is the principles of democracy. S~pervision must be a democratic 
process, and by that is meant a process or method arrived at and put into 
practice upon the suggestion of all concerned in the work. It might be 
possible to inaugurate a program of supervision in a Church School by the 
arbitrary command of a pastor,director of religious education,or of the 
supervisor, but it is highly improbable that such a program could be carried 
out with any degree of satisfaction. Teachers would not submit to such 
autocratic methode and if they did submit,it would be absolutely sure that 
they would not be benefited by the supervision. On the other hand super-
vision could be begun in the Church ~chool if the beginning were democratic 
in nature. All persons concerned in the matter of supervision should be 
called into conference. The matter should be thoroughly discussed, the.· real 
aim of supervision should be made clear,the tenchere,the department 
superintendents or supervisors,the director of religious education,the 
point of view oe every person concerned should be considered,and out of 
this conflict of opinions should come the program of supervision. It will 
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be a process of give and take,but when once the process is completed,and 
a plan of supervision arrived at,then we can be certain that the plan is a 
democratic one,and one that will ba able to be put into practi~e.Sincs all 
concerned have participated in forming th~ plan,the plan henceforth 
becomes the plan of the group and not the plan of the supervisor. 
After the plan is inaugurated the same principles of democracy should be 
practiced in the carrying forward of the work. The actual supervision 
should also be democratic. There may be times when the supervisor will need 
to arbitrarily demand that work be done in a certain \'7ay,but if the teacher 
questions it then she should always be given the opportunity to defend her 
method or to justify her conduct. The supervisor may learn some things from 
the teachers,at any rate the teac~ers will always kr~w that they can be 
heard. By this process we might even come to the place where the supervisor 
would do the major part of the work of supervising upon the basis of the 
calls from teachers for assistance on specific problema. If educators in 
the religious field hope to accompliah anything by supervision it must 
be by the practice of the principle of de~ocracy in their work. 1 
Sup:>rvision must also b~ a cooperative undertaking. 1'1.C.Barclay so.ys; 
"The supervisor if he is to rend~r eff~ctive service,may not think of 
hinself or permit his teachers to think of him as a boss". 2 The officers, 
teachers,and supervicors of a Church School are o. group of co-work3rs, 
all r.orking tog~thsr to accomplish n com~on purpos9,n~ely that t~e pupil 
may mak~ the greatest progress in the Christian. life. The cuparviaor is 
expected to be a leader a11ong this group, and because of his training he 
l. Murphy,John A. 1 "~he Democratic Process in Religious Education". 
International Journal of Religious Education, Vol.l, Feb.l9::5. 
2. Barclay','J.0., 11Training for Leadership ar.d T9aching 11 1 pe.ge 129. 
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ehould be able to give counsel by which others may profit. This matter of 
cooperation carries over into the work of demonstration. The sup~rvisor 
will need not only to have a knowledge of the principles,but he will also 
need to be able to demonstrate the application of the principle into 
practice,because often times a teacher may understand a principle and yet 
not be able to carry over the theory into practice. This cooperative work 
of the supervisor should lead the teachers to a seif analysie,so that they 
may discover their own successes or their own failures, because if they do 
this they will make more improvement than they will if their failure is 
pointed out to them by another. Cooperative supervision is the matter of 
cooperating with the teachers in such a way as to develope them to use 
the best methods in the finest possible way. 
Supervision must manifest a definite religious insight. The technique 
of religious education is some what different from the technique in the 
public school field,and the supervisor must -be aware of this difference. 
In religious education we are interested in the content and the factual 
material that we are teaching,but the greatest things in which we are 
interested are the ideas,attitudes,ideals and the conduct that will result 
1 
from our t~aching. The supervisor will need to know the technique of 
2 
religious education·aa far as it has been assuredly developed. He will 
need to know the mind of the childhood and the YoUth of the.Ohurch School, 
and in hie teaching he will nsed to apply the accepted laws of podagogy 
and psychology.This knowledge will enable the supervisor to guide the 
l.Two articles entitlea,"How the Project Type of Teaching under Pro-
fessional Supervision Effects the Religious Experiences of Pupils". 
Religious Education Magazin3, Vol.20. 
2.Sailer,T.H.~.,"What Problem Teachine did for one School" Religious 
Education Magazine,Vol.20,p.~94. 
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teachers in~the actual work of teaching religion.Ths supervisor ~~at know 
the sources of his material,the books that deal ~ith moral and religious 
education, books on method and organization, and by constant study he will 
seek to enlarge his horizon and perf,Jct hie knowledge of method.By such 
insight into the work of teaching religion, the supervisor will be able 
to gain the respect of the teachers and thus be able to accomplish con-
siderable results in the matter of training. 
Supervision must be constructive. Supervision at its worst is little 
more than fault finding. Some supervisors call ~that supervision, but it 
has no value as a means of training. It is comparative!~ simple to go to 
a teacher and tell her that she is doing many things thtvwrong way in her 
teaching, but if this is all the supervise~ does the result will be more 
harmful than good. The wise supervisor will seek for the things he can 
commend in his teachers and he will talk to them about the spocial bits of 
successful work they do. Thus by commendation, appreciation and con-
etructive criticism he gnins the good will and respect of his teachers. 
After he has gained the good will of the teachers than the supervisor can 
begin a more detailed and definite study of the work of the tencher.Then 
when the supervisor finds certain faults that he thinks should be remedied, 
he can take up tho matter with the teachers because he has already won 
their respect. Ir he has some constructive criticism to offer the teachers 
will be ready to listen and will profit by hie suggestions. The following 
quotation speaks of the matter of constructive criticism and supervision, 
"It is not the purpose of the superVisor to supervise the vtork 
of the teacher in the sense of sitting in judgment upon it, 
much less spying upon them,but to inspire them to do their best, 
giving them the benefit of his superior training but at the same 
time giving the~ also the maximum runount of liberty in developing 
their own technique.They should understand that while the 
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supervisor is their counselor thsy are at tho same time not only 
permitted but expected to develope their own initiative,and that 
their ability to work out a particular situation successfully in 
their own way will be counted more to their credit than blifdly 
to follow any set method or scheme which he may prescribe". 
Supervision must be distinguished from administration. In religious 
education much that is mere administration is misnamed supervision. One 
of the principles of supervision should be to keep clear the distinction 
between these two phases of work. Moat of the books that have been 
written in the field of religious education have failed to make this 
distinction,they have used the two terms interchangably.The administration 
of a Church School refers to the organization and is concerned chiefly with 
the physical factors of the school and the promotional activities.The 
. 
supervision of a Church School is primarily concerned with the improvement 
of teaching,including such activitieo as classroom visitation,conferencesJ 
teacher training,testing and measuring,curriculum construction and work 
of this type all looking toward the improvement of the teaching act. The 
same person may have the two types of work to do in a Church ~chool, in 
fact more often than not at the present time the administration and 
supervision work will need to be done by the same person,but even if that 
is the case the specific functions need to be kept separated.Adminiotration 
promotes the organization and keeps the machinery running smoothly,while 
supervision trains the teachers and is concerned with the improvement of 
the teaching act. 
The next principle is very closely relat~d to the one we have just 
mentioned. It is that suparvision must center upon the improve~ent of 
instruction. The distinguishing and differ9ntiat1ng thing in supervision 
l.Barclny,W.C.,Training for Leadership and Teaching, page 129. 
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is the fact that it is concerned with the improve~ent of instruction.The 
mere promoting of an organization and the directing of a gen~ral program 
of activity~is ·not-supervision. Supervision may include a great many 
types of work but they will all look toward the improvement of the teaching 
act. The ultimate aim of supervision is to improve the teaching function 
of the school. 
Supervision must be scientific. A haphazard,unsciantiflc form of 
supervision will not give satisfactory results. ln the public school field 
unscientific supervision \'lould not be countenanced neither can it bo 
per:ni tted in the Church School. Supervision is not a motter of feeling it 
is a matter of knowledge, It must be precise,accurato and in accord with 
the best educatior~l policy of our day. The individuals ~ho nrc reaponcible 
~or tho progrr>m need to be well trained and opecially fitted for the vrork. 
Thoy will nead to be SJ'Stemat"l.c and tro.in~d to use the nevrer o.nd more 
objective means of observation end investigation. The objective tests and 
measurements that oro available at the present time should be used. Such 
tests and measurements are vary fragmentary at the present time but they 
are objective atandc.:·ds and thus are better t~oaourea than the tradition 
and pure speculation that v:e have used so long. In general education, 
whore scientific study and experiment have prevailed a'.lch lotlGer than in 
religious education, leading oducators f'ran"l".ly confess that thero aro vast 
and unsolved probl~ms before them. The situation is even more tentative in 
religious education. This work is yet in the experimental stage but be that 
as it may the work is scientific 1 and the supervisor of today vtill need to 
be scientific in his work. 
The last principle that I shall speak of is the principle that supervision 
'r 
! 
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must be a clearly defined,definitely organized program. Promiscuous and 
haphazard supervision will never accomplish the results that a well thought 
out, clearly defined p~ogra'll Vlill accomplish. This program >vill be a 
developing and expanding one but it will be definitely planned at each 
step in its development. This is important enough to be stated as a 
principle to govern all of our Church School supervision,that no matter 
what stage of development the supervision may be in it should always be 
clearly defined and definitely organized. 
The neceosity for having a plan of supervision. It is one of the beet 
ways to insure the accomplishment of work. It is a general principle and 
is accepted by most of the workers in the field. The work of a super-
visor is so varied,and so new that unless a definite program is followed 
thero is a great danger that the supervisor '.'Till dissipate his energies 
and acco:nplish very little. The supervisor who v:orks without a plan of 
supervision is apt to give entirely too much time to details Bnd to 
matt~re of little consequence with the result that only a small a'llOUnt of 
work is accomplished. The supervisor should formulate a plan and then in 
th:; mnin adhere to that plan. The supervi eor will need to plan to do 
certain major types of work at certain periods. Perhaps a certain piece 
of work this year and then a certain piece next year. The work at a 
certain time may C3n~er entirely around tho problem of tho training of 
th3 t~Jocher. At another J.ime it may deal i7ith the worship program of ths 
school,w~ile yet at another time it moy deal \':tth t~o mett.::rr of cur-
riculu-:n, and co on,oac~ reriod of ti:-:1e ·havl.ng its special. typo of v;ork 
for. study a!'ld investigation. I do rwt ~a an that the supervisor v:ill do 
not~i·ng but tho lJa.j or phase of work that is before him at any one time, 
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because such a practice v:c'Jld be i!'!lpossible, but f do m8a.n that vihile he 
is doing the gensral work that io oo YJ.Gcessary he vrill also be i'ollov;ing 
o~t q larger and more comprehensive plan otl supervision '{Thich h8 r:r~' 
09t before himeolf ao a goal. 
A plan of supervision will do awe:y with much waste effort and avoids a lot 
of repetition. The supervisor who has a plan of supervision will be atudyit~ 
certain major problema thruout hie school or schools at e....:certa.in~.tima. 
FoD example he may be studying the way that the teachers conduct the lessons. 
1 
In this investigation he may find that certain of the teachers are weak on 
the methods of question asking. He may discover that they do not know the 
h principles nor the te~ique of asking questions. He may discover that this 
group of teachers should read certain books on the subject, and me.~ other 
things that the teachers may have in com:non concerning the mere matter of 
questioning in a class period. Now with such a situation the supervisor 
could save a great amount of time and no end of repetition &f he would 
take all of the teachers thus in need and in a teacher~s meeting diScuss 
the subject of the question and answer method of recitation. In a group 
meeting of this sort some of the com~on problems could be dealt with in a 
very adequate fashion. In short, every main item could be handled in much 
the same way. The use of the .story, the method of lesson assigrment, super-
vised study, the use of the appreciation lesson and many other phases of 
teaching could be dealt with in the :ssm;e way. This would save a great 
L 
amount of effort and avoid a lot of repetiti&n. This would not be possible 
if the supervision was without a plan, but whe~ a definitely planned 
program is promoted then this group conference work is possible. 
A plan of supervision will help to center responsibility. the suporvisor 
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will ne9d to have certain assistants. They may be teachers who are specially 
trained,or they may be department heads. At any rate under a plan of super-
vision the supervisor would need to delegate certain of his tasks to 
assistahts. The assistant supervismrs should be definitely responsible for 
the work that they are given to- do. It is also true that u~der a real plan 
of supervision the supervisor ahould be able to discover the abla teachers. 
It may be that certain teachers would be so skillful in certain phases 
of the work that they could be made responsible for that special item of 
work .• The·wise supervisor will pick out such a teacher and give to him or 
her such definite responsibility in the work of supervision as they may 
be able to carry. 
A definit3 plan of supervision will help to uni~ the work of the entire 
educational process. It will help to bring about first of all a unification 
of purpose. Every department of the Church School and all of the organi-
zations connected with it have the srune general purpos3, that of training 
the individual to examine and measure hi8~life so as to enable him to live 
' 
upon the very highest possible plane. In other words to enable him to 
live a life as Christ like as it is possible for him to do. The different 
departments and the different organizations may each have a different 
emphasis, and rightly so, but they all should have the same general purpose. 
Unier a program of supervision the unification of purpose that is so 
desirable could be brought about. If organizations, are working nt cross 
purposes very little constructive work will be accompliahed,but if there 
is unity of purpose then good will be the result even though a half dozen 
organizations are working at the task. 
Not only will supervision unify the purpose of the educational work but 
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it will also help to uni~ the processes by which the educational work is 
carried on. A ver,y careful grading and age grouping is nacessar,y to do 
efficient work in the Church School and in the organizations related to it. 
One of the tasks of the supervisor,y organization~1is the formulating of a 
scheme of grading and grouping that will be educationally sound. Supervisi~n 
of instructionShould also result from a definite plan of supervision. Every 
plan of supervision must have as its central thought the improving of the 
teaching act. This will mean class visitation and conferences, training 
of teachers, study of methods, study of curriculum and ma~ other things. 
A plan of supervision will be concerned with instruction of the related 
organizations as well as of the Church School instruction and consequently 
this work will in a very real way uni~ the instruction of the Church 
School and allied organizations. If there is no plan of supervision then 
there is apt to be very little relation between the instruction, worship, 
recreation and service in a religious educational program. However these 
phases of the Church School life ought to be very closely related. If there 
ia a plan of supervision, with a certain individual or individuals.who 
have as their task the supervision of grading instruction,worship,re-
creation, and service then there will be a unity thruout the whole program 
not only of purpose but also of educational processes. Without a plan the 
unification of the work would not be possible, because iii is only when 
we definit3ly plan to atudy and to supervise certain phases of the work 
that we soe the relationahip that exists between the di~ferent parts of the 
whole, and a unification is only possible after we se3 the relationships. 
A plan of supervision does another very important thing, it compella the 
supervisor to formulate certain general and specific aims. In supervision 
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there are always maqy things that need to be done, eo many in fact that 
the wise supervisor will know at once that he cannot accomplish them all 
at once or in any given time. The program of supervision will need to be 
tbdeve~oping program covering a great many years. But because 1t is such 
a long program is no reason why the supervisor ghould not begin it, and 
then work year by year toward the accomplishment of the goal set. To do 
this th9 supervisor and the staff will need to formulate certain general 
aims.These general aims will be the major objectives toward which they 
will work,in working toward the major objectives a great maqy specific 
aims and objectives will need to be brought into use. These aims may not 
be realized quio-kly-,they- may need. to be wa,rked upon for six months,one 
year,two yeara,or even five years,but the supervisor knows that if he is 
going to make any progress ~n hie work he will need to formulate certain 
general aims toward which he will be continually moving.For example the 
supervisor might decide that the general aim of supervision for the year 
should be the integration of the entire Church School program. This 
could be the general aim,but in accomplishing it a great maey specific aims 
would neod to be called into use. The supervisor would need to specifically 
study each organization,its aims,its purposes and its methods. The 
leadership of the organizations would need to be studied very carefully. 
The persons in the membership of the organizations would need to be 
studied very carefully,these and many other specific problems would need 
to be dealt with before the general aim could be realized.Or again the 
supervisor might make the improvement of the teachers instruction the 
. 
general aim for a certain period. Thio ie perhaps the most important 
phase in all supervision. In doing this a great maqy specific aims or 
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plans would need to be brought into usa. The supervisor would need to carry 
on a program of class room visitation and conferances.The teachers would 
need to be studied and perhaps rated. The curriculum would need to be 
carefully studied,and together v1ith these a rather careful study of the 
results of the work of the tea.chor upon the child would need to be ma.de. 
Therefore if the supervision is to be systematic a.nd constructive a very 
definite plan will be necesea.ry,and such a plan will necessitate the 
formulating of certain general a.nd specific aims tha.t may perhaps require 
a. grea.t ma.ny yea.rs to accomplish. However if supervision is to be adequate 
it must do tha.t very thing. 
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CHAPTER VIII. THE SUPERVISION OF RELIGIOUS EWOATION BY MEANS 
OF OLASSBOOM VISITATION. 
• 
~ '·• 
CHAPI'ER VI I 1 
THE CLASSROOM VISITATION 
A stu~ of the few books that deal with the subject of supervision of 
religious education reveals the fact that classroom visitation is not 
being emphasized as a means of supervision• In secular education class-
room visitation is an important phase of the whole program of super-
1 
vision, and this is perhaps true in religious education in spite of the 
fact that the writers in this field have not generally emphasized it as 
such. In fairness however it must be said-that the more recent articles 
that are baing written on the subject of supervision in religious 
educa~ion are placing more stress upon classroom visitation. W.C.Barclay2 
in hie presentation of the Methode of Supervision lists the following 
means; by the use of Teachers' efficiency scale; by the observation of 
teaching by which he means classroom viaitation,but he devotes only twelve 
lines to the entire aubject;by the means of personal conference;by the 
means of departmental conferencee;by the means of demonstration teaching; 
by the usa of the exhibit and by the direction of the reading of the 
teachers. John Elbert Stout:? in hie bo.ok "The Organization and Ad-
ministration of Religiou~-Education" groups the methods of supervision 
l.Ae evidence of this fact see the following sources;-
Barr and Burton, "The Supervioion of Instruction" page 142. 
Burton?W.H., "Supervision and the Improvement of Teaching~ pp. :?97-:?98. 
Nutt,H.W., 11The Supervision of Instruction" p.l99• 
Maxwell,C.R., "The Observation of Teaching11 1 page 12. 
Scott,Charlee Edgar:"Elucational Supervision" 1 PP.64-67. 
Wagnar,Charles A.,"Common S9nse in School Supervision". 
2.Barclay,w.o. 1 "Training for Leadership and Teaching,pp.l'-5-142. 
j.Stout,J,g,,"The Org.and Adm.of Rel1£ioue gducation",pp.205-208. 
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around three maans,first demonstration teaching or demonstration lessons. 
Evidently he means some form of classroom visitation by this because he 
says, ~.These bring the supervisor in direct contact with the teachers.He 
observes them at work either in directing study or in conducting re-
citationsn. However only fourteen lines are devoted to the entire sub-
ject. The second and third methods that he suggests are;written directions 
and suggestions,and teachers' meetings.In nReligious Education",for June 
1922,Professor Stout writing upon the aubj act of supervision has this to 
say concerning the selection and usa of methode and devices, 
"The insistent question which the supervisor constantly faces is, 
How can I direct all the forces of the school to the best 
advantages? The means to be used are of course determined by the 
nature of the task of supervision itself. Stated negatively,let 
it be said that it can not be done by sitting in the office-it 
· · isn1 t a sitting job. The situation demands active participation. 
(l).Direct,constant contact with the activities of the school is 
essential. Frequent visitation is therefore necessary. This of 
course consumes time,but to an efficient supervisor the only 
excuse that time has for existing is to be wisely consumed. 
Visitation offers opportunity for demonstration work,but this 
method has to be used wisely and even sparingly. 
(2).Individual and group conferences are highly useful. They afford 
close range contact and give opportunity for securing mutual 
understandings. The fonner provide for the personal needs of 
·teachers. The latter serve to broaden the oytlook of teachers 
and secure unity in the work of the school. 
(;).Teachers' meetings constitute one of the most effective means of 
supervision,if prpperly conceived and conducted. As dis• 
tinguished from a conference,a teachers' meeting is more fonnal 
in the sense that a program is prepared in advance and carried 
out in accordance with a definite plan. The fact that teachers' 
meetings are proverbial time wasters does not alter the fact that 
they may be made one of the most effective agencies in supervision. 
(4).Written suggestions and direction should be used more than is 
usually done.This method can in no case take the place of the 
l.Roberts,Seldon L.,"Using a Workers Conference and a Library in 
Training Church School Workers 11 ,International Journal of Religious 
Education, July and August,l926. 
Hubboll,H.H. 1 "The Workers' Council at ita Beet 11 .interna.tiona.l 
Journal of Religious Education, Feb.l925. 
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other methods anumaratad.It ia,howavar,nscaasary to supplement 
them. Certain advantages are iph~rent in this method amm~twhich 
.are that it saves the teachers t ma,compeis clear,explicr 
statements of suggestions and directions,ani in written fonn 
they serve mora or less as permanent guidas 11 • . 
Soma difficulties of supervision in religious education. One of the 
first d'ifficulties iS the nonpedagogical view of religious inatructi;on 
that is so often held· People quite generally are not accustomed to 
think of religious education in the same way that they think of education 
of other kinds.They are ready to admit that every boy and girl should be 
taught certain common bodies of knowladga,they are ready to admit that 
the individual should be taught a trade or a profession that will enable 
him to provide a livlihood for himself and family. But when it comas to 
religious or character education quite often it is said that these things 
can not be taught but must be caught,and therefore we do not have the 
same willingness to stress and emphasize pedagogical methods in religious 
2 
education that we do ~n general education. People in general have come 
to realize that' administrative and supervisory functions in public 
education are quite important,and are willing to bear the expenses of 
securing such supervision and of employing persons thoroughly trained 
to carry it on. However in the field.of religious education we find a 
vary different situation. Only in a few cases are the Churches and 
religious educational institutions giving the proper recognition to the 
necessary systematic supervision. Only a few pepple understand with 
entire clearness that administrative and supervisory functions must be 
!.Religious Bducation,yol.l7.June,l922.pp.222-22;. 
2.Fiska,G.Walter, 11 Can Religion be Taught? 11 International Journal of 
Reli~ious Bducation, March 1927. 
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perfonned in any successful educational enterprise. However much improvement 
is being made and with the Colleges~ through)otlt our country training men 
and women to be leaders in the work of religious education a change is 
1 imperative. Many Universities now have departments of religious education 
outstanding among them are Boston t1niveraity· School of Religious Education, 
Yale,Hartford,Columbia,Northweatern and ma~ others. In 1927 a survey among 
American Colleges and Universities revealed the fact that one hundred ani 
three Chairs or Professorships in religious education had been established 
at that tima. It is also true that individual men are becoming more and 
more interested in moral and religious_education;and ma~ outstanding men 
in education are engaging in researches and in studies along the linea of 
character development and religious education. 
A second difficulty in this w·ork is the fact that the field of endeavor 
is so new that there is not even a shadow of standardization. We cannot 
even agree in a~ detail as to just what we want religious education to 
. . 
accompliah,and there is even lees agreement upon the means and methode of 
this accomplishment. Consequently problems relating to supervision can be 
stated only in a general way and u.sually the answer to the problem must 
be in terms of a general principle.~In the future it is very probable 
that a certain standa~ization of method of supervision will take place 
and when this standardization takas place in ~ha field of roligioua 
education then me.~ of the difficulties that we have at present will be 
overcome. 
1. Murro,Harry c., 11 Rel1gious Education in the College tfurriculum 11 , 
Inter.Joui'n9.1' of'Religious Education, July-Aug.l927 
Young, Thomas s., 11Training College Students for Vacation ·and Week-day 
Church School Teaching 11 .Inter.Jour.of;Religioue Education.July-Aug.l927• 
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A third difficulty in connection with supervision in religious education 
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is the great number of untrained teachers. An effective method of super-:· · ,., 
vision is that of classroom visitation,but even classroom vLsttation will 
not be effective with untrained teachers. Untrained teachers will usually 
become very much excited when the supervisor comes into their room and 
their work will appear even poorer than it really is• Then too with the 
untrained teachers the supervisor would need to move very slowly in his 
program of the improvement of teaching or his teachers would not be able 
to follow him. Then if' too great a burden is placed upon these untrained 
teachers they may become discouraged and give up teaching. 
In the public school the teachers all have a certain amount of training, 
some more and some lese, but in general all of our public school toach3ra 
can be spoken of as trained teachers. In the Church Schools in general 
the teachers are untrained~ This is especially true of the teachers in 
the Sunday Sessions of the Church School. The teachers are faithfUl, 
interested in the work,and devoted to their task but not especially trained 
to teach. This makes effective classroom visitation very difficult. 
A fourth difficulty that the supervisor will experience in the work in 
religious education is the lack of any real authority over either the 
teacher or the pupil. In the public school the situation is very different; 
in the first place the teacher is employed and is paid a salary,and in 
return certain things can be expected of the teacher ,in the second place 
the teacher is definitely responsible to a princ~al or a superintendent, 
and in the third place if the teacher is not doing satisfactory work 
she can be dischraged. The public school lllo has a great deal of authority 
over the pupils of the echool,bacauee of the law of compulsory school 
···-------------------... ·-----------~---~~~-~ 
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attendancelup to a certain age they can compel attendance at the school 
with a high degree of regularity. In the Church School the situation is 
quite different, the teachers are in the main volunteer teachers, serving 
without salary, and consequently without a very definite feeling of re-
sponeibility and the attendance of the pupils is optional with the 
1?6 
pupil and consequently the attendance is largely governed by feeling, 
the whim, or the fancy of the individual at the time of the school session. 
This condition is likaly to exist in the Church School, but it is no reason 
to refrain from all sorts of supervision. In fact, although it makes the 
supervision very difficult, it makas it more imperative. The authority that 
the supervisor will need to assert upon tho teachers is the authority that 
will come when the supervisor conveys to the teacher the realization of 
the importance and the challenging aspects of the work of a religious 
teacher. The authority that the teacher will ~ed to assert upon the pupil 
is the authority that comes from the proper motivation of the work and from 
the development of interest. 
A last difficulty that I shall mention is the difficulty of giving any 
adequate supervision whsn the sessions are eo far apart and when there are 
so many classes to supervise. The progress will necessarily be much slower 
in the the field of religious education than in the public school field 
beca~sa of this very thing. Take for example the Sunday Session of the 
Church School, at beet there will be onl7 fifty two sessions during the 
year, and the supervisor will not be able to vis~t out :,from one to three 
classes a S~nday. In most scho::>la at present that~ are able to decure a 
supervisor there are thirty or more classes. Therefore at beot the super-
visor will only be able to visit each class about four or five times a 
--------------------------------·---------~-~ ---
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year, and perhaps not even so often. These problsms make it very difficult 
to carry on a satisfactory program of supervision in religious education • 
Visiting the teacher at Vlork. Classroom visitation is an important phase 
of supervision, and because of its place in a beginning program of euper-
1 
vision it will be dealt with at some length. The subject will be presented 
1)7 
under four heads, first, a general policy regarding the classroom visitation, 
second, records and reports concerning the visitation, third, special r~corde 
and reports; and fourth, certain thirgs that m~ be the outgrowth of the 
classroom visitation. 
The supervisor will need to develop a general policy regarding the class-
room visitetimn, end once having developed it the supervisor should carry 
it out. The attitude of the supervisor ehould be that-6f a helper,'his·work 
is:. th~t,-of assisting the teachers. He should be the one to help them in the 
study of their problems. He should counsel and guide them in their work. ln 
short he should cooperate with thar .teachers in their work.He should be wall 
trained and should know about the methods and techniques of teaching.Ha 
should know child psychology and also educational psychology and should 
know how to apply them ~o teaching. But with all that he must also know 
l.A few places where this type of supervision is being carried out,and soma 
articles that indicate what leaders are thinking about the matter of 
supervision in religious education. 
The Old South Congregational Oburch,Boaton. 
Morgan Memorial Church of All Nations,Boeton. 
Boston University School of Religious Education Demonstration School at 
l&el rose ,Mass. 
Vacation and Week-D~ Church Schools of Cleveland,Ohio. 
Week-Day Church Schools of Dayton,Ohio. 
M~Kibben,Frank M., "The Adm.ani Supervision of Week-Day Religious Education". 
Inter .Jour .of Religious Education.Oct .1925. 
Shaver,E.L.,"Training Leaders through Supervised Leadership Activities", 
InterJour.of Religious Education,Sept. 1927. 
Miller,J.Q.., 11 Plans of Supervision in Cleveland".I-nter.Jour.of Religious 
Bducation, May 1926. 
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that he is a friend and coworker with the teacher in the work of training 
the youth in religious things. The supervisor is not merely a judge who 
sits in judgment upon the work of a teacher-. In Church School work where 
there is a~ real dissatisfaction with supervision it is usually in 
cases where the supervisor has done little more, than to sit in judgment 
on the work of the teacher,that is he is not really a supervisor but a 
"snoopervisor" as Barcl~1 names him. The attitude of the supervisor must 
be that he is more than a judge,that he is a constructive leader. A 
constructive leader will criticize when criticism is necessa~,but he 
will not stop with mere criticiem,but will continue until he has pointed 
out clearly how the procedure could bo improved and has helped the 
. 
teacher in changing the situation. The supervisor is not a high and mighty 
chief who can command the teachers with an autocratic voice,but rather he 
is the teachers' teacher. Hie authority must rest upon his superior 
knowledge and not upon his superior position. If this is hie attitude and 
he possesses the qualities of insight and of constructive skill then his 
supervision will be accepted and teachers will anticipate with eagerness 
the visits of the supervisor to their class. 
The quest~on of the initial classroom visit is a question that should 
be considered in connection with the general policy of classroom 
visitation. When the Church SchoolSopens in September shall the supervisor 
begin his work of visitation ot once or shall he wait a month or so 
w-•-----------~------------------------------------------~----------------~~ Klyer,.Faye Huntington, 11The Supervision of' Student Teachers in Religious 
Education11 ,New York;Teachers College,Columbia University,l925. 
Elliott,Harrison S., 11 Supervision in Leadership Training11 ,Inter.Jour. 
of' Religious Education,July•Aug.l925,Vol.l 
l.Barcl~,w.c.,"Training 6or Leadership and Teaching". page 1;1. 
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until the organization gets well~und~r way and is running smoothly? Some 
leaders in the work hold that it is unfair to the teacher to visit her 
class at the very beginning of the year. They usually say that the school 
has not settled down to business yet, the school is always much disturbed 
the first few weeks, the teachers and pupils may not know each other and 
then tb;tly that it takes the teacher ·several weeks to get her class 
organized and working. Therefore they say that the supervisor should not 
begin the work of supJrvision until after the teacher has had a chance to 
get her work well started. Th9re are others who hold that supervision 
should begin at once at the very beginning of the school. At whatever 
time the Church School begins its work then the supervisor should begin 
to supervise. This is perhaps true, and the supervisor will need to be 
permitted to visit classes at aqy time. However at the beginning of the 
Church School in the fall the super~isor will need to remember that the 
teachers are working unier difficulties, and hie supervision.,should be 
of the nnture of administration, he should help them get started, help 
them in the matter of securing their supplies and thus help them to get 
the work organized. The supervisor should try and see every teacher on 
the first day of the school. If the supervisor is wise enough he will see 
many things at this .. 9pehl:ng poriqd that will help him in the future. The 
supervisor will thus have made one friendly and sympathetic contact with 
the teachers that will go a long way towards making his work a success. 
The supervisor may be able to correc1fertain trends or difficulties that 
will show themselves at the opening ti~e, whi~h if they were allowed to 
continue until the school would be well under way woul~e very difficult 
to change, and parhaps real hann might result because of them. 
140 
It is very difficult to say how maey and how long the visits of the super-
visor should be. This is altogether a matter of the special situation in 
hand. It will depend largely upon the teacher, the spacial piece of work 
·• that is under supervision at the time, and the time that the supervieor has 
available. It is sgfe to say tthat the supervisor should visit the teacher 
at work just as often as possible. This can not however be arbitrarily eat-
tled, some teachers will r~uire more supervision than others, then again 
the sup~rvisor may be working upon a specific problem that will require the 
continuous visitation of one teacher for a great many times, all of which 
ma~~very difficult to even formulate a principle concerning the number 
of' vieit0ions that are desirable. In the main it. sea:ns to be the beat pol-
icy- to visit the entire class period with each tea.eher.-, although there are 
some lleaders who do not accept. or follow this policy. If the:. supervisor j 
just steps into a class for fiv.~ or ten minutes and. then atapa into another 
and so on throughout the entire session of the sch:>:>l the chances are that 
1 
he will not be able to do any sati.afactory supervising. It will not be 
fair to the teacher, because it will take the teacher at least ten minutes 
to overcome her feeling of timidity and to once more get the interest of 
the pupile,furthennore you may see the teacher at the very poorest part 
of her whole mornings work. You may step into the class at the time that 
a story is being told,and the teacher may be a very poor stor,y•teller, 
or again you may step into a room where the story is being told and find 
that the teacher is a splendid story teller,but this same teacher may be a 
flat failure as a questioner and as a leader of discussion. Therefore 
it is usually best to visit a recitation in its entirety rather than in 
l.Miller,J.Q.,"Plans of Supervision in Cleveland",Inte•.Jour. of Religious 
Education, May 1926. 
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its parts. This will give a unity to the results and the supervisor can get 
a fairer estimate of the teachers ability because he will be able to see 
the strong pointe and the weak points. In Church School work where it is 
usually necessary to have review,story,questions and answers,discueeion, 
appreciation,dramatics and maqy other forme of axpreesion,all in the same 
lesson period,the supervisor can make a better appraisal of the teachers 
ability if he can visit for the entire period. Of course if at a certain 
period the supervisor would be studying anlp certain phases of the work 
such as discussion,or dramatics,thenthe supervisor could perhaps arrange 
to c~ome to the classes just at the time that the class would be d·otb.ng 
the thing which was being studied. But throughout the entire program the 
supervisor must realize that he is not a judge or an inepector,he is a 
teacher,a leader,a constructive builder and hie business is to work with 
hie teachers to the common end of improving the teaching act so that the 
boys and girls may receive better instruction.The task is a cooperative 
one. 
With a realization of the cooperativeness of the task how should the 
supervisor enter the claeeroom,What should be his position in the 
classroom and how should he leave the room? Maqy supervisors fall short 
at this very point. They enter the class with a great show of importance, 
as much as to eay,"now class taka notice I the high and mighty supervisor 
have arrived". They seat themselves in the most prominent place in the 
classroom and when they leave the class they do eo· with the same flourish 
with which they some. Church School workers need not be surprised to 
find a real opposition to supervision where such a procedure is being 
practiced, The supervisor should enter the classroom as quietly as possible, 
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walk to a seat,preferably in the rear of the room,and if it is necessary 
for the supervisor to leave before the class period ia over he should 
leave in the same quiet way in which he entered. When it is possible the 
supervisor should enter the classroom when the class is assembli~. If 
not then let him enter with as little confusion as poasible.At the present 
time a great ~any classrooms are so arranged that the supervisor can step 
in from a rear or side door and scarcely he noticed. 1 There is no reason 
or lo~ic that says that the supervisor should shout good morning to the 
teacher or convey.his best wi~hes to the class,his work is to make it 
easier for the teacher not more difficult. The supervisor should take the 
least conspicuous place in the. room. A chair or a desk at the side or the 
rear of' the room near the door would be the best place for the e~pervisor 
to accupy. The position of' the supervisor should be eo inconspicuous that 
the class will become unaware of' his presence. If' the supervisor must 
leave the room before the class is over he should do it without saying a 
word and as quietly as poesible,let him fold up hie tent like a sensible 
supervisor and as silently steal away. 
In connection with classroom visitation there is another problem that 
ought ~o be coneidered,and that is the probl~ as to whether or not the 
supervisor should ever interfere in the matter of the claesroom procedure 
or ever step in and take the class out of' the teacher's hands. In public 
school work it is generally held to be unwise for a supervisor to inter-
fere with the teacher's plan of class procedure. Bnrr and Burton2 say; 
l.Tralle,Henry Edward, "Size of' Classrooms in New Church Buildings" 1 
Inter.Jour.of Religious ~due~, AprLl 1928. 
2.Barr and Burton, 11The Supervision of' Instruction" 1 p .150. 
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that as e. rule the supervisor- should not step in and te.l(9 e. class unless 
asked to do so by the teacher. H. w. Nuttl makes the statem-ent evan stron-
gar by saying that only on rare occasions is the supervisor· justified in 
stepping in and taking charge of the cle.se. In supervision in religious 
education the same rule might will be applied and the statement made that 
e.a a rule it is very unwise for the supervisor to take a class away from 
a teacher. Even John Elbert Stout who seems to favor this plan of demon-
stratton teaching, whereby the supervisor teaches the class and thus de-
monstrates to the teacher how it should be done, gives this word of 
caution, "This method has to be used ver,r wisely and even sparingly in 
most instances. If resorted to frequently, it is apt to discredit the 
2 
teacher in the eyes of the pupils. 11 
The supervisor will need to devise some sort of a system of records and 
reports concerning the classroom visitation. U'nless a record is kept the 
supervisor will never be able to know whether progress is being mndo- or-
not. Thersfor3 the o~pervisor should make notes and comments upon every 
recitation that he supervises. The supervisor- will need these notes for 
the conferences that wtll foll:>WI because he cannot depend upon hie 
memory, and many times to eonvince the teacher he will need to have the 
information in black and white. In general it will not be possible for 
the supervisor to make the notes and co~ents upon the recitation while 
in the classroom. If the teacher sees that the supervisor is taking 
notes it oftentimes confuses her, and if acy such e:nbarra.Dsmant takes 
place then th~ supervisor should not attempt to make a record at that 
time. However just as soon as possible after the visit the supervisor 
1. Nutt, H. w. , "The Supervision of Instruction." 
2. Stout J. E!.., 11 The Org. and Adm. of Religious Educat1on11 , p. 20t. 
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should make a record of the visit and make such comments as he thinks 
should be made. This should be done soon enough eo that the details are 
yet clear in his m-ind. 
In the matter of making the proper records and reports the use of a 
check list will be invaluable. In public school work ma~ such lists have 
been compiled by workers in the field and have proved very helpful. In 
religious education the same thing could be done, and check lists could 
be devised for almost every phase of the work. The teachers method and 
classroom procedure could be studied in this manner; Special check lists 
could be devised to study the teachers use of questions, to study the 
story or dramatics as a mae.ns of teaching, to study the teachers use of 
the different teaching techniques, in fact all phases could be treated 
in this same manner. It is true that at the present time very iittle 
of this sort of thing has bean dona in the field of religious education 
but there seems to be no reason why the use of check lists as divicee for 
studying and recording the facts relative to religious education, may 
not be as useful in this field as they are in the field of general edu-
cation. 
The supervisor must write out hie notes and comments, and then this 
information must be given to the teacher. Usually this can best be 
done through a ~nference, and the supervisor should plan for a con-
ference very shortly after a visitation. It may be that the supervisor 
can give the written comments to the teacher at a time prior to the 
conference. This will give the teacher a chance to study the comments 
and it may prove helpful, in other cases it may not be wise to give 
this information to the teacher until the supervisor and teacher are 
in conference. 
• 
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However the results of the supervisor's visit ie given to the teacher it 
ie true that the teacher should never be criticised before the members 
of the class, in fact the critici~ is for the teacher alone and she 
alone should receive. The supervisor who does not bear this in mind is 
unmindful of the fact that his task is to cooperate with the teacher and 
to make her work easier. 
At the present time vary few of the necessary forma for adequate super• 
vision in religious education have reached a point where they can be said 
to be standardized. But the field is open, and unlimited. There is possi-
bility_ of building all sorts of' forme and of' record blanks, forme for a 
study of the teacher, teacher rating blanks, blanks for a study of the 
teaching method, blanks for a visitation record, blanks for a study of the 
curriculum, blanks for the rating of the worship service, blanks for spec-
ial subject observation record, and ma~, ma~ more, all of which if they 
could be devised would make a distinct contribution to supervision in the 
field of religious education. 
There are two forme of special records and reports that warrant spac-
ial mention. They are the special subject observation record and the 
teacher rating record • The supervisor may use the special subject 
observation record for hie own study and also to give to his teachers 
for usa when they observe other teachers. Landsittal in his, 110bserva-
tion Rocord Book in the Study of Teaching", gives soma vary fi~e suggestions 
that could be utilized in the field of religious education. If a super-
visor were studying the use of the story in religious education, a blank 
similiar to the one that Mr. Landsittel gives under the topic,,"The use 
r. ---- ---- ---~ -~~~---- --=-~-
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of the story in History Teaching", could be used,with of course the proper 
adjustments that would enable it to fit the needs of religious education • 
The blank is as follows;' 
General Topic;The Use of the Story in History Teaching. 
Observation Problem; How may the history story be used most effectively in 
the teaching of history. 
l.What common instincts and emotions seem to be the basis of the interest 
taken by pupils in the exercise witnessed? 
2. Show how action and climax in the stories told in the exercise operate 
as factors producing interest. 
~. What is the success of the teacher as regards making the story real? 
4. Make note.:.df !eiridenoee showing the affects of the personality and 
method of the teacher upon the interest of the pupils. 
5. Point out specifically historical values appearing in the story 
material presented. 
6.What moral effects seem manifest? 
Does the teacher give w~ unduly to motalizing? If so, what seem to 
be the effects? 
7• Point out factors in either subject-m~tter or method which seem to 
tend strongly toward giving pupils ideas or training that is socially 
useful. 
The student who is making the obsrvation is then asked to write out a 
brief summary of the observation,stating the things to imitate and the 
things to avoid,and to make a list of anf questions that may have , 
l.Landsittel,F. C., "Study of Teaching, an Observation Record Book" ,New 
York;Scott,Foreman and Company.pp.ll4-ll5. 
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occured to him in connaction with the observation. 
The second special record blank is the teacher rating blank. W.O.Barclay 
gives a suggestive blank that can be-used as an objective standard of 
measurement of the teachers efficien~y. In this form there is an attempt 
made to rate the personal characteristics of the teacher as well as the 
teaching practices of the te~cher. The scale is as follows; 
I. Personal characteristics. 
l 
1. Religious interest; moral earnestness; willingness to sacrafise time 
and effort; ;depehdableness; regularity of attendance and punctuality; pos-
itive religious experience. 
2. Poise; peace; calm; self control; reserve; dignity; control and use 
of voice. 
;. Personal interest in pupils; friendliness; sympathy; Bhristian love; 
spirit of cooperation. 
4. Openmindednesa; eagerness for truth (oppoe~te,- dogmatic, opinion-
ated). 
5. Fair; balance ( opposite,- playa favorites); frankness, truthfUlmass. 
6. Cheerfulness; joy in service; pleasing manner ( opposite - cold, 
repellent); enthusiasm; sense of humor; attractive personal appearance. 
7. Patience; tolerance (opposite- scold; sarcastic); kindness, 
courteousy. 
8. Decisiveness; courage; resourcefulness; initiative; tact. 
9. Religious as suranc·e; reality; sincerity. 
10. Faith in pupils (opposite - suspicious, unwillingness· to:tB.ke 
pupils' word); loyalty. 
1, Barclay, W.O., "Training for Leadership and Teaching" pp.l?7-1)8 
---·-·-·- ····-·----···----- .. - . 
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II• Teaching practi~a. 
1. Knowled~a of pupil natura; of subject matter • 
2. Ability to inspire interest. 
~. Governing skill. 
4. Skill in organizing and presenting material. 
5. Definiteness of aim and ability to realize aim. 
6. Relating the lesson to teaching whole. 
1. Proper emphasis on relative values. 
8. Skill in questioning. 
9. Choic!l e.nd usa of il L.tstration. 
10. Skill and care in assignment. 
The items in ~kclassification are not of equal worth, yet in the 
interest of facility in use it is suggested that a score of five be re-
garded as par~ect for each item, (Scoring them on the basis of one to five1 
a tot~l perfect score being one hundred. ~clay makes this statement con-
-1 
earning the scale; " Sympathetically and constructively ueed a scala will 
be found to be both a .ltirnulus and a practical help to growth in person-
ality and in practice". 
Another score card that will b~ found highly useful in supervision in 
l 
religious education is the one fonnulated by Prof. George H. Bette 
in hie book" How to ~each Religion." There are two parallel lists, one 
of positive qualities and one of the opposite or negative qualities, 
each column or list including forty items. A echerntof scoring can be ar-
ranged for these items and they become a fair objective standard for the 
rating of the personal characteristics of the teachera. ~hese and others 
1. Bette, George H., "How to teach Religion" pp. 19-21 
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that are being developed by leaders in the fiela of religious education will 
become very valuable and useful instruments for the supervisor in the matter 
of evaluating the worth of a teacher. 
In addition to the forma that are already available in the religious 
educational field for rating the teachers, there are a.tmroue other f'or;us 
in the public school field that would be found useful in the field of re-~ 
ligious education also. Some little adjustment might be needed to mak8 them 
satisfactory for use in the field of religious education, but some of them 
could be used to good advantage without any change. For example such 
instruments as the Boyce Card for rating teachers, Schutte Scala for rating 
teachers, the Rugg teacher .. rating·· scale,Qot110f' a 11 Code 11 or scheme of teacher 
rating, and others could be used in the field of religious education to a 
good advantage with very little or no change. Surely the supervisor in the 
field of r9ligio•.1s education would be justified in using material that was 
developed in tho public sbhool ftAld if by so doing the efficiency and use-
fulnesa of the Church School teachers can be increased. 
Certain things that may be the outgrowth of the class room visitation. 
First"of all the planning of a teacher's institute may be the result of a 
period of class room visitation. ~he supervisor may sea that the teachers 
of the school need a certain type of help or information that can beet be 
supplied by means of a teachers intituta. Therefore it becomes his task to 
get in touch wijlh the leaders of religio:.1a education in the com:nunity and 
plan an institute. This is not the place to diseuse the teacher's institute 
as ~eans of supervision, further than to say that it it is larger and 
more elaborately planned thaftr. an ordinary teachers' meeting and conference, 
also it is community wide and is cooperatively planned by the religious 
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leaders of the co~~unity, city or district. Tha institute should do two 
things, it should give instruction and encouragement to the ·tee:ohers, and 
should give them specific help for the special problems of pedagogy. Much 
time should be given over to conferences and discussion and the teachers 
should have abundant time for pa~icipatron. Institutes can be made much 
more valuable than they are at present and the supervisor is the individual 
who can do much to bring about this change. 
A sec~nd thing that may develop from class room visitation will be a plan 
for demonstration teaching. The supervisor may discover a teacher who is very 
skillful in certain phas3s of the work, if so that teacher could demonstrate 
to the other teachers the part of the work in which aha excells.The super-
visor may wish to demonstrate a specific method and this can be done if the 
• supervisor can select a class and then gi~e the demonstration before the 
entire body of teachers. A definite place should be given by the supervisor 
to such demonstration teaching. Aey demonstration teaching that weakens the 
teacher in the mind of the p.1pil should be avoided and the supervisor 
should be vary careful thdhe does not make this mistake. 
A third plan that ~ develop will be a plan of directed observation 
1 
of teaching. ~Teachers will receive much help from observing a good teacher 
do her work. In every program of supervision provision should be made for 
the observation of teaching. The superviser may have a teacher who is very 
weak in story-telling if eo aha should be sent to observe a teacher who is 
espe cia.l i.y strong in stb.ry-te lling.. Anoth 1r teacher may be a failure in 
the matter of bringing out dis~~eaion ir eo she shJuld be sent to observe 
1. McClintock, Bertha s., "An Observation School as An Aid to Better 
Methode in Vacation Church Schools." International Journal of Religious 
Sducation. April 1927 
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a tePcher who is v3ry able. in that special type of work. Mere 
observation is not worth a gr3st deal but where it is properly directed 
and the observer knows wh~t to loak for it is a real help in supervision. 
In the fourth place a plnn of intervi.sitP.tion may be of some benefit 
to the t9~chera.They m~y see the application and practice of certain· 
methods that may be worth while to them in th9ir work. Teachers of each 
department could visit the class rooms of teachers of the same department 
in different schools. The plan if properly carried forward could be very 
helpful ia a program of supervision. 
A fifth thing that might result from a program of claso visitation might 
be the discovery of a person with highly specialized ability. Such a person 
if discovered. :tn thl3 school should be urged to continue in training 
and should be given specialized training if possible. A person may be found 
a.\J\~ 
who gives promise of becoming a very~children1 s worker, that person should 
be urged to take additional specialized training. The supervisor will 
always need to be on the alert for such individuals and when discovered 
they should be urged to continue training. ' 
A sixth thing that will result from the class room visitation is the 
promotion of special stud~ coursea,lectures, educational programs and 
educational exhibits. These results are so evident that discussion is 
al~st unnecessary. In every system of supervision there will be teachers 
training courses, and special study courses. They are perhaps one of the 
best means available for the improving of the teachers while in service. 
Lectures, educational programs and educational exhibits are all helpful 
means in supervision. An annual exhibit of the work of the school affords 
opportunity for worthwhile conferences end contacts between supervisor 
and teachers and parents ftnd may be the basis for much future 
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constructive work. 
• 
A seventh thir~ is the direction of the teacher's reading. The supervisor 
may be able to do a great deal in the training of the teachers through . 
personal direction of their reading. The teachers usually do not know the 
best bo~ks in their field and then too quite often they canr~t afford 
to purchase the books. The supervisor will need to make available for 
the teachers the best books in the field of religious education through 
the public librar7>' and the workers' libraries in the local Church. He· 
will also very definitely neJd to direct the reading of the teachers to 
the spacial chapt~rs that pertain to their special work. 
Finally the use of bulletins, handbooks, bibliographies, and other 
printed aids will all prove useful in a program of supervision. lllimeo-
£raphed suggestions could be given to the teachers dealing with the general 
problems that all the teachers face and th~ problems pertaining to the 
general oversieht of the school. Bibliographies could also be prepa~ed 
in mimeographed form and giv3n out to the teachers to enco·.trage their 
reading along special lines. All of these means may b3 useful to the 
supervisor, who is trying to promote a constructive program of supervision. 
1. Barr and Burton, "The Supervision of instruction" p. 4)6 
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CHAPI'ER IX 
THE CONFERE~~OE AS A MEANS OF SUPERVISION 
The real purpose of the conference. The 'information discovered by 
class room visitation is put to practical, constructive use in the con-
ferencea. In other words the conferences are the clearing houses for 
ideas. Hera the opinions of supervisor, leaders and teachers are pre-
B3nted, and ~rom these different opinions there is developed the ideas 
that govern the school. Therefor3 it is true that the beet results will 
be obtained when the class room visitation is folloYted by a conference 
because the ideas that ~esult from the conference is a combination of 
1 
the thinkine of a n~mber of people. The conferences help ue to dib-
cover the actual situations that exist in the school, and also to de-
termine the program of improvement that shall be undertaken. The con-
ference will have very definite objectives but they will be determined 
largely by the local situation and specific needs. Mr.Charles F. Boes"Jr. 
in an article entitled "The Workers Conference" in the "International 
Journal of Religious Education", gives a n~mber of general objectives 
of a conference. 
T~1ey are as follows; 
11 To diacover the Utual situations in which our people live 
and to learn their most important problems. To discover how 
beat to aid our pupils in living Christian lives in their 
actual situations. This is the equivalent of learning to 
know the world that the child experiences as hie own in 
contrast to the world that adults experience~ to define 
1. Elliott, Harrison S., "Supervision and Leadership Training11 , Intor. 
Journal of Religious Education, Vol. 1 July-August 1925 
2. Boas, Che.e. F., "The Workers Conference 11 , International Journal of 
Religious Education, October 1927, pp.24-25 
2 
exactly what we are trying to accomplish in the lives of our 
people in terms of Christian living. To study the present de-
velopment of our pupils with a view to improving the grouping 
in departments and classes by readjustment. 
To determine ho~ efficiently our present organization meets 
the needs of religiously educating our pupils; to plan needed 
adjustments. 
To evaluate the lesson material now in use in our Church School 
in the light of our objectives and to make new e~lections where 
possible, 
To determine the adaptation needed in our worship services in 
giving the pupils satisfactory worship expe~~nces, 
To evaluate the social and recreational activities of our de-
partment or Church School in the light of our pupil centered 
objectives with a view to i~provemant of our progrrun, 
To discover sound procedure to be allowed in guiding our 
pupils in living the Christian life. 
To work out the actual teaching plane or procedures to be used 
for a period of time, as, for instance, the succeeding month. 
To discover how the objectives may be used in unifying the 
work of the several agencies now organized for the religious 
education of our children. 
To determine how the Bhristian spirit may be developed through 
cooperation in comm..tnity projects. 
To study the equipment nesds of our school in the light of our 
religious education objectives with a view to providing ade-
quately in this respect • 11 
In addition to the objectives listed by Mr.Boss there would be a. number 
of others that would mad to be mentioned. To talk ova'" with the teacher 
a recitation or class period which you visited. At this conference the 
supervisor may make certain suggestions for the teacher to try out,then 
a follow-up conference will be necessary to check up on the results and 
to find out if satisfactory results are being obtained. There will aleo 
be pre-teaching conferences and conferences of a more personal nature 
where the teacher will confer with the supervisor on such matters as how 
to deal with certain special problems of discipline,how to present certain 
facts to the pupils.what books to read, and problems of that nature. 
Conferences make for unity and coordination of affort. They make it 
possible for the supervisor and the teachers to see the work ae a whole, 
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and this enables tham to sea the relation of the part to the whole. The 
unity of the work will be evident when both supervisor and teachers 
realize that the work has one underlying aim and that is the training of. 
the pupils to live Christian lives. Furthermore the conferences will 
foster a cooperative spirit and train the supervisor and teachers to work 
together. This is very essential because it is only by cooperation that 
some results van be obtained. 
Then it must be remembered that conferences are educational forces in 
the program. If a constructive study of the specific problems of a 
Church School is engaged in at the conferences then they become real 
educational forces in the program. This is' especially true when certain 
definite problems are outlined for discussion at each conference, as-
signed readings can be given out and at the following meeting reports can 
be given. Reviews of new books,the latest research finding,the results of 
experimentation and maqy other educational deatures can be presented in 
the conferences. Thus the conference if proparlr, orgahized becomes uary 
helpful in the matter of improving the teachers while in service. 
The types of conferences. There are two general types of conferences, 
the group conference and the individual conference. Under these two groups 
avery type of conference that the supervisor is concerned about can be 
adequately listed. The group conferences will include first of all the 
Board or Council Meeting. 1 This will include the group of leaders who aro 
definitely responsible for the entire educational program. Its work will 
be largely of a general nature and ~ill deal primarily with the general 
plan and policy of the school. It will have a certain amount of ad-
ministrative duties to perfonn. However such great questions as the 
1. Magill, Hugh s., "The Professional Workers' Conference", Inter. Jour. 
of Religious education,Vol.~ Hov.l924. 
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Church Schools training program for boys and girls,How to develope Ohriotian 
character,Tha principles of ~oral and Religious Education, The leak Dey , 
.. 
Church School, The Vacation Church School, The Problem. of Correlation of 
the work of the Church School,New Methods in religious education, The use 
of scientific methode in religious education, these and many other 
questions of a similar nature concerned with the general policy of re• 
ligious education will come before the Board or Council Meeting for die-
cusoion and consideration. 
The teachers Meeting will be the meeting where all of the teachers meet 
to consider and discuss such problems of method and procedure that will be 
of interest to the ontiro group. 
The departmental meetings will include only the teachers of a department. 
Their problema will be some what similar and the methode that they will 
need to study will be somewhat the same. In the departmental meetings the 
problems discussed will be much more specific than those studied in the 
1 teachers meetings. 
The special teachers or committee meetings may be composed of the ~n-
dergarten teachers, tho intermediate teachers, the teachers of the Adult 
classes or of nny othor special or limited group. It may be a committee 
appointed to study a certain method of teaching, or to investigate a new 
curriculum text book, or a committee appointed to do any special thing 
and then to report back to the larger group. 
The individual confer3nces mey in liko l'tt2.n.'1:::r b;;: dividad into :'our 
groupe, thJ first one might be called the personal conference. The 
problem may be a purely personal one and the teacher may desire to talk i1-
l.Johnson,Violet w., 11The Children's Workers' Council 11 1 Inter. Jour. 
of Religious Education, Vol.I Jun~ 1925. 
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over with the supervisor. If the right relationship. exists between the 
,. . 
supervisor and the teacher1 tthe teacher should feel perfectly free to go 
to the supervisor with a personal problem. Conferences of the teachers 
own seeking, to discuss some very specific situation may be classed as a 
personal conference. 
A second type of individual conference will be the conference follow-
ing a classroom visitation. Very shortly after a viaitationJarrangemente 
should be made for a conference with that teacher. This conference will 
deal with the results of' the classroom visitation. The supervisor will 
give his report, including both commendation and specific recommendations. 
Tffs teacher will be able to defend her action and to offer suggestions. 
Then from this conference will come suggestions for a re~edial type of 
t ree.tment. 
A third type of' individual conference will be what is called a follow 
up conference. The supervisor may suggest that the teacher try a certain 
method or teaching to relieve a specific situation, then after a period 
of' time has elapsed the supervisor will plan another conference with"this 
same person to see the results of the new method. It is a conference to 
follow up a plan or a suggestion given at a previous conference. 
The fourth type of individual conference is the prospective teachers 
conference. It is exactly what the nnme indicates, a conference with a 
prospective teacher. The supervisor will need to have a conference with 
every person who is a prospective teacher, and in this conference he 
will strive to secure information that will help him to decide whether 
or not the person being interviewed would make a satisfactory teacher. 
This conference wil~also be a time when the supervisor can definitely state 
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to the prospective teacher the ideals and policy of the school. The 
supervisor can also state exactly what the school will expect of ita 
teachers, this can beet be done in a conference with a prospective teacher 
than with the same individual after -the teaching duties have begun. 
The general policy governing conferenc~s. The first item in the general 
policy governing the promotion of conferences is the matter of an 
adequate time schedule arrangement. In Church School work because of the 
great number of volunteer workers this is much more difficult than in the 
public school. In the public school work you can plan the conference and 
insist on the attendance of every teacher, and they will be present 
... 
because they think of it as a part of their regular duties. In the Church 
School work you can plan the conference and insist on the attendance of 
every teacher and perhaps fifty percent of the teachers will be present 
nnd the other fifty percent will fail to appear. The Church School teacher 
is usually a person who is engaged in some other work, and because of the 
demands of their regular work it is difficult for tham to devote the 
proper amount of time to the Church School teaching. This is true of all 
of the teachers save the ones teaching in the WeekDay Church Schools, 
here there are a good many fUll time teachers of religious education. 
In any well regulated Church School it will be necessary to have a 
teachers meeting at least once a month. It would be much more satisfactory 
1 
to meet each week for study and conference • The supervisor will need to 
devise some sort of a time schedule for the group conferences that will be 
satisfactor,y to the greatest number. A satisfactory time and place must be 
1. Hubball,Harry Hopkins,nThe Workers' Council at its Beet", Inter.Jour. 
of Religious Education, Feb. 1925. 
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found for these conf~rences. ln the matter of the individual conferences 
we face another problem that is q:1ite difficult·, due also tb the volunteer 
teaching and the lack of time on the part of the teachers. The supervisor 
will n9ed to arrange for certain hours for conference v:hen it will be 
possiblJ for the tea.ch3rs to meet for conference and discusoion of problems. 
The Church School supervisor might 3Ven arr~nge to go to the homes of the 
teachers for conf9rence. Very shortly after the class room visitation the 
supervisor should have a conference with that teacher, and the supervisor 
should arrange the time and place so that it will be satiaf~ct6ry to the 
teacher. Just as with the group conf9r9nce, so v1ith the individual con-
ferences the supervisor must find a satisfactory tiille and place. In 
addition to this the supervisor should hPve c>Jrtain afterno~n or evenings 
set aside when he would be able to confer with any teacher, or officer of 
the school who would come to him with their specific problems. If the 
right sort of a relationship had been established between supervisor and 
teachers it is quite likoly that the teachers would be very grateful for 
this opportunity and would make good use of the period • 
Th~se conf9rences must be adapted to individual needs. This means 
... 
that the supervisor must study the needs of his school and of his 
teachers,and plan the conferences to fill the needs. The workers conference, 
the teachers me3ting, the d9partment teachers meetings, and the special 
teachers mooting will all need to be planned to fill a need. Foe example 
the teachers of the childrons dividion will study psychology, methods of 
teaching and curriculum material that will be suitable for their own 
division. This is especially true in tha co:1ferencea that follow class-
room visitation, hJre surely there should be complete adaptation to indi-
I 
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vidual needs, and yet often times the help given in such a conference is 
so general that it is of little value. The supervisor must be able to 
study the teacher and then with an understanding of the ability of the 
teacher offer such help as will ba~t suit the individual situation and the 
teacher. 
The conference.must be adapted to specific situations. A conference 
.. '·. 
may deal with general situations or with a specific situation, both have 
• their place. The danger.however is that the conference will be so general 
. ~ .w 
, . -- ... ;.. ..... 
that it ·will'riot offer the he!p that it ought to offer, therefore one 
of t~e ... gen~~ai po.l~·~~es governing the conferences should be that they 
. . .. •, . 
should be· adopted to specific situations when necessary • For example 
i'f r a teacher should have a problem of discip~.ine with a certain boy, a 
problem that the teacher is apparently unable to handle, then the confer-
. . . 
enc~. should be concfi3rning thi a a pacific boy and the possible methods of 
· ........ :.: ::.'!* ...• . : ..' ~ . . . . '< • 
ha.ndll~ the situation, and not with the general problem of discipline. 
Every conference that follows a classroom visitation should be a specific 
conference. The fault that the supervisor finds with the work of a teacher 
should be specific, just as the suggestions for improvement should be de-
finite and specific. 
The conference must be preceded ~ definite preparation. Every confer-
ence should have a plan and a purpose, and the preparation for the confer-
ence should liDo of'·~euch a nature that the purpose will be achieved. This 
may mean work and study on the part of the individual who is responsible 
for the conference, but hard work and study is always the price of sue -
cess in any field. Every conference is a specific problem and must be 
prepared for in a very definite manner. The group conferences should be 
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planned for at least a year in advance. A certain phase of the educational 
work of the Church may be considered for a period of twelve months, and 
then the next year some other phase and thus each year plan a-developing 
. . 
~~~~ program of conferences for the workers. One year it may be the problem of 
' ' 
teacher training, another year it may be the problem of organization and 
administration, a third year it may be the matter of curriculum, and a 
fourth year it may be something else. The important thing is that it should 
be planned. The supervisor or someone else who is especially trained for 
the taak should plan for every conference• Select the subject to be dis• 
cussed, state the problems involved, select persons to open up the die • 
cussion, assign certain readings and call for reports on the readings, and 
in a definite way plan for the entire conference from the introduction to 
the conclusion. A general plan, the main features of which are in common 
1 
use in a great many Church Schools is presented by Mr.Charles F.Boss in 
an article entitled the "Workers' Conference•, 
The plan is as follows; 
1. The problem involved clearly stated. 
2. The definite aim or goal in terms of the problem. 
;. Statement of the information, or facts and the principles that need 
to be in possession of the group if the aim ia to be reached. 
4. Procedure·~for the conference hour, what questions or sub-problema 
are involved7How shall the class be stimulated to thinking about them 
and guided to successful concluaioneT 
5. Record the conclusions reached. 
6. Determine how these conclusions should be used and make definite 
plans. These should be very specific, exact steps being determined con• 
l.Boss, Charles F., "The Workers' Conference" 1 The I-nternational Journal 
of Religious Education, October 1927. 
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cretely. 
7. Statement of problem and objective for the next meeting of the group. 
Give individuals and co~~tteae definite assignments of reading nnd gathering 
needed information. 
, .. 
.. .~:.-
It is also true~~~t the individual conference, the one dealing with n 
~ . 
spacial problem,·9t.i.he one following a class room visitation, or whatever 
it may be, ahoul~ when possible be as definitely prepared for as ie the 
• ""'it ... group conferenb:r::·;j\l'at described. The conference must bs able to maintain 
. .. 
. ' ... '~~ ... 
a constructive technique of criticism. This is perhaps the most difficult 
task that the supervisor will be called upon to face. It is difficult yet 
1 
it can be do~. W.O.Barclay has an interesting paragraph in this.~pnqection, 
stating ; .~ .... 
... 
. ~ '· . . " •. ' 
.. ~~In- personal conference the wiee supervisor will offer only con.o. 
· etructive criticism. He will realize that little ie to be ge.in'ed 
by merely pointing out to a 'teacher the several weaknesses· o.r _ :....,.... ... :,, 
the concrete faolts of her teaching. A fault whether in persona.r"• ·· . .,..,_, 
at-titude or in te·a.ching procedure is moat effectively remedied . ~~ .. 
.. '"') .·. by substitution. The alert teacher in all pro~~ility is keenly 
conscious of her defects; if she is rot, she is likely:~to be .. 
either discouraged or offended~y having them pointed out. If 
She is worthy a place as a ehristian teacher, she has a desire 
to become a better teacher.)and she will be helped m~ by con- • 
crete, constructive augge~.bn.llt 
The difficulty that the aupe~aor ~ill experience in the work of offering 
~~- .. 
tha~·edticiem Clf' ·.teaching ;n the fact. that criticism ie usually thought. 
of as fault finding. Teachers are usually fearful of criticism because 
they think of it always as unfavorable. The supervisor should cultivate 
among hie teachers the idea that he ie not. primarily a critic and a 
judge, but that he ie a teacher of teachers, a worker, a cooper~ting 
2 
worker engaged with them in a co~~on task. Barrrand Burton in de~ling 
l.Barclny,W.O. "Training for Leadership in Teaching" pp. 1?8-1?9 
2. Barr and Burton "The Supervision of Instruction" pp. lffi-171 
,, 
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with the same subject in connectioh with public school supervision list 
a number of principles that should be practiced in the usa of criticimn 
with teachers. They are as follows; 
"Criticism should be encouraging, critician should be constructive 
·and forward-looking. Criticism may be adverse and severe. Criticism 
should lead to setf-analysis and self criticism, and criticism 
must be discriminating." 
These are important in public school work but they are equally as important 
in religious education. The work in religious education ought not be aey 
lese exacting'than the work in the public school and every one of the 
principles of critician listed above are applicable to the field of re-
ligious education. lf these principles of criticism were practiced by 
the supervisors of religious education then it could be truly said that 
the conferences were maintaining a constructive technique of criticism. 
The conference must be professional in character. If a person is:.. in need 
of medical aid they consult a physician, if in soma legal difficulty they 
- ~ .... 
consult a lawyer, if in some spiritual difficulty they consult a clargy-
man. They do this because these different persons are professionally 
trained to give them the exact help which they need. The supervisor 
should also be a person professionally trained to assist teachers with 
their numerous teaching problems. This will mean of course that the super-
visor will need to be a master in the theory and practice of religious 
education. The supervisor will need to be so thoroughly trained that the 
advice and suggestion that he m~ give in conferences will be accepted as 
accurate professional advice. However the supervisor will need more than 
the training, this is essential, but if the supervisor would gain p~-
fesaional recognition he must do so by demonstrated success and efficiency. 
The supervisor in religious education must be professional in another 
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sense ana that is that whatever transpil"88 in a conference with any of 
If.. : .. • 
* . •' ~ 
the teachers .~ill be regarded as confidential. The supervisor will not 
.. , 
gossip among· the teachers and never discuss the abilities or skills of 
one teacher with the other teache~a unless it be for the purpose of com-
parison, but even this must be done very judiciously or trouble may be 
the result. .... .·· ,· .. 
. . 
' .. 
. Finally the conference must show results in the increased efficiency 
.·, 
of the teacher·s. T~ PU:rpo~e of all supervision as has been said earlier 
in. this pa~er ilft~r.th~ 'tmp·r;vement of teaching, and the conference 
must assist in the wor~ of improvement. The only justification for the 
_..,~-s; --
time am effort required. in ~onducting the conferences iB that results 
1 . 
·m~ show in the increased efficiency of the teachers. W.O.Barclay quotes 
• 
a number of statements from religious educators that show quite clearly 
the imp~r~anoe of t!i~o.nfere!lce 
.~!" in supervision. A director of Rel1gious 
•• ,;...• ._. 1 ...,;. • ;r~· .. <t • 
.i.·.::·, •.. ., - ·~t -:. -. ,.., •. ,.J· .... ~ Kducatio~!n California writes; 
·.• . :~~·- :',." . 
' . . . .. ~ '-·. .. . . ' 
;~.:;....!our program of training makes definite provision for training· 
' by .Qupervision. I have regular monthly co.Af..erences with depart-
ment "S):lparintements for the discussion ~the,. work of 'their·,: 
departments in which definite suggestio~are~~ven. r h~ve a 
personal questionnaire which each teacher is required to"'fill . ~,. 
out quarterly. This includes questions as to methods of conduct• 
ing the class, and a!JY~·definite results noted in the pupils or 
.i,n the teacher herselC/ I hat! conferences with most of the 
teachers quarterly an~•with all at least once each year. Read-
1~ lists are giv~rt~out, and, where possible, books placed di• -~~ 
• rectly in the hands of teachers. All of' this requires a great deal 
o~ time on my part, but~ count it·worth while, for it enables 
me to keep check on the growth and development of my teachers". 
A director of Religious Education in West Virginia writes; 
•r have been giving special attention to personal supervision 
of' teaching. I have had personal conferences with each of the 
eighty-six officers and teachers of the school. I have observed 
the teaching in a lfll'ge number of classes, and after conferences 
t.Barclay,W.C.,"TrAlning for Leadership and Teaching", pp.l41-142. 
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have placed efficiency scales in the hands of the teachers, 
Personal interviews with teachers about their problems, I am 
assured, have been helpful to many" • 
• 
j• 
I ~ 
I 
I 
J • 
Conclusion • A stu~y _of some of the possibilities of supervision in re-
ligious educatio~~n.tih:·~ light of the achievements in general education 
reveals some very~ interesting things. It is found that th3rO is a real 
nesd for euperv-,:sion in both -~"'.tel:~ of education. It is also evident that 
. -~-: ~ ... .~~ 
the principles of.-:-~~Ii~lrio~i.;·ui~.:apply to general education are also 
...... ,,.f"o.;,"} • t ' 
applicabls to the ":t'iM~"bf':tel~to~s id.4cation. With slight modifications· 
• •• ~~·J>o •. 
these principles c~"~a utilized b.l"A p~ticed in religious education 
--~:- . 
just as .adequak.ely as J.hey are ·at present used in general eduaation. 
. . 
An important' l!l6i~h~~t supervision in the public school. field is ~"'!d · 
'·. 
classr~m... visitation and conference. A rather definite technique of pro .. 
·~~' 
cedure has been developed in the public school field,'wheTeby the super-
' 
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visor is able to carry on a system of classroom visitation Blfd' is abla 
~i};~.\~~ co:;d';lct co_nf~.,;;t~~~ thus pr.omote the ,eff'iciency oY~_he ·-.~ , .. 
t~achers. In religious education it is possible to carry 1:m•th~'aeru . 
• ~ ;--t· ....... -·~·- • . ... • ..... ... ~. t.,~~.. . ........ - . 
type of a program of _su~viaion in which clas&r6om.~~ita~ion~~nd~~he; 
.. -"'-. 
conferences are made the center of the program, and by thls p~o¢:ase,_?f.,_ 
. supervision the efficiency of' t}}e Church School. teacher 1?. greatly in-·:~:_ • • : .~, 
. ~-:.~c_rao.soo. Therefore tho concli'on of the ':thole r:1attar msy bo stat:.d ,. 
. ~ ~ 
·nr;,· ta::-s·Jly i:1 t;::o.,.oan.t·3M~ · M!:l9l:,-;In general the principles and ~ 
~ ~ . 
scientific methode of ~upervision as applied to general education can 
\ 
. . 0 
• be with slight modifi~ation applied to-the field of religious education. 
·':1 
This will be increa.s~~ly true as tha Church and the Church Schools free 
. ' ... i.f~. 
themselves from some of the traditions of the past and frou soma of ths 
unpedagogical ideas that have eo long controlled the forces of religious 
oducation. 
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